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ABSTRACT 

A GRAMMAR OF KARO, TUPI (BRAZIL) 

by 

Nilson Gabas, Jr. 

The Karo language is spoken by approximately 150 Arara Indians in the state of 

Rondonia, in the southwest part of the Amazon region, in Brazil. It is genetically affiliated 

with the Ramarama branch of the Tupi family, one of the largest families of languages in 

South America. Karo is supposedly the sole language of its branch. 

The Arara Indians used to call themselves i ?/:;>rap (from i ?/:;> l ST PERSON INCLUSIVE 

pronoun, plus tap ASSOCIATIVE) 'ourselves, us', and are known to have Lived in their 

present location from time immemorial. They have been in contact with the surrounding 

white population since the l 940's, and although the majority of them are bilingual in 

Portuguese, they use the Karo language exclusively among themselves for communication. 

Prior to my work, nothing was known about the Karo language except for a few 

word.lists published by ethnologists (Horta Barbosa 1945; Levi-Strauss 1950; Nimuendaju 

1925, 1955; Rondon 1948; Schultz 1955; Vitor Hugo 1959). 

Some of the main typological features of Karo include a) a complex interplay of 

segments and suprasegmentals at the phonetic and phonological levels; b) an extensive 

internal and external array of morphophonemic processes; c) a fairly simple morphology, 

with only a few derivational and inflectional processes, no case or gender marking on 

nouns; d) a relatively strict order of elements (determiners, adjectives, nouns, verbs, 

postpositions, etc.) within constituents (noun, verb, adverbial and postpositonal phrases); e) 

a relatively strict SOV word order; and f) a fairly rich inventory of particles with different 

grammatical functions such as noun classification and evidentiality. 

Thiu!issertation is arranged in a fairly intuitively progression of linguistic 

coffiplexity, moving from the smaller linguistic units, the sounds, to the larger units of 

morphology and syntax. In the last three chapters I deal with three grammatical systems 

found in Karo, the classifier system, the ideophone system, and the evidential system. 

Vl'll 



Chapter 1 provides an overview of the language, the sociolinguistic situation, as 

well as a brief history and cultural analysis of the group, the number of fieldtrips 

undertaken and infonnation about the data collected. 

In Chapter 2 a description of Karo phonetics and phonology is provided. It includes 

a description of the consonantal and vocalic segments of Karo, its syllabic patterns, 

processes of nasal spreading, assimilation processes, patterns of stress placement, and tone. 

The morphology of Karo is described in Chapter 3. It includes a description of the 
-

word classes of Karo, its affixes (both inflectional and derivational), clitics, and processes 

of nominalization and compounding. 

Chapter 4 deals with the syntax of Karo. First, in section 4.1, I present and describe 

the types of simple sentences found in the language (basic declarative, focused declarative, 

interrogative, and imperative sentences). Then, in section 4.2, I describe the major 

predicate types which occur in the language. In section 4.3 I describe the Karo phrases 

(noun phrase, verb phrase, postpositional phrase and adverbial phrase) and their 

constituents. Following the description of phrases I account for the way tense is marked in 

the language (in section 4.4) and the syntactic processes of negation (in section 4.5). In 

section 4.6 I describe the process ofreported speech, and in the last section of the chapter, 

section 4. 7, I describe the processes of clause combinations: clause chaining and three 

types of subordination, 1) time, 2) purpose and 3) cause. 

In the last three chapters of the dissertation I describe three different grammatical 

systems found in Karo: the classifier system, in Chapter 5; the ideophone system, in 

Chapter 6; and the evidential system, in Chapter 7. 

In Chapter 5 I account for the fonnal and semantic properties of the classifier 

system, examining them in the Light of available typologies of noun classification. 

In Chapter 6 T provide an analytical background of the linguistic literature on 

ideophones, followed by a description of ideophones of Karo from the phonetic, 

phonological, morphological, syntactic, semantic and discourse points of view. At the end I 

provide a (partial) list of 100 ideophones found in the language. 

In Chapter 7 l first provide an overview of the literature on evidentials, and then 

describe the evidentials of Karo formally and semantically. 

Finally, in tlre Epilogue I bring together the main characteristics of the language, 

relating them to current typologies of languages in general and of Amazonian languages in 

particular. 
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CHAPTER! 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 THE KARO LANGUAGE 

Karo is an Amazonian language spoken by approximately 150 Arara Indians, in 

the state of Rondonia, Brazil. 

1 

Genetically, Karo has been classified as part of the Rarnarama branch of the Tupi 

family, together with three other languages, Ramararna, Uruku and Urumi, given as 

extinct (Rodrigues 1964). Recently, however, a preliminary study has shown that Karo 

might be the sole member of its branch, and that the different languages considered its 

sisters might be, in fact, Karo itself, which was labeled differently by different researchers 

at different times (Gabas, to appear). 

Apart from wordlists published by some ethnologists (the same ones who labeled 

Karo differently) in the beginning and middle of this century (Horta Barbosa 1945; Levi

Strauss 1950; Nimuendaju 1925, 1955; Rondon 1948; Schultz 1955; Vitor Hugo 1959), 

no systematic linguistic research has been done previously on Karo. 

1.2 THE TUPI LANGUAGES 

The Tupi family is one of the largest language families in South America, with ten 

different branches: Arikern, Aweti, Juruna, Mawe, Munduruku, Monde, Purubora, 

Ramarama (where Karo belongs), Tupari and Tupi-Guarani. Of these, the Tupi-Guarani 

branch is the best known, probably because it contains the majority of languages of the 

family: approximately 55 out of the 80 Tupi languages are classified as Tupi-Guaranian. 

A few studies dealing with languages outside of the Tupi-Guarani branch are also 

available, among them some descriptive grammars (cf. Moore 1984 for the Gaviao 

language; Crofts 1973 for the MundurukU language), dictionaries (cf. Landin 1983 for 

Karitiana; Funda9ao Nacional do Indio 1977 for MundurukU; Bontkes 1985 for Surui) 

collections of texts (cf. Burum 1977. 1978, 1979 for Munduruku), and a number of 
-

published as well as unpublished works (cf. Crofts 1985, Comodo 1981, and Rodrigues 

1980 for Munduruku; Graham and Harrison 1978 for Mawe; van der Meer 1981, 1982, 

1983 for Surui; Rodrigues f966 for Cinta-Larga; Rodrigues 1990, 1995 for Xipaya; 
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Galucio 1996, 1997, Hanke, Swadesh & Rodrigues 1958 for Mekens; Landin 1983, 1984, 

1988, Landin and Landin 1973, Landin 1987, 1989, and Storto 1993, 1994, 1997a, 1997b, 

for Karitiana; Gabas 1998, 1989, 1990, 1991, 1994 for Karo; Moore 1984, 1985, 1989 for 

Gaviao; F argetti 1992 for J urfuia; Braga 1992 for Makurap). 

For comparative and historical analysis of grammatical aspects of these languages, 

however, the quantity of the studies available is still far from adequate (cf. Moore 1994, 
-

an overview of Tupi syntax). It may be hoped that such analysis will become a reality in 

the near future, when more descriptions of languages beyond the Tupi-Guarani branch 

become available. 

1.3 HISTORY OF THE GROUP 

Although the Arara presently share their reservation (the Area lndigena Igarape de 

Lourdes) with the Gaviao and some Zor6 Indians, both scientific and non-scientific 

reports show that they have always lived around that area. 

The Arara were contacted by Western society in the late 1940's during the rubber 

expansion into the northwestern part of Brazil. As a result of the contact, many died of 

diseases carried by the rubber explorers and settlers. 

The estimated number of Arara at contact was 600 people. This number had 

dropped considerably, to approximately 50, just two decades later. After contact, the 

remaining Arara either left to Live in the cities or were brought to work on ' seringais' 

(rubber fields). 

It was only in the mid-1960's that an employee of the now extinct Servii;:o de 

Proteiyao ao Indio, SPI, (the Brazilian Bureau of Indian Affairs) started the process of 

·retribalization' of the Arara, bringing them to Live in the area that is now their 

reservation. The Gaviao and Zor6 Indians came to ~in them shortly afterward. 

By 1987, when I began fieldwork, the 100 Arara Indians living in the village were 

highly 'deculturated ' and dependent on goods from the city. Traditional rituals, dances 

and music are rarely performed anymore, and foreign cultural items, activities, cuisine 

and religion have been incorporated into their society. 

As for their economic resources, the Arara depend in part on natural products 

gathered from the reservation (rubber, fruits, Brazil nut, manioc flour. etc.) and on crafts 

(bows, arrows, baskets, earrings, necklaces, etc.1.~ost of their income, however, comes 

from lumbering. 
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1.4 C ULTURAL OVERVIEW 

The type of contact established with the Arara (unplanned, with no health care), 

and the historical situation (their "extraction" from their villages in order to participate in 

the process of rubber expansion) seem to have contributed to the lack of scientific studies 

of this group, either anthropological, linguistic or of any other nature. As a consequence, 

many of the traditions of the Arara have been lost, such as several spiritual rituals and 

regulatory orations. 

Nevertheless, the people still remember some myths, sporadically sing their songs 

and practice a special kind of oratory, where two leaders (usually the spiritual leader and 

the chief) talk simultaneously, with one paraphrasing the other. 

For subsistence, the Arara still manage to plant their crops of manioc, sweet 

potato, com, papaya, pineapple and several kinds of bananas. Recently, they have also 

started to plant rice and sometimes beans, though not very successfully. 

Besides the crops they also gather several types of fruits from the forest, especially 

cocoa, ayai, cupua9u, muruci, jatoba, caju, patua, and several other kinds not known to 

me. 

Recently, the Arara have begun to raise cows as an alternative means of 

subsistence. Generally, apart from sporadic losses due to jaguars and snakes, their herds 

are growing, and they seem to be successful in this endeavor. 

The Arara also hunt and fish. Almost all hunting is now done with firearms instead 

of the traditional bows and arrows, though some rodents are still hunted with bows and 

arrows. The hunt, however, is becoming increasingly rare due to the heavy machinery 

used to gather wood and to the increase of pasture for the cattle. People are growing 

increasingly dependent on the city for their food, not only for meat but also oil, sugar, 

salt, rice, beans, sweets, etc. 

Fishing still seems to be a lively activity amongthe Arara. Traditional as well as 

non-traditional ways of fishing are used, depending on the season. In the dry season (June 

through November), when the water level of the streams is low, bows and arrows are 

used. The tradition of fishing by poisoning the water with a special type of vine (the 

"timb6'') is also maintained. Due to the extensive killing of all types of aqualic animals, 

as well as baby fish, this technique is used more rarely. In the rainy season, especially at 



the beginning, when the added turbulence of the water dirties the streams, fish lines and 

fish sticks are used. 
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By 1987 the Karo people lived in a single village, strategically located next to the 

end of a road to the closest city, Ji-Parana. Even though their houses were no longer being 

built in the traditional way, they still carried the rough elements of a traditional house: the 

type of wood used, the way the logs were put together, and the roof of palm fronds. 
-

In addition to their houses in the main village, all family groups also had 

temporary houses (or, as they call them, colocar;oes) in the heart of the reservation, where 

they gather rubber and Brazil nuts. Sudden visits to the main village are not uncommon, 

however, especially in case of disease. 

After 1987 there was a split within the Arara community, with the removal of the 

leader, who left with his family group to found another village. 

Recently, with the decision of the shaman (and his family group) to live away 

from the other two villages, a three-way split has occurred. Although the reason for his 

move is apparently unknown, it is possible that he decided not to take sides in the dispute 

over power and went to live in a neutral place. 

Only the first village is recognized bureaucratically by Fundac;ao Nacional do 

Indio, FUNAI (the Brazilian Bureau oflndian Affairs), as an Indian Post and is entitled to 

the three basic elements of a Post: a permanent position and residence for a FUNAI 

employee, a teacher and a nurse. 

Missionaries from the New Tribes Mission are also present a few meters across 

the creek which serves as a natural boundary between the reservation and a farm. 

Although their main goal is evangelical, they also serve as care providers to the T ndians 

by trading goods, offering health care, and serving as mediators in economic transactions. 

From approximately 100 in 1987, the Arara population increased tQ:ilbout 150 in 

1995. This was due chiefly to an improvement in the quality of the medical assistance 

provided to the Indians by FUNAI and (probably) the missionaries. 

1.5 THE SOCIOLINGUISTIC SITUATION 

The long years of contact with the surrounding white population did nol keep the 

Arara people from speaking Karo in their communities. Children sti 11 use Karo as theiF 

primary language for communication, ana Pbrtuguese is used exclusively-as a language of _ 



contact. Except for three Indians who were raised in the "seringais", away from contact 

with other Arara Indians, all Arara speak Karo. Older Arara Indians understand 
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Portuguese, though they do not speak it. Younger generations of the Arara are bilingual in 

Portuguese (probably as consequence of their frequent trips to the closest cities), and a 

few male Arara also understand the Gaviao-Zor6 language, due to inter marriage which is 

relatively infrequent. Among these Arara is my best consultant, Mano Jorge, who married 

a Gaviao Indian and usually spends part of the year with the Gaviao and the other part 

with the Arara. All of their five children are bilingual in Karo and Gaviao and also have a 

good understanding of Portuguese. 

Only a few loan words from Portuguese are employed by the Arara, generally 

words for items introduced via contact, like enxada 'hoe', carro 'car', caminhtio 'truck', 

bicicleta 'bicycle', etc. Over the past years, however, a tendency towards using kin terms 

borrowed from Portuguese has been increasing among the children, especially the words 

for 'mother' mamiie, ' father' papai, 'uncle' titio and 'aunt' titia. 

As for dialectal differences, at least two dialects seem to have been spoken in the 

past by different clans, the Arara (' Macaw') clan and the Urubu (' Vulture' ) clan. also 

known as Pe-Preto ('Blackfoot' ). Presently, only one family is reported to belong to the 

Vulture clan, and the dialectal differences between the members of this family and the 

rest of the Arara community, if any, seem to have disappeared 1
• 

1.6 FJELDTRIPS 

Since the beginning of my research with the Karo language, in 1987, seven 

fieldtrips have been undertaken. The period of each field trip is given below: 

I st fieldtrip: 

2"d fieldtrip: 

3rd fieldtrip: 

4th fieldtrip: 

5th fieldtrip: 

June - August of l 987 

April of 1990 

August - September of 1990 

July - August of 1992 

July - August of 1993 



6lh fieldtrip: July - September of 1994 

ih fieldtrip: October - December of 1995 

1.7 THE DATA 

The material on which this grammar is based comes from two different styles: 

elicited data and naturally occurring data (conversations, narratives, myths, telling of 

dreams, etc.). Elicited data were used mostly in the begi:rming of the research, and as I 

moved on to a better understanding of the language more and more of the second type of 

data was collected and analyzed. 
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I have recorded about 150 hours of elicited data, taken notes in 13 notebooks, and 

recorded approximately 120 hours of natural data, of which 1/3 is just roughly transcribed 

(not analyzed) and 1/5 is transcribed and analyzed2
. 

A profile of the consultants I have had a chance to work with is as follows: 

Chiquito male born approximately in 1945 

Mano el male born approximately in 1940 

Carlao male born approximately in 1965 

Mario Jorge male born approximately in 1965 

Pereira male born approximately in 1970 

Yarok male born approximately in 1975 

Wak-wak male born approximately in 1970 

Rute female born approximately in 1980 

Rosa female born approximately in 1975 

Marli female born approximately in 1970 

1 Although no differences between the Vulture family -;nd the rest of the Arara community were found, a 
few differences among the Arara themselves seem to exist, at least in specific words. For example, while 
some speakers say [wirup) for ' food ', others say [wirap). [pirudn) ·round ' can also be heard as [piron]. etc. 

- 2 The analysis of transcribed data I refer to comprises the process of understanding the-exact meaning of all 
morphemes (including litera!Jranslations) and grammatical patterns. This is a long process which averages 
10-15 hours of analysis for each hour transcribed. 



Besides these consultants, several other members of the community have also 

participated in the recording of myths and conversations, especially the members of the 

family of Mario Jorge. 

The equipment used to make the recording was all analog. Except for the first 

fieldtrip, in which I used a Uher recorder, in all subsequent fieldtrips I used either a Sony 
-

Walkman Professional or a Marantz tape recorder. Almost all recordings were 
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stereophonic. Tn one occasion the stereo microphone broke, and in another the stereo plug 

of the recorder also broke, recording only in monophonic mode. 



-
CHAPTER2 

PHONETICS AND PHONOLOGY 
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As in other Tupian languages, the most salient characteristic of Karo at the levels 

of phonetics and phonology is a heavy interplay between segmental and suprasegmental 

factors. As I will shown below, suprasegmentals like tone and stress relate to the structure 

of the sounds and syllables in remarkable ways. 

I will first present the inventory of the phonetic and phonological segments 

(consonants and vowels, respectively) followed by a description of their variants and the 

respective environments in which they occur. Examples showing crucial distinctions 

among consonantal and vocalic phonemes also will be provided. In section 2 .2 I will 

characterize the syllable patterns. Rules of nasalization spread will be given in section 

2.3, and the processes of external sandhi will be presented in section 2.43
. 

Although tone and stress are phenomena necessarily mentioned in the discussion 

of consonants and vowels, in section2.l, the processes of stress placement and tone, 

including tone spreading, will be described in detail in the last two sections, 2.5 and 2.6, 

respectively. 

2.1 PHONETIC SEGMENTS 

The consonantal and vocalic phonetic segments of Karo are presented below. The 

transcription of these segments follows Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996). 

2.1.1 CONSONANTS \ 

The following phonetic consonants were found in Karo: 

_ 3 The processes of internal SOJ1dhi, because of their specificity with relation to the word class in which they 
occur, will be presented in Chapter 3 when I describe the word classes of Karo. 
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bilabial alveolar palatal velar glottal 

stops p p: p 
, 

t t: c c c: k k: k, ? 

b g 

nasa l m mb bm 11--lld dn I] I]g gIJ 

flap f f 

fricative ~ 9 y h 

approximant WW y y 
.. 

Table I. Consonantal segments 

The following table represents the consonantal phonemes of Karo: 

bilabial alveolar palatal velar glottal 

stop p t c k ? 

b r:> g 

nasal m n 1J 

fricative h6 

approximant w y I 

Table 2. Consonantal phonemes 

The phonetic alternations of the consonantal phonemes are explained below. 

4 I also found a consonant cluster, [ { p ], which occurs, so far, in one word of Karo, [ { pu], meaning ·co 
jump' . This sound can be described as a cluster of a voiceless alveolar stop plus a voiceless bilabial stop, 
released with a trill on both lips. I am not including this sound in the phonetic and phonemic chart of Karo 
consonants because the word in which it occurs is an ideophone. ldeophones, due to their specificity in 
tenns of sound symbolism, are generally kept apm1 from the "normal" phonetic and phonological systems 
of the language in which they o_ccur. 
s The phoneme /r/ is represented in the chart in sequence with the voiced stops /b/ and /g/ because they form 
a natural phonological group, even though they are not a phonetically coherent group. For phonological and 
morphological reasons, / r/ is being considered as the voiced counterpart of the voiceless stop /ti, as /b/ and 
lg! are the (natural) voiced counterparts of the voiceless stops /p/ and /kl, respectively. Furthermore, treating 
/bl, Ir/ and /g/ as natural phonological counterparts of the voiceless /p/. / ti, /kl has several precedents among 
other Tupian languages (Rod[igues, p.c.). 
6 It is important to mention that /h/ is not-a frequent phon~me as compared to the others. 
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The pairs [b]:[f5] and [g]:[Y] are in free variation in onsets of unstressed syllables 

after vowels. 

['yaba] - [1yaf5a] 'rodent (sp.)' 

[aga'ya] - [aYa'ya] 'cocoa' 

[c] and [ry] are in free variation. 

['cadn] - [19adn] 'fi re' 

['c~n] - ['9~n] 'cat' 

[e'c:E:t'] - [e19E:t'] 'your name' 

The phonetic segments of the voiceless stop series, [p]:[p:]:[p.']; [t]:[t:]:[f]; 

[c):[c:]; [k]:[k:]:[k'] , alternate as foUows: 

• long segments [p:], [t:], [c:], [k:] occur as the onsets of stressed syllables. 

[i't:i] 'deer' 

[mo'p:ik') 'guan (sp.)' 
' 

[i1c:i] 'water' 

[ko'k:o] 'hawk' 

• unreleased segments [p ' ], [t'], [k '] occur as wo[(i:final codas. 

[ma'k:ap ,] 'peanut' 

(pE:1wff'] ' honey, sweet' 

[ma? 1t:E:k') 'palm tree (sp.)' 



• non-aspirated segments [p ], (t], [ c] and [k] occur elsewhere. 

(para'mif] ' spider' 

[ma?1p£] ' gourd' 

['tik ,] 'mosquito' 

[na?'t~] ' tapir' 

['c~n] 'cat' 

[na?'c~k,] 'hole' 

['karo] 'n1acaw' 

[ca?'kin] 'monkey (sp.)' 

The phonetic segments of the nasal series, [m]:[mb]:[bm]; (n]: (nd]:[dn); 

[g] :[ri~J : [gIJ] , alternate as follows: 
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• post-denasalized segments [mb], [nd], [IJg] occur on stressed syllable onsets before oral 

vowels. 

[na?'mbt) 

[ana'nda] 

[ma'IJg~f] 

'wasp (sp.)' 

'pineapple ' 

'again' 

• pre-denasalized segments [bm], [dn], [gl)] occur on word-final codas of stressed 

syllables after an oral vowel. 

[a?1p£bm] 

[
1k£0n] 

['pegIJJ 

'otherwise' 

'to sleep· 

'wfii te man' 

• plain nasal segments [m], [n], [I)] occur elsewhere. 



[ame'k::)] 'jaguar' 

[ana'nda] ' pineapple' 

[ma'?ip,] ' log' 

[na'c:ey] ' grazing ground' 

['m~ro] ·capibar' 

['n~m] ' breast' 

[i'yom] ' father' 

['c~n] ' cat' 

['teIJJ 'to fly' 

The phonetic segments of the approximant series, [r]:[f); [w]:[w]; [y]:[Y] , 

alternate as follows: 

• [w] and [y] occur adjacent to nasal vowels. 

[o 'w~] ' mother' 

['tawJ ' far' 

['Win] ' to kill ' 

['n~ya] 'corn' 
\ 

[i'yorn] 'father' 

['y~Y] ' tooth' 
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• [f] occurs between nasal vowels in unstressed syllables preceded by stressed syllables: 

['k~r~rn] 

['m~ro] 

['p~r~m] 

' hummingbird' 

' capibar' 

' tree (sp.)' 



• [w). [y) and [r] occur in all other environments. 

[kiri 'wep '] ' butterfly' 

[w~'w~] ' fan ' 

['yaw] ' ray' 

[i'y:l] 'bat' 

[na?'w~y] 'monkey' 

[ya'y:l] ' armadillo (sp.)' 

['paraf] 'fish (sp.)' 

[a':lr:l] ' parrot' 

[ere'ref] 'peacock' 

[awa' r~] ' bird (sp.)' 

[ko1re] ' wood (sp.) ' 

Crucial distinctions regarding specific features (voicing, manner and point of 

articulation) can be seen in the following examples: 

Voicing: 

/p/: /b/ == /abipe/ [abi1pe] 'his lip' vs. 

/acibe/ [aci'be:] 'root' 

It/ : /r/ = /matet/ [ ma't:e:t ' ] 'yesterday' 
I 

vs. 

/koret/ [ko1ret'] 'bird (sp.)' 

/kl : /g/ = /wakaya/ [wa'k:~ya] 'rodent (sp.)' vs. 

/maygara/ [m~y1g~ra] ' snake' 
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Manner of articulation: 

pl : /ml = /pako/ 

It/: In/ = 

/makap/ 

/nap/ 

/nam/ 

/faw/ 

/nak/ 

/?it/ 

/w'fn/ 

/kl : lrJI = lka?t 

lrja/ 

/mek/ 

tterJI 

/p/ : /w/ = /piy/ 

/hi : !?I = 

/wiy/ 

/cap'd/ 

/ W';)W';)f 

/nahek/ 

/ma?ip/ 

[pa'k::l] 

[ma'k:ap' ] 

['n5p'] 

['n5m] 

['t5w] 

['nak'J 

['?if] 

['Win] 

['piy] 

['wiy] 

[ca'p:'d] 

[w'd1wa] 

[na'hEk'] 

[ma'?ip '] 

'fish (sp.)' 

' peanut' 

'wasp (sp.)' 

'breast' 

'far' 

' mouth' 

'small' 

'to kill' 

CL.CCV 

3SF.FEM 

' to smear' 

'to fly' 

'lazy' 

'to leave' 

' penis· 

' fan ' 

·fontanel' 

' log' 

( 
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vs. 

vs. 

vs. 

vs. 

vs. 

vs. 

vs. 

vs. 

vs. 



/cl: y/ = 

/ihyay/ 

/pi?ti/ 

/cU/ 

/yu/ 

/ca/ 

/iya/ 

Point of articulation: 

I?/ : /kJ = 

/cl : /ti = 

/cl : /kJ = 

/pl?/ 

/tik/ 

/ma?ip/ 

/makap/ 

/can/ 

/tan/ 

/ici/ 

/iti/ 

/nacap/ 

/makap/ 

/naco/ 

/pako/ 

[ih'y~y] 

[pi?'ti] 

['cu] 

['yu] 

['c~] 

[i'y~] 

['pt?] 

['tik ,] 

[ma'?ip,] 

[ma'lcap ,] 

['cadn] 

['tadn] 

[i'c:i) 

[i't:i] 

[na'c:ap ,] 

[ma'k:ap,] 

[na'c:~] 

[pa 'k:~) 

'piranha' 

'heavy' 

' b" , 1g 

' blood' 

' bitter' 

'Brazil nut' 

VS. 

vs. 

vs. 

'CLASSIFIER' VS. 

' pick' 

' log' vs. 

' peanut' 

' to pluck' vs. 

' to beat' 

' water' vs. 

'deer' 

' hair' vs. 

'peanut' 

' plantation field ' 

' fish (sp.)" 

( 
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/ 
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2.1.2 VOWELS 

Karo has the following vocalic (oral and nasal) phonetic segments: 

front central back 

high I J l u 

mid-high e e 00 
-
mid-low 

low a 

Table 3. Vocalic segments (oral and nasal) 

The vocalic phonemes of Karo are as follows: 

front central back 

high I l u 

mid ee 00 

low a a 

Table 4. Vocalic phonemes (oral and nasal) 

The rules tha t account for the occurrence of [ e]: [ £] and [ o]: [ ::>] as 

allophones of the ph onemes /e/ and fol, respectively, are: 

Hone syllables 7: • [ e] occurs in higl 

[ko1ret'] /koret/ 'guan (sp.)' 

['peg1JJ 'non-Indian' 

['weC] /wet/ 'to cry' 

ressed syllables and in low-tone stressed syllables: • [£]occurs in unst 

[rum:'k:o] /arneko/ 'j~uar' 

(p£1Wif) /pewit/ 'honey 

[ko'rEbm] /korem/ ·also' 

[ma?'pE) /ma?pe/ 'gourd' 

-
7 High tone is marked with the acute symbo~ low tone is left unmarked. 



• [o] occurs in high-tone syllables and in unstressed syllables: 

[o'\.ve) /owe/ 'baby' 

[mo'c:ay] /mocay/ 'possum' 

['toy] !toy! ' to disappear' 

['mb6a] /m6a/ ' tortoise' 

• [::>] occurs in low-tone stressed syllables: 

(pa'k::>] 

[ na?'t:>] 

['mb::ik ,] 

/pako/ 

/na?to/ 

/mok/ 

' fish (sp.)' 

' tapir' 

' rope' 
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The distribution of the phonetic segments [ e]: [ e] and [ o]: [ ::>] shows that their 

occurrence is not conditioned by segmental factors but by suprasegmental ones. Roughly, 

while high tone seems to favor the occurrence of the higher vowels, [ e] and [ o], stress 

seems to favor the occurrence of the lower vowels [ e] and [ ::>]. 

It is worth mentioning that in the linguistics literature only consonantal segments 

have been reported to interact with tone (cf. Hyman & Schuh 1974, Hyman 1973, 1975). 

In Karo, vocalic segments do interact with tone, a fact which may be unusual. 

The examples below show crucial phonological distinctions among pairs of 

vowels: 

Iii : /el = 

Iii : /-;;/ = 

/iti/ 

lite/ 

/wip/ 

/wep/ 

/kiy/ 

/k~y/ 

[i 't:i] 

(i1t:E) 

['wip ,] 

['wep ,] 

['kiy] 

['koy] 

' somebody came' vs. 

·uncle' -

' cooked' vs. 

' I do not know' 

' truth' VS. 

DATIVE 



/tin/ 

/tdn/ 

/~/ : /al = /by/ 

/u/: /o/ = 

Iii :fil = 

le/ : /e/ = 

la/: /al = 

/kay/ 

/apdy/ 

/a?-pay/ 

/up/ 

l op/ 

/na?tup/ 

/oa?to/ 

/win/ 

/win/ 

/ta ti/ 

/koti/ 

/a?-pey-a/ 

/a?-pey-a/ 

/koret/ 

/carek/ 

/kap/ 

/kap/ 

[
1kdy] 

['kay] 

[a'p:~y] 

[a?'pay] 

[na?'tup'] 

[na?'t~] 

['widn] 

['win] 

[ta't:i] 

[ko't:1r 

[a?'peya] 

[a?'peya] 

(ko'ret' ] 

[ca'rek'] 

['kap '] 

['kgp' ] ~ 
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' to burn' VS. 

'to walk' 

DATIVE vs. 

- AUX.FUTURE 

' grandmother' vs. 

'he died' 

'red' vs. 

'papaya' 

'end· vs. 

'tapir' 

'to feed' vs. 

·to lciU' 

' to bring' vs. 

'one' 

'do it' vs. 

' step on it' 

'guan (sp.).:.. vs. 

'slow' 

'fat' vs. 

'clelicious, tasteful' 



lot : tot = 

/pa?pan/ 

/papa/ 

/yakoy/ 

lyakoyl 

/mok/ 

/moy/ 

21 SYLLABIC PATTERN 

(pa?'padn] 

[pa'p:~J 

[ya'k:~y] 

[ya'k:oy] 

['mb~k"] 

['moy] 
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' to fall' vs. 

'yam (sp.)' 

' to sweat' VS. 

' to dive' 

'thin rope' vs. 

'powder' 

Four types of syllables occur in the words of Karo: open syllables CV and V, and 

closed syllables vc and eve. There is a general tendency for closed syllables to occur 

word-final ly, preceded by one or two open syllables. (It is rare for a word to contain more 

than three syllables.) Closed syllables can precede open syllables only if the coda 

consonant is a glottal stop/?/. 

Below I provide examples of each possible sequence of syllables, open-open, 

open-closed, closed-open, and closed-closed. Syllabic units are separated by dots. 

Open-open: 

/ya.mo.mo/ ' chameleon' 

/ka.?a/ ' house ' 

/a.o.ro/ ' parrot' 

I i.yo/ 'bat' 

Imo.al ' tortoise' 

leis.a.be/ ' bow' 
......... 

/a.me.kc/ 'jaguar' 

/6.ra/ ' music' 

/a.?i/ 'sloth' 
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Open-closed: 

/pe.wit/ 'honey' 

/i.gip/ 'aunt' 

/co.at/ 'slippery' 

I i.it/ 'to squeeze' 

/ca.ro.gln/ 'smoke, cloud' 

/a. tf 1)/ 'worm' 

/pe.rnJ 'to ripe off 

/rna.p~y/ ' rainbow' 

/na.cey/ 'plantation field' 

Closed-open8
: 

/ma?.pe/ 'gourd' 

/ka?.to/ '2PL' 

/i?.ke/ NEGATIVE PARTICLE 

/a?.ti/ 'he came' 

/ku.ru? .cu/ 'saliva' 

/ya?.cI/ 'bad odor' 

/ko. ro?.pe/ 'snake (sp.)' 

/ya?.mo/ 'sweet potato' 

Closed-closed: 

/a?.pem/ 'otherwise' 

/i?.net/ 'wait!' 

/na?.pit/ ...--. 'path, road' 

/ca?.w~t/ 'thorn' 
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2.3 NASAL SPREA DING 

Two types of nasalization spread occur in Karo, one obligatory and the other 

optional. 
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Obligatorily, nasalization spreads from an underlying nasal vowel of a stressed 

(penultimate) syllable through the last syllable of a w~rd (L ~ R) if the onset of this last 

syllable is either / r/ or lgf. The nasalization spreads not only to the vowel but also to the 

Ir/ and /g/ consonants as well , which become [f] and [JJ], respectively. 

/cerat/ ['cer~C] 'smooth' 

/maro/ ['mare] 'capibar' 

/megan/ ['meIJ~n] 'to smear' 

/cigan/ ['cil)~n] ' to arrange' 

Optionally, a vowel becomes nasalized between two non-final nasals. 

/maIJotl [m~'IJg::>t'] [ ma11Jg::>t ' ] ' again' 

/anana/ [an~•nda] [ana'nda] ' pineapple ' 

/yamomo/ [yamo'mo] [yamo'mo] 'chameleon' 

/mani/ [m~'ni] [ma'ni] ' manioc ' 

If the penultimate syllable does not have a nasal consonant as its onset, then the 

nasalization spread does not occur: 

/erenf/ 

/kana/ 

[ere'ni] 

[ka'na] 

'wood (sp.)' 

' thing ' 

9 1 did not find any example i~ the data where a syllable begins with /bl. 



2A P HONOLOG ICAL ASSIMILATION 

Phonological assimilation of specific features is a widespread phenomenon in 

Karo. Some phonemes easily assimilate the features of other phonemes both word

intemally and at word boundaries. 

Internal assimilations occur with noun, verb and adjective roots, involving 
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basically a change in either voice or manner of articulation of the voiceless stops !pl, l tJ or 

/kl. Depending on the surrounding environment, /p/, /tJ and /kl become respectively, !bl, 

Ir/, lg! or Im/, In!, ITJI. The complete description of these changes, due to the specificity 

with relation to the word classes in which they occur, will be provided in Chapter 3, 

section 3 .1, where I describe the word classes of Karo. 

External alternations occur extensively in Karo 10• They involve changes of the 

voiceless stops /p/, / ti and lk/ both word-initially and word-finallly. With a few 

exceptions, these alternations are conditioned by an association of segmental factors (the 

position of specific vowels and consonants) plus a suprasegmental factor (the occurrence 

vs. non-occurrence of stress) in strings of words. 

The phonological changes affect the voiceless stops /p/, It! and lk/ as a group in a 

similar fashion. Roughly speaking, three patterns of change were found: l) /p/, /tJ and lk/ 

cbange to !bl , Ir! and /g/, respectively, before or after vowels or glides; 2) /p/, /ti and /kl 

change to Im/, Inf and / 'fJ/, respectively, either word-initially or word-finally. Word-

initially, they change to /ml, In! and /rjl after a word which ends with a nasal consonant. 

Word-finally, they change to !ml, In! and l fJI if they are preceded by a nasal vowel 

nucleus and followed by a word with a nasal consonant at the word-initial position; and 3) 

Ip/ and lk/ change to lb! (or /hi) and lg!, respectively, if they occur in a word-final stressed 

s_yHable with an oral vowel nucleus followed by a word with a nasal consonant in the 

word-initial position. Each of these patterns of change is described below. 

la) /p/, /ti and /k/ change to their voiced counterparts lb/, Ir! and lg! in word-final position 

before vowels or ghdes. 

~The description provided in this section is representative of only cenain groups of speakers within tile 
Karo comrriunity. No exhaustjve [urvey was made with respec!_!9 possib le phonological alternations 
presented here. 



/p/, /ti, /kl -7 !bl, Ir/, lg/ I _# V or G(lide) 

/pl: 

{war iyom ib an} 

war iyom ip at-t 

Isa father fish bring.IND l 

'my father brought a fish' 

{cawab 

cawap 

sun 

·the sun rose' 

{na?cab 

na?cap 

head.hair 

wiy] 

wiy-t 

go.out-INDl 

yatep} 

yatep 

fall(ADJ.) 

'fallen head hair' 

/ti 1: 

{ma?wir ameko roy} 

ma?w1i ameko top-t 

man jaguar see-IND l 

' the man saw the jaguar' 

11 No change of /tlto Ir! happens when /ti is followed by ctre glide /y/ in an unstressed syllable. In such 
cases, an epenthetic /n/ occurs between /ti and /y/. Examples are: 

(I) on mewlt nyegat (2) on a?cegac 
on pewit yega-t,.... on a?-cega-t 
ISG honey se(\fch.for-IND I I SG 3SG-turn.off-IND I 

' I searched for honey' ' I turned it off first ' 

, 
nya ne 
yane 
first 
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[ma 'lwir 

mal\v1i 

yet toy] 

yit top-I 

man this see-IND l 

'the man saw this one' 

{on gorir win} 

on korr!t wi-n 

lSG bird kill-INDl 

'I killed a/the bird (sp.)' 

/k/: 

[ma ?teg i 'lke] 

ma?tek i?ke 

palm.tree NEG 

"it's not (a) palm tree (sp.)' 

{on yaracewag ya?ti 

on yaracewak ya?ti 

lSG wild.dog like 

'I like the wild dog' 

[yate na?cag 

yate na ?cak wew 

pig nose large 

·pig's largenose ' 

nan} 

na-n 

COP-IND} 

wew} 

I b) /p/, It/ and /kJ chai;lge to their voiced counterparts lb/, Ir/ and /g/ in word-initial 

position after vowels or glides. ,,... 

/pl, It/, /kl ~ !bl, Ir/, lg/ IV or G # _ 
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/p/: 

fora becip] 

<fra pecep 

song ugly 

·ugly song' 

[oyakoy 

o-yakop-t 

I SG=dive-IND 1 

·1 dove beautifully' 

[pew 

pew 

wound 

b:Jtj 

p:JI 

lots.of 

"lots of wounds' 

/ti: 

miiygtira roba 

mciygtira top-a 

baitem] 
, 

pat=tem 

beautiful=AOVZ 

at 

a?=?e-t 

snake see-GER 3SG=AUX-IN01 

·He left to see the snake. ' 

far iniiw rati} 

at inaw tatilr 

3SG bird bring-IND] 

·he brought a bird (sp.) ' r 
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towiya 

to=wiy-a 

3R=leave-GER 



fi?no gay r;Jj 

i?-no kay /;) 

I PL. INCL=one.of DAT EVID 

'for one of us, they say' 

/kl: 

[oti 

o=ti-t 

I SG=come-IND 1 

'long ago I came' 

{iyay gom} 

i=yay kom 

3tMP=tooth like 

·like a tooth' 

[yaw goam) 

yaw kOam 

ray also 

'ray too' 

gtfn} 

kcfn 

RP AST 

2a) /p/, /ti, /kl change to their nasal counterparts /ml, Inf and /rjl word-initially after a 

word ending with a nasal consonant. 

/p/: 

iyom mift 

,; 

iyom piif-

father beautiful 

'beautifu l father ' 

\ 
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koran map 

koran pap 

fish CL.CYLB 

·fish (sp.)' 

/ti: 

kifram natia 

kifram ta-ti-a 

hummingbird COM-take-GER 

'Bring the hummingbird! ' 

haran narap 

haran tarap 

monkey spotted 

'spotted monkey (sp.)' 

/kJ: 

iyom gom 

iyom kom 

father SIMIL 

'like father' 

okun git 

o=kun kit 

ISG=belly white 

'my white belly' 

\ 
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2b) /p/, It!, /kl change to their nasal counterpartS-/m/, In/ and /rjl word-finally in a syllable_ 

with a nasal vowel nucleus foUowed by a word beginning with a nasal consonant. 

/p/, !ti-, tk! 7 /m/, In/, tut Iv_# N 



nam nakd 

nap nakd 

bee head 

'head of (the/a) bee (sp.)' 

, 
epiit1 miim ahy;J 

e=pdt mfim ahy;J 

2sa=beautiful X INTERR 

'Are you good/alright?' 

a'lwig 

a?=wtfk 

na?to wJn 

na /10 wJ-n 

3sa=sick tapir kill-IND 1 

'He, being sick, killed the tapir.' 
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3) /p/ and /k./ change to lb/ and lg/, respectively, if they occur in a word-final stressed 

syllable with an oral vowel as its nucleus, followed by a word beginning with a nasal 

consonant. 

/p/, /kl -7 lb/, lg/ I V _ # N 

cob mawi)la 

cop ma-w 1)1-Q 

fly CAUS-go.out-GER 

'make the fly leave' (frighten it!) 

wagag naka 

wagak naka 
( 

bird head 

'bird's (sp.) head' 
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Furthermore, if the syllable with the nasal consonant is also stressed, /p/ does not 

change to lb/ but to /hJ instead. (This same rule also applies when the onset of the last 

syllable also begins with the glides /w/ and /y/ .) 

Ip/ -7 /hi I V - # Nc-..s1ress) 12: 

ma?wit talz mom WJ)I 

ma?wir tap mom wiy-t 

man ASSOC only leave-IND l 

'only men left' 

11a {yolt 

na{yop 

leaf 

no 
no 
one.of 

·one of the leaves ' 

ocoralt 

o-corap 

wet 

we-t 

I SG=gi rlfriend cry-INDl 

'my girlfriend cried' 

wayo bah 

wayo bap 

alligator CL.CY LB 

·blood of (an) alligator' 

2.5 STRESS ' 

yu 

yu 

blood 

Stress occurs basically on the last syllable of Karo words. Less frequently, it 

occurs on penultimate syllables. Tkese occurrences are predictable in terms of segmental 

and suprasegmental factors. 

12 I did not find any example ~here /p/ changes to /h/ before !IJI. 



-
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2.5.1 SEGMENTAL CONDlTIONI NG OF STRESS PLACEM ENT 

From the segmental point of view, stress can be predicted by the onset of the last 

syllable: if it is a voiced stop consonant, lb/, /r/ or lg/, then the stress shifts one syllable to 

the left. 

/yaba/ ['yaba] ' rodent (sp.)' 

/co bi/ ['co bi] ' hook' 

/pibe?/ /'pi be?/ ' foot' 

/pabe?/ /'pabe?/ 'hand' 

/aoro/ [ a 'oro] ' parrot' 

/kirik/ [
1kirik,] 'green' 

/ware/ [" ware] ' snail' 

/mare/ [ ' m~ro] ' capibar' 

/karo/ ['karo] ' macaw' 

/were/ ['were] ' frog ' 

/yuri/ ['yuri] ' tatoo' 

/macirup/ [ma'c:irup ,] ' bird (sp.)' 

/cirip/ [
1cirip ,] ' bird (sp.)' 

lyogol ['yo go] ' eel' 

/cego/ ['cego] 'monkey (sp.)' 

/tagip/ [' tagip ,l ' bow' 

/igip/ ['igip ,] ' aunt' 

/cigi/ ['cigi] ' spot' 

/m'dgal [
1m'dga] 

( 
'mouse' 

/ecigun/ [e'c:igudn] ' ant-eater (sp.~ 

/i?cogo/ [i?1cogo] ' quati (sp.)' 

/manogon/ [n'.ia1n<l6godn] ' rabbit (sp.)' . --
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If the onset of the last syllable is of any other kind rather than lb/, / r/ or lg/ then the 

stress falls on the last syllable. 

/peon/ [pe'odn/ 'skin' 

/mopik/ [mo'p:ik'] ' bird (sp.)' 

/matek/ [ma't:ek' ] 'palm tree (sp.)' 

/kuru?cu/ [kuru?'cu] ' saliva' 

/pako/ [pa1k:o] ' fish (sp.)' 

/ya?o/ [ya1?0] 'lizard ( sp.)' 

/ya?mo/ [ya?1mbo] ' yam (sp.)' 

/anana/ [ana1nda] 'pmeapple' 

/maIJot/ [ma'IJgof] ' again' 

/nahek/ [na'hek' ] ' fontanel' 

/kiriwep/ [kiri'wep ' ] ' butterfly' 

/koyo/ [ko'yo] 'crab' 

A few exceptions to this segmental rule occur. In these exceptions, the last syllable 

is stressed instead of the penultimate one, violating the rule which establishes stress on 

penultimate syllables beginning with !bl, Ir/ or lg/. 

/acibe/ [aci'be] *(a1c:ibe] ' root' 

/kiri bop/ [kiri'bop ' ] *[ki'ribop ,] ' frog (sp.)' 

/pObo/ [po'bo] *['pobo] 'owl' 

L 

/korern/ [ko'rebm] *['korEbm] ' also ' 

/miririy/ [miri'riy] *[mi'ririyl 'toad (sp.)' 

/koran/ - [ko'radn]. *('koradn] ' fish (sp.)' 

/pi run/ [pi'rudn] *('pirudn] ' round ' 



/pagon/ 

/cag-;Jp/ 

/yogoy/ 

[pa'g::>dn] 

[ca'g-;Jp' ] 

[yo'g::>y] 

*['pag::>dn] 

*('cag~p '] 

*['y::>g::>y] 

' friend' 

'dish' 

' breath' 

2.5.2 SUPRASEGMENTAL CONDITIONING OF STRESS PLACEMENT 
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Stress is also affected by nasalization and tone. In the fust case, the- underlying 

nasal vowel of an ultimate or penultimate syllable is automatically stressed, regardless of 
I 

the type of onset of the last syllable13
. 

Ultimate syllable stress: 

/iya/ 

/cokoy/ 

/ma?o/ 

/aya?nap/ 

/ya?cV 

/ciga/ 

[i'y~] 

(co'k:oy] 

[ma'?o] 

[aya?'nap '] 

[ya?'cT] 

[ci'g~] 

Penultimate syllable stress: 

/wakaya/ [wa'k:~ya] 

/iya/ [
1iya] 

/yogoyom/ [yo'goyom] 

/maygara/ [m~y'g5r5] 

/cirnaran/ [ci'm5r5n] 

lkonam/ ['kon~m] 

/catowa/ [ca't:ow~] 

L 

'Brazil nut' 

'parrot (sp.)' 

'ant (sp.)' 

'branch' 

' bad odor' 

'bone' 

' rodent (sp.)' 

' bird ' 

' beard, moustache' 

' snake' 

'snake (sp.)' 

'crazy' 

'fish (sp.)' 

I) There seems to be just one underlying nasal vowel per word in Karo. Furthermore, Karo does not have 
.words with nasal vowels as the nucleus of the penu I ti mate syllable and voiceless stop consq_nants as the 
onset of the last syllable, e.g. _*(paki), *[yoca], *[tepan), etc. The presence of such words would have the 
effect o(clashing the segmental and suprasegmental rules of stress placement. 
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Stress is also affected by tone: a syllable with high pitch is automatically stressed. 

Only one underlying high pitch occurs per word. This type of conditioning interacts with 

the two other types in the following ways: 

A. conditioning by nasality: high pitch never occurs in a syllable of a word 

which also contains another syllable with an underlying nasal vowel (e.g. 
I 

*('paka], *['weta], etc.); 

B. segmental constraints: high pitch also never occurs in a penultimate syllable 

if the onset of the ultimate syllable has a voiceless stop /p/, /ti, /cl, /k/, I'll (e.g. 

*['tapik'], *['eek~]. etc.) 

Examples of words with high pitch are 14
: 

/yoga/ [yo1ga] 'egg' 

lkoretl [ko'reC] 'guan (sp.)'/'fowl'??? 

/nap la/ (oa'p:fa] 'ant (sp.)' 

/m6a/ ['moa] 'turtle (sp.)' 

/pewit/ [pe'wif] 'sweet' 

/nayua/ [na'yua] ' ant's house ' 

/wiup/ (
1Wlllp '] 'native, non-domesticated ' 

2.6 PITCH 

Three levels of pitch occur phonetically in Karo words: high, mid and low. Of 

these. only high and low are phonologically contrastive; mid pitch is the phonetic 

realization of low pitch in stressed syllables. 

Since high, mid andTow pitches do not rise or fall during their production, the 

pitch system of Karo can be categorized as a 'register level pitch system' (Pike 1948). 

14 The phonetic convention I ~1se to mark pitch is: high pitch : [' ]; mid pitch : [- ]; low pitch : unmarked.-



Furthermore, the fact that only high and mid pitches occur in stressed syllables, 

and that high and mid pitches are also used to distinguish the meanings of words make 

Karo a 'pitch-accent' language (Hyman 1975). 

Some pairs of words distinghishable only by means of differences in pitch are: 

/p€n/ 

/pen/ 

/can/ 

/can/ 

/t6y/ 

/toy/ 

['p~n] 

['pen] 

['t6y] 

['t~y] 

' 

'to open' vs. 

' to step' 

'to wash' vs. 

'to pluck' 

' to disappear' vs. 

'to see' 
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The examples below show the occurrence of low pitch in unstressed syllables and 

mid and high pitches in stressed syllables: 

/ma?pe/ [ma?'pe] 'gourd' 

/para to/ [para't:;] 'armadillo (sp.)' 

/arneko/ [ame'k:;] 'jaguar' 

/yoga! [yo'ga] 'egg' 

/pew ft/ [pe'wit'] 'honey' 

/koret/ [ko'ret'] 'fowl' 

It thus can be observed that from the strict phonological point of view, only three 

sequences of pitch occur in Karo: l) (low-)low-low, 2) (low-)low-high and 3) (low-)high

low: 



low-low: 

/na?w'dy/ 

/wayo/ 

/paramit/ 

low-high: 

/koret/ 

/caga/ 

/yoga/ 

high-low: 

/kit-am/ 

/nap la/ 

/m6a/ 

[na?'w~y] ' monkey (generic)' 

[wa'y~] 'alligator' 

[para'm"'if] ' spider' 

[ko'ret'] 

[ca'ga] 

[yo'ga] 

['k5r5m] 

[na'p:ia] 

[
1mb6a] 

'guam (sp.)' 

'eye' 

'tongue' 

'hummingbird' 

'ant (sp.)' 

'tortoise' 

2.6.J TONE SPREADING 

The high or mid tone of a penultimate syllable of a word in Karo spreads 
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rightwards to the last syllable (L -7 R) if the onset of this last syllable is a voiced segment 

V. lb/, Ir/, lg/, /wl, lyl, Im!. In!, lrjl. 

/napfa/ [na'p:fa] ·ant (sp.)' 

/yaba/ ['yapa.1 'rodent (sp.)' 

/p~am/ ['p~r~m] ' wood (sp.)' 

/karo/ ['karo] ' macaw' 

Iyo go/ ['y~g~] 'eel' 

/kawan/ ['kawan] 'be fat' 

/moriya/ [mo'rlya] ' bead' 



/a-ma-k5ma! [ama1k:6ma] ' make it warm/warm it! ' 

/a-ma-p~na/ [ama1p:~na] 'make it beautiful!' 

/p[ IJan/ ('p~ l)~n] ' to give' 

2.6.2 PHONETIC PROPERTI ES OF TONE 
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In order to check the measures of each syllable type with relation to their tone, a 

sample of 140 words was taken from four different young male consultants and digitized 

using the software CECIL. Two different patterns were investigated: 1. the absolute 

measure of tone fo r each type of syllable (low, mid and high) and 2. the absolute measure 

of change in tone from one type of syllable to another (from low to mid; from low to 

high)15
• 

Given the fact that tone patterns varied substantially depending upon the phonetic 

environment (where differences in vowel quality and differences in stress interfere with 

the production of higher or lower tones16
), the measures for each type of tone - low, mid 

and high - are presented in a range. These are: 

LOW: 

MID: 

HIGH: 

109 - 128 Hz 

117 - 146 Hz 

146 - 172 Hz 

The average range of tone transition from one syllable type to another was: 

LOW -7 MID: 15 Hz 

LOW -7 HIGH: 33 Hz 

is Due to the stress patterns seen before (in section 2.5) and to the tone spreading processes (seen in sec11on 
2.6. I), there are no occurrences of sequences high-mid, mid-low or high-low within simple words in Karo. 
Two possible exceptions could be the words [ta:gip ' ], ' bow' and [i:gip ' ], 'aun_!, brother (female speaking)', 
respectively, in which the high tone of the first syllable does not spread to the following syllable, even 
though the /g/-type onset is among the ones which allow the spreading of the high tone. These exceptions 
might be explained when we recognize that these words might be lexicalized forms of a sequence ofrwo 
morphemes, rak plus 7ip and ik plus 7ip. 
14 High vowels carry intrinsiG.ruly higher. pitch when compared to lower vowels, and stressed syllables also 
tend to have higher pitch as compared to unstressed syllables. 



ClIAPTER3 

MORPHOLOGY 

From a typological point of view, Karo can be characterized as mildly synthetic 

and fusional . It does not exhibit intricate arrays of morpheme~ noun phrases are not 

marked for case, verbs do not have person marking, etc. Only a few inflectional and 

derivationa1 affixes occur, and a handful of clitics. The morphological processes that 

occur are a few types of nominalization, two types of causation, a process of 

adverbialization, and compounding. 
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The content of this chapter is as follows. In section 3.1 I present the word classes, 

discussing their occurrence as bound or free forms. In sections 3.2 and 3.3 I describe the 

affixes and clitics of Karo, respectively, and the phonological alternations associated with 

them. In section 3.4 I discuss the processes of nominalization and finally, in section 3.5, I 

describe the way compounds are formed. 

3.1 WORD CLASSES 

Nine classes of words occur in Karo: 1) pronouns, 2) nouns, 3) verbs, 4) 

auxiliaries, 5) adjectives, 6) postpositions, 7) adverbs, 8) particles and 9) ideophones17
. 

Verbs, adjectives, auxiliaries, postpositions and inalienable nouns have in common the 

fact that they must always be preceded by an argument, either a pronoun, a personal clitic 

or an alienable noun. 

Below I describe each of these classes and provide the necessary evidence which 

helps categorize a given word as belbnging to one class or another. 

3.1.lPRONOUNS 

Four classes of pronouns occur in Karo: personal pronouns, possessive pronQlJlls, 

interrogative pronouns and demonstrative pronouns. 

17 Even though ideophoncs ar.e considered a separate class of words, I will describe their occurrences and 
particulars in a separate chapter, given their complexity. 



-
Personal pronouns are used to mark ergative arguments of transitive verbs (see 

Chapter 4, section 4.3.1.4 on Case marking and grammatical relations). The personal 

pronouns of Karo are presented in Table 5 below. 

Person I 1 2 3 3 feminine 
Number 
SG on en at IJa 

( INCL) i?t~ 
PL ka?to tap 

(EXCL) te 
Table 5 Karo free personal pronouns 

A set of possessive pronouns is used with alienable nouns. (See Genitive 
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Constructions in Chapter 4, section 4.3.1.2.) This set is probably derived historically from 

the juxtaposition of the set of personal clitics (see section 3.3.3 below) plus the possessive 

marker at, which could have been an inalienable noun with a general meaning of ' thing'. 

(Examples of possessive pronouns are provided in Chapter 4, section 4.3.1.1 , in the 

description of noun phrase constituents.) 

Person I 1 2 3 3 feminine 
Number 
SG wat et at IJaat 

( INCL) i?yat 
PL karowat tabat 

(EXCL) te?et 
INDlEF yat= 

Table 6 Karo possessive pronouns 

Two interrogative pr9 nouns occur in Karo: niin 'who, what' and kigom:Jt ·which'. 

nan occurs at the beginning 6f the clause, and is used as noun (phrase) substitute of any 

function (core and oblique). 

non iket 

non i=ket 

who 3IMP=sleep 

'Who slept?' 



nan miiygara 

nan maygiira 

who snake 

w!n 

wJ-n 

kill-fNDl 

'Who killed the snake?' 

nan in itop 

nan in i=top 

who 2SG 3IMP=see 

'Who/what did you see?' 

nan bihmiim 

niin pihmiim 

who COMIT 

eke rap 

e=ket-ap 

2sG=sleep-IND2 

·With whom did you sleep?' 
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The interrogative pronoun kigomat is used jointly with a noun (phrase). It also occurs 

at the beginning of clauses. The :function of kigom;;>I is to request more (precise) information 

about the noun to which it refers. kigom:Jt may also occur in core or oblique function18
• 

kigom:Jt ip pay 

kigom;Jt ip pap-I 

which fish die-rNDl -

'Which kind of fish died?' ( 

kigom;Jt !ya in iw7 

kigom:Jt 'iya- en i=wl 

which bird 2SG 3IMP=kilJ 

'Which kind of bird did you !Gll?' 

IS f have not found OCCUrrenceS Of kigom<JI in ergative (agentive) function. 



kigom:Jt iya naka ma at yate WDn 

kigom:Jt iya naka mii at yate w7-m 

which stone head INSTR 3SG pig k.ill-IND2 

'With which knife did he kil the pig?' 

Both interrogative pronouns, niin and kigom:Jt, can be used with the interrogative 

particle ahy:J in general infonnation questions. 

nan ahy:J mer a 

nan ahy:J met a 
who INTERR 

'What is this here?' 

here X 

nan ahy:J 

ntin ahy:J 

who INTERR 

'What (happened)?; What/who is it?' 

kigom:Jl (+ noun) ahy:J 

kigom:Jt (+noun) ahy:J 

which ( ... ) INT ERR 

'Which kind of( ... ) (is this one here)?' 

(mer ii) 

(met Ci) 

(here X) 
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Three demonstrative pronouns occur in Karo: yet ' this (close to speaker)', t:Jt ' that 

_(close to hearer)', andyeh?t ' that (far from speaker+ hearer)'. All three may occur in 

either core or oblique function. The demonstrative pronouns are further discussed in 

Chapter 4, section 4.3.1. l , on noun phrase constituents. 

3.1.2 NOUNS 

Nouns in Karo are not inflected for number, gender or case. For this reason, few 

_mo.!JJhological criteria are available to distinguish them from the other word classes. The 

bulk of the criteria comes, then, from syntax and semantics. 



Nouns are prototypically recognizable by being arguments of intransitive verbs, 

transitive verbs, auxiliaries and other nouns. 

ma'lwit 

ma '?wit 

man 

para?k;Jt 

para ?k;Jk-t 

come. back-IND l 

'The man came back. ' 

ma?p~ ici tey 

ma?p~ ici 
, 

tip-t 

woman water boil-IND I 

'The woman boiled the water.' 

ap~ l)Q ?et 

ap~ ga ?e-t 

grandmother CL.FEM AUX-IND I 

'Grandmother died a long time ago. ' 

topaba mzy miim 

to=pap-a mJy mtim 

3R=die-GER long.ago x 

Most nouns can appear in possessive constrnctions, which can be either 
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inalienable or alienable. Inalienably possessed nouns include mostly body parts, whereas 

alienably possessed free nouns include kin terms, handmade items, etc. Nouns denoting 

unpossessible entities never appear in possessive constructions. Unpossessible nouns are 

generally elements of nature, such as cawap ' sun', wen 'moon ', amiin, ' rain ', map;;y 

·rainbow' , etc. 
' Inalienable possession is shown by the simple juxtaposition of a noun (phrase) or 

a possessive pronominal proclil.W representing the possessor. Alienable possession is 

shown by a noun phrase followed by the possessive marker at or an independent 

possessive pronoun representing the possessor. (Genitive constructions will be fully 

discussed and described in Chapter 4, section 4.3.1.2.) 



INALIENABLE POSSESSED NOUNS: 

with possessive clitics 

opia 

o=pia 

lsa=liver 

' my liver' 

enakti 

e=nakd 

2sa=head 

' your head' 

a?kun 

a?=kun 

3sa=belly 

' his/its belly' 

ALIENABLE POSSESSED NOUNS: 

with possessive pronouns 

wat 

wat 

)SG.POSS 

' my house' 

et 

et 

2SG.POSS 

'your bow' 

ka'la 

ka?a -

house 

tagip 

tagip 

bow 

with fu ll nouns 

na.?w~ bia 

na?w~pia 

monkey liver 

·~onkey's liver' 

wayo nakti 

wayo nakd 

alligator head 

'alligator head' 

owe gun 

owekun 

baby belly 

'baby belly' 

with full nouns 

ag6a'lp:Jr at 

ag6a'lp:Jt at 

shaman POSS 

'shaman's house' 

Noep at tagip 

Noep at tagip 

Noep POSS bow 

~oep's bow' 
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ka?a 

ka?a 

house 

Nouns and pronouns may be followed by the associative particle tap. (Associative 

constructions are described in section 3 .1. 7 below). 



SC 

Koko rap 

KokO tap 

Hawk ASSOC 

'the Hawk people' 

woman 

rap 

tap 

ASSOC 

'women (a woman and other women)' 

a/cot 

a/cot 

3SG=seed 

' its seeds' 

tap 

tap 

ASSOC 

ta bat tap 

ta bat tap 

3PL.POSS ASSOC 

'theirs (things)' 

i?t(} rap 

i?t(} tap 

I pl.incl ASSOC 

'ours (things), us ' 

Nouns are also the only class of words which can be modified by an adjective. 

Adjectives are further described in section 3.1.5._ 
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ma'lw1t cu 
ma'lw1t cu 
man big 

"big man' 

ma;p~ becep 

ma?p~ pecep 

woman ugly 

'ugly woman' 

kiriwep 
,. 

piit 

kiriwep 
,. 

piit 

butterfly beautiful 

'beautiful butterfly' 

3.1.3 VERBS 

Verbs in Karo are also not morphologically rich, but the few affixes which occur, 

together with syntactic criteria, are enough to distinguish them from the other classes of 

words, including auxiliaries. 

Verbs are typically sentence-final elements which take modal suffixes. The moods 

distinguished in Karo will be discussed in section 3.2.1 below. Verbs also take 

derivational voice prefixes, a fact which distinguishes them from auxiliaries. As we will 

see below, auxiliaries also take'modal suffixes but cannot take voice prefixes. 

Verbs are further subcategorized into transitive and intransitive. The distinction is 

morphological as well as semantic. Morphologically, whereas transitive verbs can appear 

with the impersonal passivizer pe-, intransitive verbs cannot. Intransitive verbs, on the 

other hand, can take the causatives ma- and ta-, whereas transitives cannot. Semantically. 

only one argument is necessary to fulfill the requirements of intransitive verbs, whereas 

transitive verbs require two arguments. 

Even though it cannot be considered a criterion for distinguishing intransitive 

-from transitive verbs, it is worth mentioning that a few intransitive verbs..incJude 
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specification of number as part of their meaning. If the argument is singular, one verb is 

used, whereas if it is plural, another verb is employed. 

ken 

ket-t 

sleep-INDl 

·to-sleep 

para?k:Jt 

para?k:rt 

come.back-IND l 

' to come back' 

pe ?cin: 

pe?c1t-t 

run-INDl 

'to run ' 

wet: 

we-I 

cry-INDl 

·to cry' 

oken 

o=ket-t 

1 SG=sleep-IND I 

'I slept. ' 

abara?k~t 

a ?=para ?k:rt 

3sa=come.back-IND l 

'He came back. ' 

ebe?cin 

e=pe ?c1i-t 

2SG=run-IND I 

' You ran. ' 

l)QWel 

l)a=we-t 
' 

3SG.FEM=cry-IND1 

'She cried. ' 

VS. 

vs. 

VS. 

vs. 

takeran 

tap=kerat-t 

3PL=sleep-IND l 

'They slept. ' 

karocira ?k~t 

karo=cira ?k<rt 

2PL=come.back-IND 1 

'You (PL) came back.' 

tekori 

te=kori-t 

1 PL.EXCL=run-IND l 

' We ran.' 

taperi 

tap=peri-t 

3 PL=cry-IND l 

'They cried. ' 

One last point worth discussing is the word class status of the copula mi Even 

though na has a predicative meaning and takes the ~ame set of modal suffixes as any 

other verb or auxiliary, it behaves differently from verbs by not accepting any 

derivational (voice) prefixes. It also differs from auxiliaries in somecimes taking one 

Mgument and other times two, whereas auxiliaries always take only one argument. 



3.1.4 AUXILIARIES 

The term 'auxiliary' has a specialized sense in Tupian linguistics: auxiliaries in 

Tupian languages do not necessarily co-occur with a lexical verb. 
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Auxiliaries in Karo are similar to intransitive verbs, in that both require a single 

argument and take the same set of modal suffixes. (One exception is the auxi I iary wa /Ye 

which does not take any modal suffix.) They differ, nevertheless, in having no obvious 

lexical meaning, except in reported speech, where one of the auxiliaries, ?e, retained its 

original meaning ' to say/do'). Auxiliaries also differ from verbs in not taking derivational 

(voice) prefixes. If an auxiliary occurs in a clause-chaining construction with a lexical 

verb, it appears in the finite form, marked by the indicative suffix -t or -p ; the lexical 

verb appears in the non-finite form, marked by the gerund suffix - a. 

Three auxiliaries have been found in Karo: ?e, wa fye and kap. Of these, only ?e 

and kap are inflected for mood. ?e and wa .lYe are used with affirmative meaning in 

indicative clauses. One of their functions is to introduce important referents into 

discourse. The examples below come from an account of the Pear Film. 

mFy miim peg 

mFy miim peg 

long.ago x white.man 

'Long ago there was a white man.' 

so woman 

ga 

ga 

CL.FEM 

'So, there was a woman. ' 

' 

?ep 

?e-p 

AUX-I ND2 

wafye 

wa,:Ye 

AUX 

kaniiy abagon 

kanciy a ?=pagoh 

then 3PL=friend 

nap wafye 

tap wa,:Ye 

ASSOC AUX 

'Then-there were his friends.' 

to?wa 

to=?e-a 

3R=AUX-GER 



The future auxiliary kap is used in indicative clauses. If any other transitive or 

intransitive verb co-occurs with kap it appears in the gerund form. (The future auxiliary 

kap is fully discussed in chapter 4, section 4.4.2.1.) 

toba okay a.?wero 

a.?=wero top-a 

3SG=speech see-GER 

·1 will listen to him.' 

o=kap-t 

l SG=AUX.FUT-INOl 

kom i?kay 

kom i ?=kap-t 

how lPL.lNCL=AUX.FUT-INOl 

'How will we kill Kabirera?' 

tena?wara re7kay 

te .?=na ?wat-a te ?=kap-t 

Kabirera 

Kabirera 

Kabirera 

IPL.EXCL=leave-GER lPL.EXCL=AUX.FUT-INDl 

'We will leave.' 

wTa 

wT-a 

kill-GER 

ntin mihmam 

niin pihmam 

ekab 

e=kap-ap 

eya?wara 

e=ya?wat-a 

who COMIT 2SG=AUX.FUT-IND2 2SG=leave-GER 

·with whom you will leave?' ' 

kaniiy i ?kap 

kanoy i ?=kap-ap 

then 1PL.INCL=AUX.FUT-IND2 

'Then we will kill it. ' 

a?wTa 

a?=wT-a 

3PL=kiil-GER 

i?kona 

i?=kOna 

l PL.INCL=EMPH 
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3.1.5 A DJECTIVES 

Adjectives in Karo constitute an open class whose prototypical occurrence is in a 

noun phrase after the head noun. (A complete description of NP constituents is provided 

in Chapter 4, section 4.3. l .) 

Adjectives differ from verbs in not taking modal suffixes or derivational voice 

pret!_xes. A few intransitive verbs, nevertheless, have been derived from adjectives with 

the modal suffixes -1, -p and -a. 

kap 'fat' kap + t 7 kay ' to be fat' 

up ' red' up+ t 7 uy ' to be red ' 

yak op ' hot' yakop + t 7 yakoy 'to be hot' 

p1corop ' hungry' picotop + t 7 p1con 'to be hungry' 

, 
pat 'beautiful ' p&t + t 7 

, 
pan 'to be beautiful' 

picot ' naked' picot+ t 7 p1con 'to be naked' 

pewit 'sweet· pewit+ t 7 pewm ' to be sweet' 

w~k 'sick ' w&k + t wat ' to be sick' 

pitek 'cold ' pitek + t pitegat ' to be cold' 

ca?yok 'sour' ca?yok + t ca?yogat ' to be sour' 

Adjectives (but not nouns) can serve as the basis fo r adverbs derived with the 

adverbializer enclitic =tern. The enclitic =tern is discussed in section 3.3.2.) 

a ?t'Oy ?ittem 

a ?=1op-1 'TJt=tem 

woman 3sG=see-INDl little=ADVZ 

'lhe ~oman saw him/it briefly.' 



at a ;p,ry galtmomnem 

at a ?=pzy-t kalzmom=tem 

3SG 3SG=wait.for-IND 1 quiet=ADVZ 

·He waited fo r him quietly.' 

on wat tap ya?ti niin cltrem 

on wat tap ya?ti nii-n cu=tem 

ISG !SG.POSS ASSOC like COP-IND l big=ADVZ 

'l like mine (fami ly, personal things) very much.' 

The adjectives of Karo also differ from nouns in not constituting nuclei of noun 

phrases, and in never being associated directly with determiners. 

3.1.6 ADVERBS 

Adverbs constitute a closed class of items which do not appear with any 
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inflectional or derivational affixes, and do not serve as bases from which any other lexical 

items may be derived. They typically appear at the ends of clauses or in initial focus 

position. They generally indicate manner, place or time. Manner adverbials are the most 

abundant. They are derived from adjectives and, as such, form an open (sub)class of 

words. 

carem ' bitterly' 

curem ' very much' 

maIJaptem ' delayedly, longly' 

cahm;;ir;;iptem 'wisely' 

k~ptem 'deliciously' 

pan em 'beautifully ', 'nicely' 

7ittem 'shortly ' 

carektem 'slowly' 

cehmaktem ' weakly' 



kahmomnem 

wmnem 

' calmly ' 

' crookedly' 
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Among the manner adverbs are numerals. (As we shall see in Chapter 4, sect ion 

4.3.4, numerals in Karo are constituents of Adverbial Phrases and not of Noun Phrases.) 

kofirem ' one' 

cagaro komnem ' two' 

pagon n6ptem 'three' 

pagon nopgttem ' four' 

pagon bayrem ' five ' 

pa?piktem ' many' 

Place adverbials constitute a closed subclass, and include the following : 

met 

t~t 

meIJik 

mem nu 

' here' 

' there (close to speaker)' 

' there' 

' very far away ' 

Finally, time adverbials also form a closed subclass, with items such as : 

mat et ' yesterday' 

min ' today' 

cak mam ' tomorrow' 

tena _' now' 

kanay 'after' 

miy mam ' long ago' 
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3.1.7 PARTICLES 

Cross-linguistically, the class of particles is generally defined negatively, i.e. , the 

class of words that are not part of any other word class. Karo does not seem to be an 

exception. Particles in Karo share important characteristics which also distinguish them 

from other words in a negative way. They do not, for instance, appear with any inflection 

or derivation. They are also not derived from any other word class. They do not take 

nouns as arguments, nor can they be modified by adjectives. 

While it seems intuitively transparent that particles form a different category from 

nouns, verbs, adjectives, auxiliaries and adpositions, it is not obvious how particles differ 

from adverbs. 

Particles form a separate class from adverbs in Karo for distributional as weJJ as 

semantic reasons. Distributionally, adverbs form a coherent category and always occur 

either at the beginning or at the end of clauses (or sentences). Particles are not as 

coherent. They can be subcategorized into different subclasses (depending on their 

function, which is not always transparent), and have different distributions depending on 

their subclass. The subclass of classifiers, for example, occurs exclusively inside the noun 

phrase. The evidentials occur in most cases at the end of clauses (or sentences), but a few 

may occur also in the middle of the noun phrase. 

Semantically, while it is always true that adverbs in Karo have transparent 

meanings (the usual meanings associated with manner, place and time which serve to 

modify a proposition), the exact meanings of particles are difficult to determine. Particles 

in Karo are used to perform a variety of functions. One set of particles is used in noun 

categorization, and forms the group of classifiers (see Chapter 5). Another set is used as 

evidentials (see Chapter 7). Particles are also employed to mark negation (i ?ke, yahmtim 

and taykit described in Chapter 4, section 4.5), interrogation (ahy ;} described in Chapter 4, 

section 4.1.2), and association (tap). 

The associative (ASSOC) particle tap occurs with common nouns, proper nouns 

and possessive pronouns. It has the function of categorizing a set of entities associated 

with a particular referent as belonging to a temporary group. It differs f!:_om the set of 

classifiers of Karo in that the semantic categorization of the associative does not depend 

on any intrinsic property of the entit ies. Nonetheless, tap shares a di stributional feature 

with the classifiers: in the presence of an_adjective, tap also occurs twice in the noun 
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phrase, once after the noun to which it refers, and again after the adjective, in concord (cf. 

this and other features of classifiers in Chapter 5 below). This feature of the associative 

particle can be seen by comparing the examples below where, in the first example, the 

associative follows a noun which is not modified by an adjective, whereas in the second it 

follows a noun which is modified by an adjective19
• 

ma?p:l)I ralz mom ikerat 

ma ft;:l)' tap mom i=kerat 

woman ASSOC only 31MP=sleep 

'Only the women slept.' 

maft;:l)' 
, 

rap pat talz mom ikerar 

maft;:l)' 
, 

tap pat tap mom i=kerat 

woman ASSOC beautiful ASSOC only 3IMP=sleep 

'Only the beautiful women slept.' 

The associative particle also differs from the plural marker =to? semantically. 

While the associative is employed to refer to the multiplicity of different entities 

somehow related to the noun with which it occurs, the plural is used to refer to the 

multiplicity of the same entity. In other words, the associative particle is used to group 

together (or associate), for some reason, referents necessarily distinct from each other, 

whereas the plural marker is used to refer to a group of the same referent. 

This distinction can be better illustrated by comparing the pair of examples below, 

where the use of the associative refers necessarily to the heterogeneity of somebody's

belongings, either animate, such as his/her relatives, or inanimate, such as personal items 

(e.g. a hammock, pots, pans, bows, arrows, etc.). The use of the plural marker, on the 

other hand, ref~rs to the uniqueness of somebody's group of the same thing-tin the case in 

question, houses). 

19 The phonological alternatiGns that occur with the consonants /t/ and /p/ of the particle tap follow the same 
changes presented in Chapter 2, section 2.4, for /ti's and /p/'s in the sam-e positions. 
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wat tap cf wat ka?a ?a?to? 

wat tap wat ka?a ?a?=to? 

ISO.POSS ASSOC !SO.POSS house CL.RD=PL 

·My relatives, stuff/things.' 'My houses.' 

3.1.8 POSTPOSITIONS 

Postpositions in Karo differ from verbs by not taking inflectional (modal) suffixes, 

or derivational (voice) prefixes. They differ from adverbs and particles by taking an 

argument as their complement. They differ from nouns by not appearing with any of the 

noun modifiers (adjectives, classifiers, the plural clitic, the associative particle, etc.) and 

not serving as arguments of predicates. They differ from adjectives by not taking the 

adverbializer =tem, and by not occurring inside noun phrases: a postposition forms a 

phrase on its own, which canonically occurs after (or, when focused, before) the clause. 

Twelve different postpositions were found in Karo. Eleven of them have identical 

distribution and are used to add an oblique (i .e. non-required) argument to a clause. (See 

Chapter 4, section 4.3.3 on Postpositional Phrases for more details and full 

exemplification of oblique case markers in Karo.) 

POSTPOSITJON MEANING TRANSLATION 

1. k~y DATIVE 'at' 

2. ma INSTRUMENT AL 'with' 

3. ?erem DISPERSIVE ' through' 

4. pe? LOCATIVE ' inion' 

5. _ kom SIMILATIVE ' like' 

6. pihmam COMITATlVE ' with' 

7. ?ay ABLATIVE ' from' 

8. pik ALLATIVE ' to ' 

9. p~t INESSJVE ' inside' 

10. pikop ABESSIVE ' close to, outside' 

11. pcm ADESSIVE ' close to, at (a place)' 
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The twelfth postposition, kona, is used for emphatic purposes. kona has the same 

distributional properties as other postpositions: it cannot receive any verbal inflection or 

derivation; it takes one argument as their complement; it does not occur with any noun 

modifier; it does not serve as argument of predicates; and, finally, it does not take the 

adverbializer =tem). It differs from the other eleven, however, in taking only core 

arguments as complements, and in having the possibility to occur also before the verb 

phrase. 

Any core argument can be emphasized: the single argument of an intransitive verb 

or predicate adjective, or e ither argument of a transitive verb. A full description of the 

occurrences of kona is provided in Chapter 4, section 4.3.3 on Postpositional Phrases. 

EMPHASIS ON THE ARGUM ENTS OF A TRANSITIVE VERB: ERGATIVE A RGUM ENTS 

owagon oyakay 

o=pagon o=yakap-t 

lSG=friend l SG=push-IND 1 

·My friend pushed me.' 

tokihza 

to=kona 

3R=EMPH 

011 ip ?iy 

on ip ?ip-t 

lSG fish catch-IND 1 

'I caught the fish' 

okona 

o=kona 

l SG=EMPH 

EMPHASIS ON T HE ARGUMENTS OF A TRANSITIVE VERB: ABSOLUTIVE A RGUMENTS 

ma ?p;;y bift tokona at ipiy 

ma?p~y pift - to=kona at i=piy-1 

woman beautiful 3R=EMPH 3SG 3IMP=wait.for-IND I 

'It was..a beautiful woman whom he waited for.' 



m6a roko11a en ibeJrin ahy;:J 

m6a to=ko11a en i=pe7rit-t ahya 

tortoise 3R=EMPH 2SG 31MP=roast-IND1 INTERR 

'Was it a/the tortoise that you fried? ' 

EMPHASIS ON THE (ABSOLUTIYE) ARGUMENT OF INTRANSITIVE VERBS 

pekey tokona ma ?wit 

ma ?wit pekep-t to=kona 

man be.handicap 3R=EMPH 

'The man is handicapped.' 

a?wet 

a?=we-1 

tokona 

to=kona 

3SG=cry-IND1 3R=EMPH 

'He cried.' 

EMPHASIS ON TllE ARGUMENT OF A PREDICATE ADJECTIVE CONSTRUCTION 

taraptem 011 okona 

tarap=tem on o=kona 

spotted=A DVZ l SG lSC=EMPH 

·1 am spotted.' 

ciirem at tokona 

c1l=tem at to=kihza 

big=ADVZ 3SG 3R=EMPH 

·tte is big.' 

caropaptem ga ?to garo=kOna 

caropap=tem ka 'Ito karo=kona 

sad=P.DVZ 2PL 2PL=EMPR 

'You {PL.) are sad.' 
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3.2 AFFIXES 

Only a few inflectional and derivational affixes occur in Karo. In the two 

following subsections I provide a complete description of these affixes, their functions, 

and a fulJ characterization of the processes of internal sandhi triggered by their 

occurrence. 

3.2.1 INFLECTIONAL AFFIXES 
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Inflectional affixation in Karo is limited to predicates (verbs, auxiliaries and 

copulas). Only three suffixes occur, - t, - p and - a. The first two suffixes represent the 

mood categories of indicative (indicative I and indicative II), and the last suffix represent 

the mood category of gerund. 

3.2.1.1 [NDICA TIVE - T io 

The indicative (INDl) suffix - tis used in statements. It occurs exclusively in main 

clauses when the order of the elements is SOV (the typical word order in Karo), and is the 

most used modal suffix. It has two a llornorphs, /-ti and In/. The allomorph /-n/ occurs 

after verb roots ending in nasal vowels and /-ti occurs in all other environments. 

on maygtira w711 

on mCiygiira w7-n 

lSG snake kill-INOl 

'I killed the snake there. ' 

at towirup ?ot 

at to=wirup ?o-t _ 

3SG 3R=food eat-INDl 

·He ate his own food a lot. ' 

t;Jgana 

t;Jgana 

there 

cur em 

cil=tem 

big=ADVZ 

peJ cf 

pe? 

LOC 

cf 

w It should be emphasized rhat the term ' indicative' is employed here in the absence of a better label, and 
should not be interpreted in o}Jposition to ' imperative' and/or ' interrogative', as is commonly found in other 
languages around the world. 



oya?wa11 

o=ya 'Avat-t 

ISG=leave-INDl 

'I left during the day. ' 

on ma?wit 

on ma?wit 

ISG man 

at 
ar 

day 

mtim 

mtim 

x 

-at 

at 

ka?a toy 

ka?a top-t 

POSS house see-INDl 

'I saw the man ' s house. ' 

cf 

cf 

The allomorph /-ti of the indicative suffix - t may also trigger internal 
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phonological alternations in the roots with which it occurs when these root end in /p/, /ti, 

/kl, nasal stop (N) or /y/. The changes are the following: 

I.Ip/+ I-ti -7 /y/ , with two phonetic realizations, [y] in roots with final stress, 

and [i] in roots with penultimate stress 

top-t -7 toy ' to see ' 

yakop + t -7 yakoy ' be.hot' 

pap + t -7 pay ' to die' 

cerop + t -7 ceri 'to be cured' 

picorop + t -7 picori ·to be hungry' 

cahmarap + t -7 cahm~ri ' to be dizzy/drunk' 

2. ltl - 1-tl -7 In/, with two phonetic realizations, [n] after a nasal vowel. and [dn] 

after an ora l vowel 

ya?wat + t -7 ya?wan_ ' to come back ' 

ket + t -7 ken ' to sreep' 
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ot + t 7on 'to be born' 

, 
pat + t ' to be beautiful' 

3. /kJ +/-ti 7 /gat/ 

pitek + t 7 pitegat 'to be cold' 

pepak + t 7 pepagat 'to wake up' 

nok + t 7 nogat 'to eat (intr.)' 

4. N +I-ti 7 /n/ 

pem + t 7 pen ' to step' 

pein + t 7 pe1n 'to be torn/ripped' 

pary + t 7 pan 'to give away' 

5. lyl +/-ti 7 /y/ 

wiy + t 7 wiy 'to go out' 

piy + t 7 piy ' to wait' 

3.2.1.2 INDICATIVE - P 

The indicative suffix -p (IND2) is also used in statements. It occurs in main clauses 

when the order of one of its elements, either a noun phrase, a postpositional phrase or an 

adverbial phrase appears in focus position, at the begining of the clause. (Focus 

constructions are discussed in detail in Chapter 4, section 4.1.1.2.) 

-p has tb.ree allomorphs, /-pl, /-ap/ and I-ml. The allomorph I-pl occurs in verb or 

auxiliary roots ending in vowels; the allomorph /-ap/ occurs in verbs or auxi liaries which 

end in consonants; and the allomorph /m/ occurs in verb roots ending in nasal vowels 

(there are no auxil iaries in Karo which end in nasal vowels). 



cur em at towirup ?op 

cu=tem at to=wirup ?o-p 

big=ADVZ 3SG 3R=food eat-IND2 

'A lot, he ate his own food.' 

at mtim oya ?warap 

at mfim o=ya ?wat-ap 

day X l so=leave-IND2 

'During the day I left.' 

ma?w1i 

ma?w1i 

at ka 'la on itop 

at ka ?a on i=top-ap 

man POSS house lSG 31MP=see-IN02 

' It was the white man's house what I saw.' 

I ;>gana pe? on miiygtira w7m 

I ;>gana pe? on miiygtira wI-m 

there LOC l so snake kill-1ND2 

' [twas there that I killed the snake.' 
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The allomorphs /-p/ and /-ml are not involved in any type of phonological 

alternation. They simply occur after verb (or auxiliary) roots ending, respectively, with~ 

oral or a nasal vowel. 

b+p 

?o + p 

cape+ p 

pe+ m 

wi+m 

k~p 

?op 

ca pep 

pem 

Wim 

'to walk' 

'to eat' 

- 'to beat' 

'to step' 

'to kill' 
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The allomorph /-ap/ is involved in the following changes: 

I. A final /ti or /kJ of verb roots changes to Ir/ or lg/, respectively, before /-ap/. (This is a 

regular voicing alternation that occurs at the word boundary level, involving voiceless 

consonants.) 

pe?cit + ap pe?cirap ' to run' 

ya?wat + ap ya?warap ' to leave' 

picot +ap p1corap 'to be naked ' 

nok + ap no gap ' to eat' 

pepak + ap pepagap 'to wake up ' 

pitek + ap pitegap 'to be hot' 

2. A final Ip/ of verb or auxiliary roots causes the /a/ of /-ap/ to drop and is fused with the 

remaining /p/; 

pap+ ap pap 'to die' 

yakop + ap yakop ' to sweat' 

pep+ ap pep 'to be tidy' 

3.2.1-:J GERUNDS 

The gerund (GER) suffix -a is often used in clause combining to mark a non-finite 

clause with the same subject as the finite clause (Chapter 4). The presence of -a causes 

the voiceless stops /pl, It/ and /kJ of the verbs to be voiced, changing them to their 

corresponding counterparts, !bl, Ir/ and /g/. 

top+ a 

pap+ a 

yakop +a 

~ toba 

~ paba 

~ yakoba 

'see' 

' die' 

'sweat' 



ket +a 7 kera ' sleep' 

ya?wat +a 7 ya?wara ' leave ' 

cat .,.. a 7 ccira ' wash' 

w~k +a 7 w&ga ' be sick' 

pitek +a 7 pitega ' be hot' 

cit6k + a 7 cit6ga ' urinate ' 

-a is a lso employed in imperatives and in nominalized fo rms of verbs: 

e=ker-a 

e=ket-a 

2sG=sleep-GER 

·sleep!' 

a?=tob-a 

a?=top-a 

3SG=see-GER 

'Watch it!' 

e=bepag-a 

e=pepak-a 

2SG=wake.up-GER 

'Wake up! ' 

o=ker-a 

o=ket-a 

ISG=sleep-GER 

·My place to sleep. ' 

kana 

kana 

NOMZ 
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3.2.2 DERIVATIONAL AFFIXES 

Six derivational pr efixes occur with verbs. Five of these prefixes have a clear 

valence changing function and can, for this reason, be regarded as the voice system of 

Karo. The prefixes are: ma- simple causative (CAUS); ta- comitative causative (COM); pe

impersonal passive (!PASS); to- reciprocal (REC); and mam- reflexive (REFL) . The sixth 

-prefix,pe ?-has the meaning of optative (OPT) and it could be considered part of the voice 

system only in purely positional grounds. 

These prefixes occur immediately preceding the verb root. They are described and 

exemplified in the following subsections. 

3.2.2.1 THE SIMPLE CAUSATIVE 

Simple causative constructions occur with almost any intransitive verb but rarely 

with transitive ones. In causative constructions, a semantic initiator causes a secondary 

agent to perform or experience some action or state. 

on amaken 

on a?=ma-ket-t 

ISG 3sG=CAUS-sleep-IND1 

'I made it/him sleep.' 

et owa 

et owa 

emakat 

e=ma-k~t 

2SG mother 2sG=CAUS-walk-INDl 

' Your mother made you walk.'..::: 

l)Q 

1)0 

3SG.FEM 

omacopm 

o=ma-copit-t 

1SG=CAUS-be.fat-IND1 

'She made me be fat. ' 
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The causative prefix ma- does not undergo any change itself, but may cause the 

same alternations conditioned by the pronominal clitics: ma- causes the /p/ or /k/21 of a 

following intransitive verb to change to its voiced counterpart lb/ or lg/, in an unstressed 

syllable. 

at amabara ?k:Jt 

at a ?=ma-para ?k~t 

3SG 3sG=cAUS-come.back-IND l 

'He made it/him come back.' 

on emaberopit 

on e=ma-peropi-1 

ISG 2sG=cAUS-pinch-IND l 

·1 made you pinch her. ' 

ag6al}nt amagahmom 

gak~ 

ga=k~ 

3SG.FEM=DAT 

niin 

agoa ljnt a f=ma-kahmom na-n 

shaman 3SG=CAUS-be.quiet COP-fNDl 

·The shaman made him/it calm down.' 

Otherwise there is no change. 

on amap:Jri 

on a?=ma-p:Jr~-t 

ISG 3SG=CAUS-empty-IND1 

·1 emptied it. ' 

at amati 

at a ?=ma-ti-t 

3sG 3SG=CAUS-come.IND I 

'He made him/it come. ' 

21 I did not find examples of polysyllabic intransitive verbs beginning with /t/ in an unstressed syllable. 



--

on a ma ken 

on a ?=ma-ket-t 

ISG 3sa=CAUS-sleep-IND1 

'l put him/it to sleep.' 

3.2.2.2 THE COMlTATIVE CAUSATIVE 
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Comitative causative constructions are marked by means of the prefix ta-. They 

occur primarily with intransitive verbs but have been found on occasions with transitives. 

They differ from simple causative constructions in that the semantic initiator, in addition 

to causing the secondary agent to perform or experience an action or state, also performs 

or experiences the action or state he/she/it initiates. 

wat owii orak~t 

wat owii o=ta-k~t 

lSG.POSS mother 1 SG=COM-walk-IND I 

' My mother made me walk, walking with me.' 

on wat 

on wat 

ISO lSG.POSS 

awe 

awe 

brother 

rabitey 

ta-bitep-t 

COM-cross-IND I 

·1 made my brother cross, crossing with him.' 

ga toat owe tanogat 

l)Q to at owe ta-noga-t 

3SG.FEM Jr.POSS baby COM-eat-IND 1 

·she fed her baby, e~ting with it. ' 

ta- may both undergo and/or trigger phonological changes. The initial /ti of the 

prefix ta- changes to /r/ after vowels (either oral or nasal) or glides. It/ changes to '/n/ after 
I - -

nasal consonants. 



After vowels: 

.. on wat owe raken 

.. 
wat owe ta-ket-t 

ISG lSG.POSS baby COM-sleep-rNDl 

·r put my baby to sleep, sleeping with it.' 

on a ?=ta-ti-t 

ISG 3SG=COM-come.IND1 

'I brought him/it. ' 

After glides: 

in yaw rati 

in yaw ta-ti-IND] 

2SG ray COM-come-IND 1 

'You brought the ray. ' 

at m1r1rl)J ramoy 

at m1r1rl)J 

3SG toad 

ta-mop-t 

COM-dive-IND l 

'He dove with the toad.' 

After nasal consonants: 

ag6a ?p:Jt 

ag6a?p:Jt 

shaman 

et 

et 

2SG.POSS 

iyom nakOy 

iyom ta-kop-t 

father COM-be.hot-IND 1 

·The shaman warmed your father (warming himself). ' 
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can nak;Jga 

ciin tak:ik-a 

cat COM-walk-GER 

'Walk the cat! ' 

?iri l) nak;Jga 

?irig ra-k:ik-a 

girl COM-walk-GER 

'Walk the (little) girl!' 
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ta- can also trigger changes on a following intransitive verb if the first syllable of 

the verb is unstressed. In these cases, the changes also involve the phonemes /p/ and /k/22
, 

whjch become voiced. 

wat awe 

war awe 

!SG.POSS brother 

orabitiy 

o=ta-pitip-t 

1 SG=COM-cross-IND I 

'My brother crossed with me. ' 

1)0 to at owi ragahmom nan 

l)G toat owi ta-kahmom na-n 

3SG.FEM 3R.POSS child COM-be.quiet COP-INDl 

'She calmed her child and calmed down herself.' 

3.2.2.3 THE IMPERSONAL PASSIVE 

The impersonal passive pe- occurs with transitive verbs, adding passive meaning. 

No agent is grammatically possible. 

22 1 did not find examples of polysyllabic intransitive verbs beginning with /t/ in an unstressed syllable. 



The initial voiceless phoneme /p/ of the prefix pe- changes to its voiced 

counterpart /b/ if the preceding element (a clitic or a noun) ends in a glide or an 

unrounded vowel. 
' 

After glides and unround vowels: 

oyay 

o=yay 

lsG=tooth 

bemegiln 

pe-megil-n 

IPASS-be.dirty-IND 1 

·My tooth got dirty. ' 

bew7a taykit yaw be 

taykit yaw pe? pe-w7-a 

NEG ray CL.FLAT IP ASS-kill-GER 

·rsn't the ray going to get killed?' 

taykit a?i 

1aykit a?i 

bekiga 

pe-kik-a 

NEG sloth IPASS-catch-GER 

'Did the sloth get caught?' 

If the preceding element ends with a round vowel /p/ changes to /w/. 

boi ?el towa?para towew7-a 

boi- ?e-t to=pa ?pat-a to=we-wl-a 

ox AUX-INDl 3R=fall-GER 3R=IPASS-kill-GER 

·Tue ox fell and got killed.' 
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Finally, if the preceding element ends with a nasal consonant, /p/ changes to Im/. 
- -



elm mema?waba 

c im pe-ma ?wap-a 

meat !PASS-fry-GER 

T he meat got fried. ' 

The alternations triggered by pe- are the same as those triggered h.y both 

causatives ma- and ta-. If the following element begins with /pl or /kl23 in an unstressed 

syllable, then /p/ and lkJ change to their voiced counterparts, lb/ and lg/ , respectively. 

abebe?tira 

a ?=pe-pe ?t1i-a 

3SG=JPASS-roast-GER 

·it got roasted. ' 

abegahmom nii 

a ?=pe-kahmom mi-a 

3SG=IPASS-be.quiet COP-GER 

·rt got quiet/calmed down.' 

3.2.2.4 THE REFLEXIVE 
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Reflexivity in Karo is marked by the reflexive prefix miim and is used with trans itive 

as well as with intransitive verbs. In reflexive constructions with transitive verbs, mCim is 

preceded by a personal clitic which is also coreferential with the subject of the clause. 

_§n omiimnoy 

on o=miim-top-1 

I SG 1 SG=REFL-see-IND I 

·I saw myself ' 

2J I did11ot find eiZamples of polysyllabic intransitive verbs beginning with /t/ in an unstresseosyllablc. 
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at tomamwin 

at to=mam-wJ-n 

3SG 3R=REFL-kill-1ND1 

'He/it killed him/itself. ' 

In reflexive constructions with intransitive verbs, reflexivity occurs between its only 

argument, the subject of the clause, and another argument in the oblique (generally the dative 

case marking) form. The reflexive prefix is then attached to the dative marker, preceded by 

the personal clitic coreferentia1 to the subject. 

owakim omaink:Jy 

o=wakir-n o=mam-k:Jy 

I SG=be.angry-IND I I SG=REFL-DA T 

·ram angry at myself. ' 

a?wero 

a?=wero 

WJ)I 

WJ-Y 

tomiimk:Jy 

to=mam-k:Jy 

3SG=speech go.out-IND} 3R=REFL-DAT 

' He spoke to himself. ' 

3.2.2.5 THE RECIPROCAL 

Reciprocity is marked by attaching the reciprocal prefix ro- to the root of 

transitive verbs. In reciprocal constructions, ro- is always preceded by a personal clitic 

coreferential with the person of.the subject of the clause. 

tap toroyapft 

tap to=ro-yapi-t 

3PL 3R=REC-kill-IND I 

·They killed each other.' 



ka ?to karorocapet ahy;; 

ka?to karo=ro-cape-t ahy;; 

2PL 2PL=REC-beat-IND 1 INTERR 

·Did you beat each other?' 

3.2.2.6 THE OPT A TIVE 

Optative constructions are marked by the prefix pe ?- which may be attached to 

intransitive and transitive verbs as well as to auxiliaries. The semantic function of an 

optative construction is that of signaling 'a speech act by which the speaker grants 

permission to a 2"d or 3rd person, as in "let him come in"( ... )' (Bybee 1985: 166). In this 

sense, optatives imply the involvement of a semantic agent, even though they do not 

change the formal argument structure of the verb. 
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pe ?- both undergoes and triggers phonological changes. The initial /p/ of pe? 

changes to /w/ after a round vowel, to lb/ after an unround vowel or glide, and to /ml after 

a nasal consonant. 

After vowels: 

owe?l)en 

o=pe ?-ket-t 

I SG=OPT-sleep-lND 1 

'Let me sleep.' 

abe ?l);;t 

a ?=be ?-k;rt 

3sa=OPT-walk-IND1 

' Let him/it walk.' 

After glides: 



na?i.v~ 

na?w~ 

monkey 

be ?l)::Jt 

pe ?-l)~t 

OPT-walk-IND l 

·Let the monkey walk (free)!' 

inaw 

in aw 

curassow 

be?nogat 

pe?-noga-t 

OPT-eat-IND 1 

'Let the curassow eat!' 

After nasal consonants: 

ktfram 

ktfram 

memey 

pe ?rip-I 

hummingbird OPT-fly-IND I 

·Let the hummingbird fly!' 

ccin me ?l)en 

ciin pe ?-ket-t 

cat OPT-sleep-IND 1 

'Let the cat sleep! ' 

tII) me ?l)::JI 

ti!] pe ?-k~t 

worm OPT-walk-INDl 

·Let tlre-worm go (free)!' 
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The changes triggered by pe ?- consist of the nasalization of the first consonant of 

the following transitive or intransitive verb in stressed syllables. The consonants involved 

are, again, /p/, It/ and /k/, which change to their homorganic nasal consonants Im/, /nJ and 

IQ/, respectively. 



/p/ 7 /m/ 

on abe?men 

on a ?=pe ?-pe--t 

ISG 3SG=OPT-step-IND1 

·Let me step on it/him.' 

It/ 7 /n/ 

on abemoy 

on a ?=pe ?-top-t 

ISG 3SG=OPT-see-IND1 

·Let me see it/him.' 

/kl 7 /rj/ 

owe 'lI]:JI 

o=peJ-k~t 

I SG=QPT-walk-!ND 1 

'Let me walk.' 

cf 

cf 

cf 

on a/Pen 

on a?=pe-t 

lSG 3sG=step-lND l 

'I stepped on it/him. ' 

on 
on 

a?toy 

a?=top-t 

lSG 3sG=see-IND 1 

'I saw it/him.' 

ok:;;t 

o=k~t 

lsG=walk-INDl 

' I walked.' 
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If the element following the optative prefix pe ?- begins with a vowel (or a glottal 

stop+ a vowel) , an epenthetic Inf appears between pe 'l- and the vowel. 

on ip peauy cf on ip ?iy 

on ip pe ?-niy-1 on ip ?iy-1 

lSG fish OPT-catch-IND! lSG fish catch-IND ! 

' Let me catch a/the fish-:' ' I caught a/the fish. ' 

/ 



abe?nan 

a?=pe?-?at-t 

3SG=OPT-fall-I DI 

·Let it/him fall. ' 

3.3 CLITICS 

cf a?an 

a?=?at-t 

3SG=fall-lt D l 

'It/he fell. ' 
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Clitics in Karo are distinguished from affixes by their distribution. While affixes 

occur exclusively with a given class of word (like the causative prefix ma-, which occurs 

specifically with the class of intransitive verbs), clitics occur with larger constituents than 

words (like the personal clitics which occur in noun phrases, verb phrases, postpositional 

phrases, etc.). 

Karo contains the following clitics: 1) a plural marker =to?, 2) an adverbializer 

=tem, 3) a set of personal markers, and 4) a nominalizer ko=. In the remainder of this 

section I will describe and exemplify their occurrences, except for the nominalizer ko=, 

which will be discussed in section 3.4 on nominalization. 

3.3.1 THE PLURAL =to? 

Prototypically, the plural enclitic =to? occurs at the end of noun phrases, with 

scope over the whole construction [(pro)nominal argument plus its modifiers) . 

ka?aro? 

ka?a=to? 

house= PL 

·houses' 

\'$. 

ka?a ?a?to? 

ka ?a ?a ?=to? 

house-CL,..RD= PL 

' houses ' 



.. 

vs. 

wat lea ?a ?a p ik=to? 

wat ka?a ?a? p1k=to? 

ISG.POSS house CLR rest.of=PL 

'the rest of my houses' 

The initial /tJ of =to? alternates with /r/ when the preceding element ends with a 

vowel or glide or to In/ if it ends with a nasal consonant. 

inakaro? 

i=naka=to? 

31MP=head=PL 

·heads' 

inawro? 

inaw=to? 

curassow=PL 

'curassows' 

wat na ?w~ro? 

wat na?w~=to? 

ISG.POSS monkey=PL 

·my monkeys' 

kiframno? 

kcfram=ro? 

hummingbird=PL 

'hummingbirds' 
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cibekonno? 

cibekon=to? 

·vultures' 

tul)no? 

tul)=to? 

mortar=PL 

·mortars' 

=to? also occurs in a few lexicalized constructions, where the plurality of the 

referent(s) is somehow intrinsic24
. In the examples below, =to?is part of the lexicalized 

word, and does not occur at the end of the noun phrase, its prototypical place of 

occurrence. 

pi vs. piro vs. piro cu (cf *ka ?a=ro cil) 

pi pi=to? pi=to ? cu 

foot foot=PL foo t= PL big 

'foot' 'feet' 'big feet' 

3.3.2 THE ADVERBIALIZER =tem 
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The enclitic =rem occurs in three different types of constructiens. The most 

frequent occurrences of =tem are with adjectives. These are also the constructions where a 

clear function of adverbialization occurs. In these constructions, an adverb is derived 

from an adjective plus =tern. Adverbs derived from adjectives occur in indicative 

sentences, either injtially or finally. Like other adverbs, they occur sentence-initially 

when an_auxiliary is present, and sentence-finally in sentences with indicative verbs: 

24 Usually, the lexicalized items refer to body parts~uch as ' nostrils', 'feet', 'arms', 'ears', 'legs', 'hands-,: 
etc. 
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oken 

o=ket-t 

lSG=sleep-IND l 

·I slept a lot. ' 

curem 

cur em 

cu=tem 

big=ADVZ 

wep 

o= ?e-p 

okera 

o=ket-a 

cf. 

beautiful=ADVZ 

' I slept a lot. ' 

1 SG=AUX-IND2 1 SG=sleep-GER 

l)Q o?toy magaptem 

l)a o=top-1 magap=tem 

3SG.FEM 1SG=see-IND1 long=ADVZ 

·she watched me for a long time' 

mal)aptem 

mal)ap=tem 

delayed=ADVZ 

gaap otoba 

ga= ?e-p o=top-a 

3SG.FEM=AUX-IND2 lSG=see-GER 

·For a long time she watched me. ' 

cf. 
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The second type of construction where =tern occurs seems to be a variant of the 

derived construction described above, only with a different function. In this construction, 

an adjective plus =tern occurs clause-initially followed by a (pro)noun or noun phrase. 

These constructions function as predicate adjectives. No mood marker occurs, and no 

further adjunct, except for another derived adverb, is possible. 

cclrarem on 
cara=tem on 
long=ADVZ l SG 

·1 am tall.' 

,( 



hlptem 

Mp=tem 

delicious=ADVZ 

·rs it delicious ?' 

/ 

pattem 

/ 

pat=tem 

beautiful=ADVZ 

at ahy:J 

at ahy:J 

3SG INTERR 

ma Jp:JJI 

ma Jp:JJI 

woman 

'The woman is beautiful.' 
/ 

pattern cu rem 
/ 

pat=tem cu=tem 

beautiful=ADVZ big=ADVZ 

·My children are big and beautiful.' 
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, 
wat owe tap 

wat 
, 

owe tap 

Isa child ASSOC 

In the last type of constructions involving =tem, =tem is attached to the end of a 

transitive or intransitive verb, after the indicative mood marker /-ti. Although it is clear 

that the final construction with =tern has an adverbial distribution, its exact meaning is not 

yet fully understood. My consultants suggest that the use of =tem in these constructions 

adds a meaning of 'seeminglyness '. In the examples from spontaneous speech, these 

constructions with =tern are always followed by the auxiliary ?e in the finite form. 

When =tem is attached to a transitive verb, the subject of this verb is omitted, and 

the object can be in any person/number. 

otoyrem al 

o=to-y=tem a?-?e-t 

1 sa=see-IND l =ADVZ 3SG.AUX-IND 1 

'He/it is pretending to be watching me.' 

When =tern is attached to an intransitive verb, the subject of this verb is always 

marked by a personal clitic coreferential with the subject of the auxiliary. 



okennem 

o=ke-n=tem 

wet 

o=?e-t 

ISG=sleep-fNDl =AOVZ lSG=AUX-fNDl 

·1 am pretending to be sleeping.' 
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The initial /ti of =tern, may change to its voiced or nasal counterparts, /r/ and Inf, 

depending on context. 

/ti changes to /r/ after vowels or glides: 

/cU/ + /=tern/ 

big+ ADVZ 

lei/ + /=tern/ 

bitter + ADVZ 

/piy/ + /=tern/ 

lazy + ADVZ 

ltawl + /=tern/ 

far + ADYZ 

/curern/ 

/cef.rem/ 

/piyrem/ 

/t~wrern/ 

/ti changes to Inf after nasal consonants. 

/pemern/ + /=t~ 

straight + ADVZ 

/cagaro kom/ + /=tern/ 

two + ADVZ 

/kin/ + /=tern/ 

hard + ADVZ 

/pememnem/ 

/cagaro komnem/ 

/kTnnem/ 

' big' 

' bitter' 

' lazy ' 

' far' 

'straight' 

'hard' 



/win/ + /=tern/ /winnern/ 

curved + AD vz 

/caW'Jrd'fJ/ + /=tern/ /caw~r~'fjnern/ 

deep + ADVZ 

/purul)/ + /=tern/ /purul)nem/ 

deep + ADVZ 

After voiceless stops it remains unaltered. 

/kap/ + /=tern/ 

fat + ADVZ 

/p~t/ + /=tern/ 

beautiful + ADVZ 

/wak/ + /=tern/ 

sick+ ADVZ 

3.3.3 PERSONAL CLITICS 

/kaptem/ 

/waktem/ 
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'curved' 

[ca1 w~r~'fjnd£bm] ' deep' 

[
1purul)ndEbm] 'deep (eye)' 

'fat' 

'beautiful' 

'sick' 

A class of personal clitics occur with nouns, verbs, adjectives, auxiliaries, 

postpositions and a copula. The clitics which_occur with verbs and auxiliaries represent 

the absolutive case, used to mark the single argument of intransitive verbs or auxiliaries, 

and the patients of transitive verbs. They are in opposition to the class of free pronouns, 

which represent the ergative case, and are used exclusively to mark agent arguments of 

transitive verbs. Two sets of personal clitics occur in Karo: those in the first sec are used 

to make reference to an entity in the world, while those in the second set establish 

coreference with a grammatiaal subject. 
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A personal clitic is always the first element in the phrase (noun phrase, verb 

phrase or postpositional phrase). It is in complementary distribution with lexical nominals 

in the same fWlction. The two sets of personal clitics of Karo are distinguished only in the 

third person. The set of referential pronominal clitics presents three types of distinction in 

third person: 1) a distinction between third person and third person feminine in the 

singular;~ a distinction between third person singular and plural; and 3) the presence of 

a third person impersonal. In the set of coreferential pronominal clitics all these 

distinctions are lost, and only one form for the third person occurs. 

Person I 1 2 3 3 feminine 

Number 

SG o= e= a?= l)a= 

( INCL) i?= 

PL karo= tap= 

(EXCL) te= 

JNDlEF 1= 

.. 
Table 7. Karo referential cltttcs 

Person/ 1 2 3 

Number 

SG o= e= 

( INCL) i?= to= 

PL karo= 

(EXCL) te= --
.. 

Table 8. Karo coreferent1al cltt1cs 

The phonological change~caused by the personal clitics involve the phonemes /p/. 

/ti and /kl of the first syllable of the word to which they are attached. This first syllable 

must be unstressed, otherwise no changes occur. 

I) Ip/ changes to /w/ fOllowing round vowels and to lb/ following non-round vowels. 



lo=+ penaoy/ /owenaoy/ [owena'~y] 'I danced.' 

le=+ penaoy/ /ebenaoy/ [ebena'~y] 'You danced.' 

lo=+ pfuv lopW [o'p:~n] 'I am well. ' 

le=+ p~n/ lepW [e'p:~n] 'You are well.' 

2) !ti and /kl change to /r/ and lg/, respectively, after any type of vowel. 

lo=+ tati/ 

le=+ tati/ 

lo=+ toy/ 

/e= +toy/ 

lo=+ kuru?cu/ 

IIJa= + kuru?cu/ 

lo=kun/ 

IIJa=kun/ 

/orati/ 

/erati/ 

[ ora' t:i] 

[era1t:i] 

lotoyl [o't:~y] 

/etoy/ [ e't:~y] 

/oguru?cu/ [oguru?'cu] 

/l)aguru?cu/ [JJaguru?'cu] 

/okun/ 

IIJakun/ 

[o'k:udn] 

[IJa'k:udn] 

'brought me ' 

'brought you ' 

'saw me' 

'saw you' 

'my saliva' 

' her saliva' 

'my belly' 

'her belly' 

cf. 

cf. 

cf. 

Examples of the occurrence of personal clitics in Karo with verbs, adjectives, 

auxiliaries, postpositions and copula can be seen below. 

W ITH TRANSITIVE VERBS: 

ameko otoy 

ameko o=top-1 

jaguar lsc=see-IND 1 

'The jaguar saw me. ' 
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at ecapet 

at e=cape-t 

3SG 2SG=beat-IND l 

'Did he beat you?' 

on a aoy 

on a?=top-t 

l sG 3sc=see-JND 1 

'I saw it/him.' 

WITH INTRANSITIVE VERBS: 

oya?koy 

o=ya?kop-t 

lsc=sweat-IND 1 

' I sweat.' 

eya Ji 

e=ya?i-t 

2SG=climb.down-IND 1 

'You climbed down.' 

a?ken 

a?=ket-t 

3sc=sleep-IND 1 

'He slept.' 

WITH ADJECTIVES: 

on a?pap 

on a?;=pap 

1 SG 3sc=dead 

ahy:J 

ahy:J 

INTERR 

Jop-t 

se.e-1~1 

' I saw him/it dea"d/hurt.' 
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-

ma'lwit 

ma'lwit 

man 

a?kir1k 

a?=kink 

3sc=green 

?an 

?at-I 

bring-IND} 

'The man brought the green one.' 

WITH AUXILIARIES: 

a?kay tocit6ga 

to=cit6k-a 

3 R=urinate-GER 

aJ.=kap-t 

3SG=AUX.FUT-IND I 

' He will go urinate.' 

kaniiy wep25 okera 

kaniiy o= ?e=p o=ket-a 

then lSG=AUX-INDl lsc=sleep-GER 

' Then I slept.' 

W ITH POSTPOSITIONS: 

owaktin a?k~ 

o=paktit-t a J.=k~ 

1SG=be.angry-IND1 3SG=DA T 

'1 am angry at him/it. ' 

ma?wir 

ma'lwit 

man 

ya?wan 

ya?wat-t 

leave-INDl 

'The man left with her.' 

l)apik 

1Ja=pik 

3SG.FEM=ALL 

25 The first person singular clitic o= has a non-sylabic occurrence, w=, before ~owe ls. 
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wat 

wat 

lSG.POSS 

iyom ip 

iyom ip 

?iy 

?iy-t 

father fish catch-rND 1 

'My father caught a/the fish with me.' 

WITH COPULA: 

maygara 

maygara 

snake 

cu 
cu 
big 

'It is a/the big snake.' 

~ 

pat 

~ 

a?ntin 

a?=nii-n 

3SG=COP-IND 1 

IJaniin 

owihmiim 

o=pihmiim 

lSG=COM 

ptit 

woman beautiful 

l)a=nli-n 

3SG.FEM=COP-rND I 

'She is a/the beautiful woman.' 

pe1J 

pe1J 

white.man 

a?niin 

a?=nti-n 

3SG=COP-IND1 

'He is a/the white man.' 

3.4 NOMINALIZATION 

Verbs, verb phrases and whole clauses can be nominalized in Karo26
. With the 

exception of the nominalization of verbs by means of the suffix -ap (see below), all 

nominalized verbs show a non-finite form with the gerund suffix -a. 
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26 There is no special nominalization construction for adjectives. When the concept conveyed by an 
adjective is to be nominalized, (as in English 'the beauty') the adjective is used in connection with the noun 
kana, the final conStruction meaning 'Adjective+ thing', as in the examples below: 

kana pit and kana cu 
kana pat kana cu -
thiiig beautiful - thing big 
'beautiful thing' 'big thing' 
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The suffix -ap is applied to transitive and intransitive verbs to yield agentive 

nominals. -ap has three allomorphs, /-p/, I -ml and /-ap/. They occur, respectively, after a 

vowel, a nasal vowel, and a consonant. When /ap/ occurs after /pl the /a/ falls and the 

remaining /pl is fused with the /p/ of the verb root; when it occurs after /ti and /k/, the /ti 

and /kl change to / r/ and lg!, respectively. 

?o ' to eat' 

cape ' to beat' 

we ' to cry' 

b 'to walk' 

wi 'to kill ' 

pipe ' to make' 

top ' to see' 

yakap 'to throw' 

pip ' to drill' 

penaop 'to dance ' 

cat 'to wash' 

cat 'to step' 

pe?tit ' to roast' 

pe?cit ' to run ' 

kik ' to hold' 

yek ' to search' 

nok ' to eat' 

pdk ' to burn' 

?o + p 

cape + p 

we + p 

kdp + p 

w1 + p 

pipe+ p 

top + ap 

yakap + ap 

pip + ap 

penaop + ap 

cat+ ap 

cat+ ap 

pe?tit + ap 

pe?cit + ap 

kik + ap 

yek + ap 

nok + ap 

pdk + ap 

-7 

-7 

-7 

-7 

-7 

-7 

-7 

-7 

-7 

-7 

-7 

-7 

?op 

ca pep 

wep 

kdp 

Wim 

pipem 

top 

yakap 

pip 

penaop 

carap 

carap 

pe?tirap 

pe?cirap 

kigap 

yegap 

no gap 

-pd gap 

' eater' 

' beater' 

' crier' 

' walker' 

' killer' 

' maker' 

'seer, watcher' 

"thrower' 

'driller' 

' dancer' 

'washer' 

'stepper' 

' roaster' 

' runner' 

' holder' 

'searcher' 

' eater' 

' burner' 
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Transitive and intransitive verbs can also be nominalized by the particle Jeana, 

·thing', yielding place nouns. 

o=kera 

o=ker-a 

I SG=sleep-GER 

'My place to sleep.' 

wat ip 

wat ip 

?iya 

?iy-a 

kanti 

kanti 

NOMZ 

ISG fish catch-GER 

·My place to catch fish.' 

kanii 

kanti 

NOMZ 

Jeana is also used to nominalize verb phrases as absolutive arguments of the verb 

·ro like', yielding terms for actions27
. 

on a'?w7a kanii ya?ti nan 

on a?=wT-a kanii ya?ti na-n 

ISG 3SG=kill-GER NOMZ like COP-fNDl 

'I like to kill it.' 
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H kana is also found in a few lexicalized items containing an absolutive argument and a transitive or -
intransitive verb in the participle form. The function of kana in these items, nevertheless, seems not to be of 
a nominalizer, but of a regular noun (kana in Karo is a noun which means 'thing'). 

yiiy ~ob it kanii 
yay cop it kanii 
tooth dirt- clean thing 
'dental floss' 

i?nok kanii 
i?=nok'" kanii 
I PL.INCL=eat thing 
' restaurant' 

\ __J 
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on wat mok pe cara kana ya?ti min i?ke 

on wat mok pe? cat-a kana ya?ti nti-n i ?ke 

ISG lSG.POSS cotton CL.FLAT wash-GER NOMZ Like COP-INDl NEG 

·1 do not like to wash my clothes.' 

ilr ekera kanti ya?ti nan ahyd 

in e=ket-a kanti ya?ti nii-n ah yd 

2SG 2SG=sleep-G ER NOMZ like COP-INDl INTERR 

'Do you like to sleep?' 

ka?ro karoweya kanti ya?ti nan 

ka?ro karo=we-a kana ya?ti nti-n 

2PL 2PL=cry-GER NOMZ like COP-IND! 

·You (PL.) like to cry.' 

In the last type of nominalization, the clitic ko= nominalizes a whole clause as the 

absolutive argument of the verb 'to perceive' 28
. Although ko= is a proclitic and attaches to 

the verb 'to see' in the indicative form, its scope is over the preceding clause, whose verb 

is in the gerund form. This can be seen in the example below, where the clause [aman an] 

' the rain fell/falls' takes the non-finite form [aman ?ara] and is nominalized by ko= to be 

the argument of 'to see'. Notice that it is the verb 'to see' which takes the finite form (by 

taking the indicative mood marker). 

18 That ko= is a nominalizer and not a complemencizer can be seen in the following examples, where the 
nominalized clause with ko= occurs as the argument of a postposition, and not as complement of a 
perception verb. -
owirup tey kokay _ okap ocagapto cara koiim 
o=wirup tep-t ko=kay o=kap-ap o=cagap=to? cat-a koiim 
ISG=food boir:INol NOMZ=DAT ISG=AUX.FUT-IND2 ISG=dish=PL wash-GER also 
'While my food boils I will go wash my dishes too.' 

Furthermore, ko= seems to serve also as the nominalizer of aaverbs. Although this function of =ko 
is not yet well understood, one example of such nominalization is: 
matet kokoiim ocag3pto? ?et 
mate1 ko=koiim o=cag~p=to? ?e-t 
yesterday NOMZ=also- ISG=dish=PL AUX-IND I 
'My things-are like they were yesterday, dirty.' 

toyawiga 
to=yawik-a 
3R=be.dirty-GER 
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on a man ara gotoy 

on a man at-a ko=top-t 

lSG rain fall-GER NOMZ=see-IND l 

' I saw the rain falling.' 

In the example below the same process happens with the nominalized clause [IJa 

paba] 'she died': 

Junior IJa 

Junior IJG 

JUnior 3SG.FEM 

pa 

pap-a 

die-ger 

'Did Jilnior see her die?' 

3.5 COMPOUNDING 

go toy 

ko=top-t 

NOMZ=see-IND 1 

ahy;;; 

ahy;;; 

INTERR 

Compounds in Karo involve combinations of a noun plus an adjective, a noun plus 

an intransitive verb, or a noun plus another noun. Compound constructions are not easily 

distinguishable from simple sequences of [N + Adj.] and [N + N] in noun phrases and of 

[N + V] in intransitive clauses. Intervening material seems to be the only evidence which 

serves to differentiate one type of construction from another. Adjectives and classifiers 

are the two classes of words which operate as intervening material. 

The compounding of a noun plus adjective ([N +Adj.]) yields either a noun or an 

adjective. [N +Adj.] noun compounds are mostly employed to name animal or plant 

species. The only evidence which shows that this sequence is actually a noun comes from 

the fact that although an adjective may be used after the compound to qualify the final 

referent, it cannot be used between the compeaents noun and adjective. 

I 

iii op cf iii op cu but *iii cii op 

iti op iii op cu 

deer red deer red big 

·red deer' ' big red deer' 



koret capot 

koret capot 

bird purple 

'bird (sp.) ' 

cego 

cego 

monkey 

bik 

p1k 

black 

' black monkey' 

cf 

cf 

,, 
korer capo! ptit but * koret pcft capot 

,, 
koret capot pat 

bird purple beautiful 

'beautiful bird (sp.)' 

Gego 

cego 

monkey 

ktip but 

ktip 

black delicious 

'delicious black monkey' 

* cego ktip b1k 
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[N +Adj.] adjective compounds are few in number. Evidence that sequences like 

these are truly compounds comes from the fact that a classifier cannot occur after the 

noun. 

pciro pl)l 

pciro pl)l 

hands lazy 

'sloth' 

cagaro 

cagaro 

eyes 

'drunk' 

cf 

m::Jr::Jp 

hazy 

* paro pe? pl)l 

para pe? PfJI 

hands CL.FLAT lazy 

'sloth' 

cf * cagaro 

cagaro 

eyes 

'drunk' 

?a.? m~r::Jp 

?a? m~r::Jp 

CL.RD hazy 

Only a few compounds consisting of a noun plus an intransitive verb 

([N + Intr.V]) seem to occur in Karo. All compounds found so far employ the same verb, 

wi)I 'go out'-:' The resulting construction is still an intransitive verb which takes an 

absolutive argument, like any-0ther intransitive verb (6rf 'music'+ wi)I ·~o sing '; ora 

'feces' + wi)I ' to defecate'; wero ' speech ' + wi)I ' to speak·). In these constructions, an 

adjective may occur after the argument of the verb but cannot occur inside the [N .r 

fntr.V] sequence. 



ma?p~ 

ma?p~ 

woman 

6ra W.IJ' 

6ra wiy-t 

music go.out-IND I 

"The woman sang.' 

ma?p~ 

ma?p~ 

woman 

bat 
" pat 

beautiful 

6ra WJ)I 

6ra wiy-t 

music go.out.IND 1 

'The beautiful woman sang.' 

*ma;p~ 

ma;p~ 

woman 

6ra btft 

6ra " pat 

music beautiful 

'The woman sang beautiful music.' 

WJ)I 

wiy-t 

go.out.IND! 
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cf. 

but 

In compounds of the type [N + N] an alienable noun generally occurs first, 

followed by an inalienable noun. The final noun is a regular alienable noun. 

Combinations of two bound nouns are also possible, although not very common. The two 

types of intervening material help characterizing these compounds: 

Classifiers: An indication that a sequence of [noun+ noun] is a compound and not a 

genitive construction, is when a classifier occurs between the two nouns. As I will 

describe in Chapter 5, the normal position for a classifier in genitive constructions is after 

the sequence [noun + noun], not between the two nouns. The classifier in this 'normal ' 

position has scope over the whole (final) construction, not over one noun or another 

alone. This isillustrated in the examples below. 

wayo 

wayo 

alligator 

naka bap 

nakd pap 

head CL.CYLB 

'alligator head' 

cf *wayo 

wayo 

alligator 

bah 

pap 

CL.CY LB 

'alligator head ' 

nakci 

nakci 

head 



classifier of wayo ' al Ii gator': pap 

classifier of naka 'head': kd? 

kiriwep fem cf? 

kiriwep fem cf? 

butterfly wmg CL. TFLA T 

'butterfly wing' 

classifier of kiriwep 'butterfly' : pe? 

classifier of tern 'wing': cf? 

cf 
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*kiriwep cf? tern 

kiriwep cf? fem 

butterfly -CL.TFLAT wmg 

'butterfly wing' 

When the classifier occurs between the two nouns, it indicates that a compound is 

formed. The resulting construction is still a noun, and tends to be a lexicalized expression 

whose meaning is not the sum of its parts. 

mok pe? 

mok pe? 

caki 

caki 

cotton CL.FLAT 

'cloth' 

piece 

wayo 

wayo 

alligator 

bap 

pap 

CL.CYLB 

'alligator soup' 

ci 

ci 

water 

cf 

cf 

*mok caki pe? 

mok caki pe? 

cotton piece CL.FLAT 

' piece of cotton' 

*wayo 

wayo 

alligator 

ci 

ci 

bap 

pap 

water CL.CYLB 

'alligator soup' 

Adjectives: The occurrence of adjectives helps to determine the status of compounds in a 

negative way. As I will demonstrate when describing the internal structure of noun 
/ -

phrases, in Chapter 4, section 4.3 .1 below, adjectives may occur after afl¥ noun in a noun 

phrase. 

opabe 

o=pabe 

ISG=hand 

ciga 

ciga 

blister 

'my hand blister' cf. 



opabe cu ciga 

o=pabe Cll ciga 

lSG=hand big blister 

'my [big hand] blister' 

opabe ciga cu 

o=pabe ciga cu 

I SG=hand blister big 

'my big [hand blister]' 

cf. 

Therefore, when it is not possible for an adjective to occur inside a 

[N + N] sequence, there is evidence that this sequence is a compound. 

wirik kanii vs. 

wirik kanii 

edible thing 

'edible thing' 

ip cahyoy 

ip cahyoy 

fish dog 

'dog fish ' 

vs. 

wirik kanii Cll but *wirik cil kanii 

wirik kanii cu 
edible thing big 

'big edible thing' 

ip cahyoy kit but *ip k1i cahyoy 

ip cahyoy kit 

fish dog white 

'white dog fish ' 
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C HAPTER4 

SYNTAX 
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In this chapter I describe the types of sentences, phrases, predicates, the three 

forms of clause modifications and combinations which occur in Karo. First, in section 4.1 , 

the types of simple sentences' are presented and described. Simple sentences in Karo 

include declarative (DECL), interrogative (INTERR) and imperative (IMP). Then, in section 

4.2, the types of predicates are described. In section 4.3, the four types of phrases which 

occur in Karo, noun phrase, verb phrase, postpositional phrase and adverbial phrase are 

described. In sections 4.4 and 4.5, tense marking and negation are presented and 

described. In section 4.6 I describe the process ofreported speech, and finally, in section 

4.7 the types of clause combinations that occur in Karo, clause chaining and 

subordination, are described. 

4.1 S IMPLE SENT ENCES 

Three basic types of sentences occur in Karo: 1) declarative (DECL), 2) interrogative 

(!NTERR), 3) imperative (IMP) They are described and exemplified in the next subsections. 

4.1.1 D ECLARA TJVE SENTENCES 

Declarative sentences are the most common sentences in Karo. Depending on the 

position of the elements in the sentences, they are divided into two groups: the group with 

a strict SOV order, called basic declaratives, and the group with one of its elements 

focused, called focused declaratives. 

4.1.1.1 B ASIC DECLARATIVES 

' Declarative sentences in Karo have a strict SOV order. They may have one or two 

arguments (depending on the type of the predicate) and a verb or auxiliary as its required 

constituents~ OM postpositional phrase and one or more adverbial phrases may also occur 

as complements. 
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The main verb or auxiliary in a declarative sentence may take any of the mood 

suffixes discussed in chapter J section 3.2.1. Examples of declarative sentences with 

different mood markers are: 

at 

at 

toat 

toat 

ka?a? ?a? pen 

ka?a? ?a? pe-t 

3SG 3R.POSS house CL.RD make-IND 1 

'He made his own house.' 

kanfiy at 

kantiy at 

to at 

toat 

ka ?a ?a? peya29 

ka ?a ?a? pe-a 

then 3SG JR.POSS house CL.RD make-GER 

'Then he (went and) made his own house.' 

at to at ka?a ?a? pe mam 

at toat ka?a ?a? pe- miim 

3SG JR.POSS house CL.RD make x 
'He is making his own house.' 

4.1.1.2 FOCUSED DECLARATIVES 

From a strictly formal point of view, focusing in Karo is a process whereby any 

constituent of a basic declarative sentence appears at the front of the sentence instead of 

occurring in its unmarked position. Functionally, focusing is used for contrastive 

purposes. The elements which can be focused for contrast are either nominal arguments 

or clause complements. 

4.1.1.2.1 NOM INAL ARGUMENT FOCUSING 

- In argurpent focusing, the arguments of a transitive or an intransitive verb are 

contrasted with another argument in the discourse. Different types of change occur 

-
2
q An epenthetic /y/ occurs between a final vowel of a verb root and the gerund mood marker -a. 
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depending on the grammatical function of the argument, whether absolutive or ergative. 

Below I describe each of these changes separately. 

FOCUSING OF ABSOLUTIVES 

When the argument to be contrasted is originally an absolutive argument, the 

impersonal clitic i= remains on the main transitive or intransitive verb. The mood suffix 

of the main predicate also undergoes specific changes, depending on the type of verb, 

whether transitive or intransitive. 

In intransitive focus constructions, the verb appears in the unmarked form. 

ag6a'lp;Jt iket 

ag6a'lp;Jt i=ket 

shaman 3lMP=sleep 

'The shaman (was the one who) slept.' 

at 

at 

ag6a'lp;Jt 

ag6a'lp;Jt 

shaman 

ken 

ket-t 

sleep-INDl 

'The shaman slept. ' 

iba?pat 

i=pa'lpat 

3SG 3IMP=fall.down 

'He (was the one who) fell down. ' 

aba'lpan 

a ?=pp ?pat-! 

3SG=fall.down-IND 1 -

'He fell down. ' 

cf 

cf 
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In transitive focus constructions, the verb appears in the indicative mood, but with 

lhe following allomorphs: /-p/ - /-ap/ - I-ml. /-pl occurs in verb roots which end in oral 

vowel; / -ap/ occurs in verb roots which end in consonants, and /-ml occurs in verb roots 

which end in nasal vowels. 

wayo " gap ar i?op 

wayo kip at i= ?o-p 

alligator tasty 3SG 31MP=eat-IND2 

'(It is) a tasty alligator (that) he ate.' 

wat 

wat 

lSG.POSS 

ar wayo " gap ?ot 

at wayo kip ?o-t 

3sG alligator tasty eat-IND l 

'He ate a tasty aJligator.' 

owli 1JG on 

owa l)Q on 

ibiyap 

i=piy-ap 

motherCL.FEM lSG 3IMP=wait.for-IND2 

'(It is) my mother (who) I waited for.' 

miiygiira 

maygtira 

on wat 

on wat 
/ 

}SG · lSG.POSS 

owli l)a 

owli l)a 

mother CL.FEM 

' 1 waited for my mother.' 

cu en iw7m ahy~ 

cu en iwI-m ahy~ 

cf 

cf 

PJY 

piy-1 

wait.for-IND l 

cf 

snake big 2SG 3 IMP=kill-IND2 INT ERR 

' Was it the/a big snake that you killed?' 
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en miiygiira cu wln ahy:i 

en miiyg<ira cu wl-n ahy:i 

2SG snake big kill-IND} INTERR 

'Did you kill the/a big snake?' 

FOCUSING OF ERGATIVES 

When the argument to be contrasted is ergative, it occurs first in the sentence, 

followed by the impersonal clitic i= and the auxiliary .?e30 in the indicative mood. A 

second clause, containing the absolutive argument (either in the pronominal or in the 

lexical form) and the transitive verb in the gerund mood, follows the auxiliary. Since the 

ergative argument of this second clause is coreferential with the subject of the auxiliary. it 

is omitted. 

ma?wir yet [{() 

ma?w1i i= .?e-t [{() 

man 3 IMP=A UX-INO 1 [0 

·(It was) the man (who) saw the snake.' 

heft yet 

i= ?e-t 
,. 

pat 

mtiygiira 

mtiyg<ira 

snake 

[{() 

[{() 

woman beautiful 31MP=AUX-IND1 [0 

'(It was) the beautif61 woman (who) waited for me.' 

·tl.1.2.2 CLAUSE COMPLEMENT FOCUSING 

roba) 

top-a} 

see-GER] 

opiya) 

o=piy-a] 

1 SG=wait.for-GER] 

When an adverb or postposition phrase is in focus, the / -p/ indicative occurs in the 

verb or auxiliary (cf. chapter 3, section 3.2.1.2). 

30 The impersonal proclitic i=-takes the non-syllabic form /y/ when it occurs before a verb or auxiliary 
which begins with a vowel. 



cdk miim okap 

cifk miim o=kap-ap 

comorrow x l SG=FUT.AUX-IND2 

'Tomorrow I will eat meat. ' 

'littem on a ?top 

'lit=tem on a ?=top-ap 

small=ADVZ lSG 3sG=see-£ND2 

'Briefly I saw it/him.' 

wat ka?a ?a pe? web 

wat ka?a ?a? pe? o=?e-p 

elm 

elm 

meat 

Joa 

?6-a 

eat-GER 

a?piya 

a?=piy-a 

Isa.Poss house CL.RD LOC 1SG=AUX-IND2 3so=wait.for-GER 

"(It was) at my house (that) I waited for him/it.' 

et 

et 

ka?a ?a pe? at 

ka?a ?a? pe? at 

epJyap 

e=pJy-ap 

2sa house CL.RD LOC 3SG 2so=wait.for-IND2 

"(It was) at your house (that) he waited for you.' 

By contrast, when the adverbial or postpositional phrase occurs in its basic order 
/ 

at the end of the clause, the /-t/ indicative occurs. 

elm ?oa okay eifk 

elm Jo-a o =kap-t eifk 

meat eat-GER 1SG=FUT.AUX-IND1 tomorrow 

'I will eat meat tomorrow. ' 

on 

on 

a?toy 

a?=top-t 

?ittem 

?it=tem 

I SG 3so=see-IND 1 small=ADVZ 

'I saw it/him briefly. ' 

mtim 

mam 

x 
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a'lpiya wet wat ka'la 'la pe'l 

a'lpiy-a o= ?e-t wat ka?a ?a'l pe? 

3 SG=wai t.for-GER lSG=AUX-INDl lSG.POSS house CL.RD LOC 

'I waited for him/it at my house. ' 

at epfY et ka?a Ja pe? 

at epiy-t et ka?a ?a? pe'l 

3SG 2SG=wait.for-IND 1 2SG house CL.RD LOC 

'He waited for you at your house.' 

4.1.2 INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES 

Two types of interrogative constructions occur in Karo: yes-no questions and 

information questions. Each of these types is described in the subsections below. 

4.1.2.1 YES-NO QUESTIONS 
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Yes-no questions are marked by the particle ahy~, with no change in the pitch 

contour of the clause. The form of the verb in yes-no questions is always finite, marked 

with the indicative mood suffix -t or-p. The position of the interrogative particle depends 
\ 

on the information requested. If the information is expressed by the whole clause, the 

interrogative particle occurs' at the end of the clause. 

eken ahy:J 

eket-t ahy:J 

2SG=sleep-IND 1 INT.ERR 

'Did yea- sleep?' 

eken 
,. 

mattem ahy:J 

eket-t 
,. 

pat=tem ahy:J 

2sa=sleep-1N0.1- beautiful=ADVZ INTERR 

' Did_you sleep well? ' 
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eken wat manikap pe? btfttem alzy:J 

eket-t wat manikap pe? ptft=tem alzy:J 

2so=sleep-IND 1 lSG=POSS hammock LOC beautiful=ADVZ INTERR 

'Did you sleep well in my hammock?' 

If one constituent of a clause is questioned, that element is put in focus position at 

the beginning of the clause and followed by the interrogative particle. 

If information about the ergative argument is requested, the interrogative particle 

occurs immediately after it. 

in ahy:J 

en ahy:J 

belJ 

pelJ 

noy 

2sa INTERR white.man 

top-t 

see-rNDl 

' Was it you who saw the white man?' 

ahy:J imateran 

alzy:J i ?=ma-terii-t 

toad JJ'.llTERR 1PL.INCL=CAUS-go.astray-rND1 

'Was it the toad who really made us get lost?' 
\ 

niinin 

niinin 

EV!D 

If information about the absolutive argument is requested, the argument itself plus 

the interrogation particle are focused, and the verb takes the (non-finite?) unmarked form 

with the third impersonal clitic attached to it. 

pel) alzy:J en . 31 ztop 

pel) alzy:J in it op 

white.man INT ERR 2SG 3rMP=see 

'Was it the white man that you saw?' 

31 If in formation was requested upon the whole proposition, the form of the sentence would be: 
en pel) toy a!ty<J 

en pey top-l a!ty<J 
2SG wtrite.man see. IND I INTERR 
' Did you see the white man?' 

""' 
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in alzy:;; iker2 

in alzy:;; i=ket 

2SG lNTERR 3IMP-sleep 

·was it you who slept?' 

Finally, adverbial elements can also be questioned. A postpositional phrase or an 
' 

adverbial phrase is questioned by being focused at the beginning of the clause and 

fo llowed by the interrogative particle. The verb in these cases takes the /-pl indicative 

mood suffix. 

; 

pattern alzy:;; 

; 

pat=tem alzy:;; 

beautiful=ADVZ INTERR 

'Did you sleep well?' 

eke rap 

e=ket-ap 

2sa=sleep-IND2 

(lit. ' Is it well that you slept?' ) 

wat manikap pe? alzy:;; eke rap 

wat 

lSG.POSS 

manikap pe? 
\ 

hammock · LOC 

'Did you sleep in my hammock?' 

4.1.2.2 I NFORMATION QUESTIONS 

ahy:;; e=ket-ap 

INTERR 2sa=sleep-IND2 

(lit. 'Was it in my hammock that you slept?' ) 

Information questions are marked by interrogative pronouns, listed below. 

I NTERROGATIVE PRONO UNS 
..) 

kiganape 

kiganapgt 

where? 

from where? 

32 The form of the question for requesting in forfuation upon the whole clause wou Id be: 
eken aft ya 

e=ket-t aft ya 
2SG=sleep-~ND 1 INT ERR 

' Did yoii's reep?' 
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kigope when? 

kom how? 

kom igu how much? 

nan a why? 

Interrogative pronouns occur at the beginning of the clause, which is always finite, 
' 

marked with the indicative modal suffix. The interrogative particle ahy:J may co-occur 

with the interrogative pronouns, immediately following them, but this occurrence is not 

obligatory. Examples of each of the interrogative pronouns are below. In all but nanii 

'why' questions, the -p indicative suffix is used. 

kiganape 

kiganape 

(ahy:J) 

(ahy:J) 

which.place (rNTERR) 

'Where did you sleep?' 

kiganap:Jt 

kiganap~ 

from.where (INTERR) 

'From where did it see you?' 

kigope (ahy:J) 

kigope (ahy:J) 

when (INTERR) 

'When will you come back?' 

ekerap 

e=ket-ap 

2SG=sleep-1ND2 

at etop 

at e=top-ap 

3SG 2sG=see-lND2 

ekap 

e=kap-ap 

2SG=AUX.FUT-IND2 
..) 

kom (ahy:J) maygara et6p 

kom (ahy:J) mtiygiira !.__=t6-p 

how (INTERR) snake 2sG=bite-IND2 

'How did the snake bite you?' 
,,..--

eya?wara 

e=ya?wat-a 

2sG=come. back-GER 



kOm (ahyt}) igu en ip yapir3 

kOm (ahyt}) igu en ip yapi-t 

how (lNTERR) many 2SG fish bowshot-IND 1 

·How many fish did you shoot with a bow?' 

6ra Wl)I magaptem 

6ra wjy-t magap=tem 

11tfmi (ahyt}) 

11anti (ahy~) 

why (lNTERR) 

ag6a?p~t 

ag6a?jnt 

shaman music go-IND 1 long=ADVZ 

'Why did the shaman sing for so long?' 

4.1.3 IMPERATIVE CLAUSES 
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Only one type of imperative construction occurs in Karo. The verb in imperative 

constructions always takes the modal form of the gerund (suffix -a). The absolutive 

argument is the only argument morphologically marked. 

Marking of the addressee depends on transitivity. In intransitive commands, the 

absolutive addressee is-specified by a second person proclitic, singular or plural. 

eWl)IQ 

e=wl)l-a 

2sa=leave-GER 

'Leave!' 

karowjya 

karo=wjy-a 

2PL=leave-GER 

'Leave (you PL.)!' 

33 In some occurrences of the interrog'iitive pronoun kom igu, kOm and igu are kept apart, kom occurring at 
the beginning and igu occurring at the end of the clause. It is not yet well understood why this happens. 
Some examples are: 
kiim (ahy:J) er pel) 

kiJm (ahy:J) e= ?e-r pel) 
how (INTERR) 2SG=A\JX-IND I white.man 
·How many men did you shoot (with a bow)?' 

k<fo1 at \.. ip yapia igu 

kom a?= ?e-t ip yapi-a igu 
how 3SG=AUX-IND l fisb bowshot-GER many 
'How many fish did he shoot (with a bow)?' 

yapia -

yapi-a 
bowshot-GER 

rgu 

igu 
many 



ekera 

e=ket-a 

2sG=sleep-GER 

'Sleep!' 

karokerara3
" 

karo=kerar-a 

2PL=sleep-GER 

'Sleep (you PL.)!' 
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In transitive commands, the ergative addressee is generally unspecified (because it 

is recoverable from context), and the absolutive is indicated by either a pronominal clitic 

or a full noun phrase. If it is necessary to distinguish between the second person singular 

and plural, a free pronoun is employed at the end of the clause, in apposition. 

taptoba 

tap= top-a 

(en I ka?to) 

(in I ka?to) 

3PL=see-GER (2SG I 2PL) 

·watch them!' 

owirup tira 

o=wirup tit-a 

]SG=food cook-GER 

'Cook my food! ' 

yet ma?p:Jy btft 

yet ma?p:Jy 
~ 

pat 

(en/ ka?to) 

(en! ka?to) 

(2SG I 2PL) 

toba (en I ka?to) 

top-a (en / ka?to) 

this woman beautiful see-GER (2SG I 2PL) 

' Wat.ch this beautiful woman! ' 

wat manikap peya (in / ka?to) 

wat manikap pe-a (in/ ka?to) 

ISG.POSS hammock make-GER (2SG I 2PL) 
/ 

'Make my hammock! ' 

'-.. 

34 As discussed in Chapter 3, section 3.1.3, some intransitive verbs__change their form when they occur with 
arguments in the plural, either pronominal or lexical noun phrases. 



--
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4.2 MAJOR PREDICATE TYPES 

Predicates in Karo can be either verb phrases or predicate adjective constructions. 

Verb phrases consist of an auxiliary, an intransitive verb, or a transitive verb plus 

absolutive. (Verb phrases are described in section 4.3 .2 below.) 

kaniiy yet 

kaniiy yet 

pelJ 

pelJ 

then this white.man 

[?et] 

[?e-t] 

[AUX-lNDl] 

'Then this white.man said/did.' 

ma?wit 

ma?wit 

man 

[ken] 

[ket-t] 

[sleep-LNDl] 

'The man slept. ' 

on 

on 

[a?wefo 

[a?=wero 

toy] 

top-t] 

1so [3so=speech hear-INDl] 

'I heard him. ' 

Predicate adjective constructions consist of an adjective (with the adverbializer 

=tern) plus a noun phrase. No overt verb or copula is employed (as occurs, for example, 

in English 'He is nice', Of Portuguese 'Ele e legal'). The predicate in these constructions 

appears first in the clause, followed by the argument that is qualified. 

ccirarem on 
cara=tem on 
tall=ADVZ lSG 

/ 

' I am tall.' 
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cur em wat ka?a ?a 

cu=tem wat ka?a ?a 

big=ADVZ lSG.POSS house CL.RD 

·My house is big.' 

_ pattern et owe rap 

pdt=tem et owe tap 

beautiful-ADVZ 2SG.POSS child ASSOC 

'Your children are beautiful.' 

Other types of functional predicates such as predicate nominal, predicate locative, 

existentials and possessive predicates are not conveyed by special constructions in Karo. 

Predicate nominals have almost the same structure of any transitive declarative 

clause. They differ in not occurring with a transitive verb but with the copula nii instead . 

..... 

kop:X to weceb a?ruin 

kop:X to pecep a?=nii-n 

animal PL(?) ugly 3SG=COP-IND1 

'He/it is an ugly animal.' 

Predication of locatives in Karo are expressed by a regular intransitive verb of 

movement, k~ 'to walk',yakoy 'to dive', etc., or position ya 'to be stood', etc., plus an 

oblique noun phrase with the locative case marker pe?. 

Antonio yiin ka?a Ja naJot pe? 

Antonio yii-n ka?a ?a? na?ot peJ 

Antonio be.stood-IND I house CL.RD top.of LOC 

' Antonio is on the top of the house.' 

Existential predication in-Karo is also conveyed by a regular intransitive verb of 

- movement or position plus a locational adjunct (noun phrase + locative case marker pe'?). 
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rik wan ahy:J et ka?a ?a pe? 

tik wat-t ahy~ et ka?a ?a pe? 

mosquito fly-rNDl INTERR 2SG.POSS house CL.RD LOC 

'Are there mosquitoes in your house?' (lit. 'Does mosquito fly in your house?') 

Possessive predication is expressed by using the intransitive verb k~ ' to walk'. 

on wat ka?a ?a k:Jt cagaro komnem 

on wat ka?a ?a k~t cagaro kom=tem 

Isa lSG.POSS house CL.RD walk-IND! two X=ADVZ 

'I have two houses.' (lit. 'My two houses walk.') 

/ 

at to at makari rak~t 

at toat makari ta-k~t 

3so 3SG.POSS necklace COMIT-walk-INDl 

'He has a necklace. ' (lit. 'He walks with his necklace.') 

4.3 PHRASES 

Clauses (or sentences) in Karo are formed basically from noun phrases and verb 

phrases. Adverbial phrases and postpositional phrases may also occur optionally. In this 

section, each of these types of phrases is described in detail. 
\ 

4.3.1 NOUN PHRASES 

Noun phrases in Karo occur as arguments of auxiliaries, intransitive and transitive 

verbs, postpositions, and predicate adjective constructions. Below I give a list of each of 

the constituents of a noun phrase, and in sections 4.3.1.2 and 4.3.l.3 I provide a 
/ 

description of genitive constructions and noun phrase associations, respectively. In the 

last section of the chapter, section 4.3.1.4, I deal with case marking and grammatical 

relations. 
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4.3.1.l NOUN PHRASE CONSTITUENTS 

A noun phrase in Karo may have the following constituents, given in their normal 

relative order35
: 

I. Demonstrative or Possessive pronoun 

2. Noun (or proper noun) 

3. Classifier 

4. Adjective 

5. Evidential 

6. Plural marker 

In principle, none of the above constituents is obligatory, except for the category 

of Noun. Demonstratives, possessive pronouns and classifiers can function as nominals. It 

is rare to find more than two constituents besides the noun occurring in a noun phrase. 

Below I describe individually the occurrences of the constituents that may enter a noun 

phrase. 

DEMONSTRATIVE OR P OSSESSIVE PRONOUNS 

The categories of demonstrative and possessive pronouns were already discussed 

in section 3.1. l above. Some additional examples are below. 

[yet pegJ pa?pan 

[yet peg] pa?pat-t 

[DEM white.man ]
1 

fall-fNDl 

'This man fell.' 

kanay {yet] ?er tocaropaba 

kanay [yet} ?e-t to=caropap-a 
I ..._ 

then [DEM] AUX-IND} 3R=be.sad-GER 

"Then this (white man) was sad.' 

35 
Numerals do not occur insicTe the noun phrase but rather as adjuncts, in adverbial phrases. 



-
[wat owe] 

[wat owe] 

(ISO.POSS child] 

'My child cried.' 

[karoatj 

[karoat] 

2PL.POSS 

yiin 

yii-t 

be.IND] 

wet 

we-t 

cry-INDl 

i?ke tena 

i?ke tena 

NEG now 

'Yours (your animals) are not at home now.' 

NOUNS 

Nouns in Karo are either alienable or inalienable (cf. section 3.1.2 above). 
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Alienable nouns occur usually once in a noun phrase. When two alienable nouns occur, 

they form either a possessive construction or a compound (cf. section 3.5 on compounds). 

In possessive constructions, the first noun is the possessor and the second noun the item 

possessed. A possessive marker, at, always occurs between them. 

ma?wit at tagip 

ma?w1i at tagip 

man POSS bow 

'man's bow' 
) 

ag6a?p~t at ka?a ?a? 

ag6a?p~ at ka?a ?a? 

shaman POSS house CL.RD 

·shaman's house' \ 

ma?p~ 

ma?p~ 

woman 

at manikap 

at manikap 

POSS hammock 

' woman's hammock' 
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A noun phrase may also contain one or more inalienable noun. When two (or 

more) inalienable nouns occur they are in a relation of modification to each other, and the 

rightmost inalienable noun is the head noun. Since the resulting two nouns are still an 

inalienable noun, they must be preceded either by an alienable noun or by a possessive 

clitic pronoun. 

Furthermore, even though it could be possible, in principle, for an inalienable 

noun to occur preceding an alienable noun, this does not occur for semantic reasons. 

Inalienable nouns in Karo are items which generally refer to body parts and, thus, cannot 

possess alienable items such as ' house ', ' hammock' , ' bow', 'arrow', etc. 

I 

a?pabe ciga 

a?=pcibe cigci 

3SG=hand blister 

·che blister on his hand (his hand blister)' 

tanakit peon 

tap=nakti peon 

3PL=head skin 

'the skin of their heads ' 

onakira cpp 

o=nakira cop 

lsG=ear dirt 

'the dirt of my ear' 
' ( 

Finally, a mixture of alienable and inalienable nouns ma.y occur in a noun phrase. 

In these cases, the relation established is one of possession. Free nouns precede bound 

nouns and indicate the possessor. 



mtiygiira 

mtiygiira 

snake 

cap6p pf? 

cap6p pf? 

tail CL.CYLS 

'tail of a snake ' 

ag6aJp~t naka 

ag6aJp~t naka 

shaman head 

' shaman's head' 

owe nakira cop 

owe nakira cop 

child ear dirt 

'the dirt of the ear of the child ' 

war owe nakira 

wat owe nakira 

ISG.POSS child ear 

'the dirt of the ear of my child ' 

.../ 

ite at owe nakira 

ite at owe n9f<1'ra 

uncle POSS child ear 

cop 

cop 

dirt 

cop 

cop 

dirt 

·the dirt of the ear of my uncle' s child' 

C LASSIFIERS 
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cf. 

cf. 

A complete description of the occurrences of classifiers, with examples, is given 

in chapter 5. 



m~ma;p~ ga 

m~ma;p~ ga 

?et 

?e-t 

at 

at 

chapeu ka? 

chapeu ka? 

tiga 

tik-a 

1gana pe? 

1gana pe? 

then woman CL.FEM AUX-INDl 3SG.POSS hat CL.CCV throw-GER ground LOC 

'Then the woman threw his hat on the floor.' 

ADJ ECTIVES 

Adjectives in Karo are a class formed exclusively by bound forms which are 

always preceded either by a noun or by a clitic pronoun. It is rare for more than two 

adjectives to occur, and there are no special constructions with either comparative or 

superlative meaning. 

woman 

pift 

pift 

beautiful 

' beautiful woman' 

ma?ip cakot 

ma?ip cakot 

wood chopped 

'chopped woo"tt' 
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A personaLeiitic may also occur in place of the head noun. When this happens, the 

adjective modifies the personal clitic, and together they may represent arguments of 

intransitive verbs, transitive verbs, auxiliaries, postpositions, and predicate adjective 
/ -

constructions: 

owicorop ken 

o=picorop ket-t 

lsc=hungry sleep-IND l 

' I slept hungry (or, better: ' I-hungry slept' ).' 



a'lwifk toba ag6a?p:Jt ?et 

a?=wifk top-a ag6a?p:Jt ?e-t 

3SG=sick see-GER shaman AUX-INDl 

'The shaman went to see him-sick.' 

kantiy a?pap 

kantiy a ?=pap 

then 3sG=hurt 

'Then it-hurt ran.' 

?et towecira 

?e-t to=wecit-a 

AUX-INDl 3R=run-GER 

abaktin a ?pap k:Jy 

a?=paktit-t a?=pap k:Jy 

3SG=be.angry-IND 1 3SG=hurt DAT 

'He was angry at the hurt one.' 

peceptem a ?tarap 

pecep=tem a ?=tarap 

ugly=ADVZ 3SG=spotted 

'He/it-spotted (with spots) is ugly.' 
../ 

E VIDENTlA LS I 
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Evidentials in Karo constitute a category which basically occurs at the level of the 

sentence.,. i.e., they are constituents of sentences. A few evidentials, nevertheless, also 

occur at the leve'l of the noun phrase, following the head noun (or pronoun). The class of 
-

evidentials in Karo is fully discussed in chapter 6. 

at top:J a?wln 

at top:J a?-wJ-n 

3SG EVID 3so=kill-IND1 

'He was seen to have killed it.' 



pagan n6ptem 

pagan t6p=tem 

three X=ADVZ 

·three kids, they say' 

nakom nap t~ 

nakom tap t~ 

kid ASSOC EVID 
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In the example below the noun phrase is repeated at the end of the sentence, for _ 

the sake of explicitness on the part of the speaker. 

m~ pi l) 

m~ peg 

?et 

?e-t 

kohmiiy 

kohmiiy 

?erem tok~ga, 

?erem to=k~k-a 

then white.man AUX-INDl top DfSP 3R=walk-GER 

'Then (I saw that) the white man was walking through the top (of the tree), 

tamani mii.ga t~, 

ta=mane- miil)-a t~ 

3R=whole show-GER EVID 

'him entirely, they say' 

peg r~ ../ 

peg t~ 

white.man EVIO-

the white man, they say.' 

PLURAL 

Occurrences of the plural marker =to ?were discussed in chapter 3, section 3.3. l 

above. 

kaniiy peg 

kaniiy peg 

_Jep 

?e-p 

toat 

toat 

mok pero? 

mok pe?=to? 

car a 

cat-a 

ici pe? 

ici pe? 

then white.man AUX-IND2 JR.POSS clothe CL.FLAT=PL wash-GER nver LOC . 

'Then the white man was washing his clothes in the river. ' 
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4.3.1.2 GENITIVE CONSTRUCTIONS 

Two types of genitive constructions occur in Karo, inalienable and alienable. In 

inalienable possessive construction the inalienable noun can be possessed directly by 

either a possessive pronominal clitic or an alienable noun. 

octip 

octip 

ISG=leg 

'my leg ' 

ekap 

ekap 

2sG=fat 

' your fat' 

acaga 

acaga 

3sa=eye 

' his/its eye' 

I 

) 

./ 

iti cap 

iti cap 

deer leg 

'deer's leg' 

yate gap 

yate kap 

pig fat 

' pig's fat ' 

aoro caga 

aoro caga 

parrot eye 

'parrot's eye ' 

In alienable possessive construction the alienable noun can be possessed by either 

a possessive pronoun or by another alienable noun, in which case the possessor at occurs 

between the two alienable nouns. 

wat ka?a ma?wir at ka?a 

wat ka?a ma?w1i at ka?a 

lSG.POSS _house man POSS house 

- ' my house' ' man's house' 
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er ici ma;p~ at ici 

et ici mal}J~ at ici 

2SG.POSS water woman POSS water 

·your water' 'woman's water' 

at tagip ag6al}J<Jt at tagip 

at tagip ag6al}J:)t at tagip 

3SG.POSS bow shaman POSS bow 

'his bow' 'shaman's bow' 
I 

4.3.1.3 ASSOC IATION OF NO UN PHRASES 

Strictly speaking, no conjoining of noun phrases in Karo is grammatically 

possible. Association of noun phrases are done, nevertheless, by other means. Depending 

on the function of the nouns to be associated, different types of constructions are used. If 

the associated nouns are the subject of a transitive or intransitive verb (i.e., the ergative 

~ arguments of a transitive verb, or the absolutive argument of an intransitive verb), only 

~ one of the nouhs occurs as core argument. The other noun occurs as an oblique argument 

of the same verb, and is marked with the postpositional comitative case marker pihmiim. 
/ 

at ip ?iy Na?kit pihmiim 

at ip 'liy-t Na?kit pihmiim 

3SG fish catch-IND 1 Na?kit COMIT 

'He and Na?kit caught the fish.' (lit.: 'He caught the fish with Na?kit') 
\ 

owaktin mater -wat tyom pihmlim (towaktira) 

o=paktit-r mat et wat iyom pihmiim (to=pakat-a) 

1SG=be.angry-IND1 yesterday 1 SO.POSS father COMIT (3R=be.angry-GER) 

'My father and I were angry yesterday.' 

If the nouns represent the object (absolutive) argument of a transitive verb, they 

- occur in separate clauses with the same verb repeated. One of the forms of the verb is 



finite and the other is non-finite. The particle koam, 'also', occurs at the end of the 

second, non-finite clause. 

at /ya win koko wia koam 

at Iya wI-t koko wI-a koam 

3SG bird kill-IND} hawk kill-GER also 

' He killed a/the bird and the hawk.' 
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If the associated nouns are in a Predicate Nominal construction, the second noun 

occurs in the oblique form, with the SIMILATIVE case marker kom. 

ag6a?p~t cu a?nan Cabirera kom 

ag6a?p~t cu a?=nii-n Cabirera kom 

shaman big 3SG=COP-IND 1 Cabirera SIM IL 

'He and Cabirera are big shamans.' (lit.: 'He is a big shaman, like Cabirera. ' 

If the associated nouns are oblique arguments, they are both marked with the same 

case marking postposition, followed by the particle kolim, 'also'. 

/ 
ka?tay at na?w:;lJI k:;l)I a?i k:;l)I koam 

ka ?tay a J= ?e-t na?w:;lJI k:;l)I a?i k:;l)I koam 

shoot 3SG=AUX-IND} monkey DAT sloth DAT also 

'He shot (arrows) at the monkey and at the sloth also.' 

Finally, if the associated nrums are in a possessive construction, the second noun, 

regardless of whether the possession is alienable or inalienable, is m3fked by the particle 

kotim, ' also'. 

ma?wir at pewit, J)QQf pewit koiim 

ma?w1t at pewit, J]Gat pewit koCim 

man POSS honey, 3SG.FEM.POSS honey also 

'the man' s honey, anCI her honey also ' 



opabe?, 

o=pabe?, 

lso=hand 

epabe? 

e=pabe? 

2SG=hand 

kotim 

koiim 

also 

' my hand, and your hand also, 

4.3.1.4 CASE MARKING 'AND GRAMMATICAL RELATIONS 

l 19 

There is a clear distinction among core and oblique arguments in Karo with respect 

to the different granunatical roles they perform in relation to their predicates (i.e., transitive 

and intransitive verbs and auxiliaries). Core arguments (either lexical noun phrases or 

pronominals) are required, and occur before their predicates. Oblique arguments, on the 

other hand, are not required. They occur canonically after their predicates, and they are 

always marked with a postposition. (See section 4.3.3 below on postpositional phrases.) 

Among the core arguments there is no overt case marking on full noun phrases, and 

their order in the clause is relatively fixed (cf. section 4.3.1.4). The only argument of one

argurnent predicate clauses (those with an intransitive verb or an auxiliary) occur at the 

beginning of the clause: 

ma?p~ 

ma?p~ 

woman 

ken 

ket-t 

s(eep-INDl 

'The woman slept.' 

Jya tey 

Jya tep-t 

bird fly-IND 1 

*The bird flew.' 

ma?wj/ ?et 

ma?w1i ?e-1 

mate/ 

mater 

man AUX-IND l yesterday 

'The man (did something) yesterday.' 
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When two full noun phrases co-occur in transitive clauses, they both precede the 

transitive verb. Their role is indicated only by word order: the first noun is the semantic 

agent (the grammatical ergative argwnent) and the second is the semantic patient (the 

grammatical absolutive argument) of the clause. If the position of the nouns is changed, the 

meaning of the whole clause is also changed. 

iyom wat 

iyom wat 

father 1 SG.POSS 

awe capet 

awe cape-I 

brother beat-IND 1 

'Father beat my brother.' 

wat 

wat 

ISG.POSS 

awe iyom capet 

awe iyom cape-I 

brother father beat-IND 1 

'My brother be,at father. ' 

Case distinctions are indicated, nevertheless, by the different ways in which non

lexical argumenjs are represented: ergatives are marked by a set of free pronouns, while 

absolutives are marked by a set of pronominal clitics. The free pronouns and the 

pronominal clitics are in complementary distribution with lexical noun phrases. 

oken 

o=ket-t 

1SG=sleep-IND1 

' I slept. ' 

ma '?wit ken-

ma'?w1i ket-t 

man sleep-INDl 

'The man slept. ' 

cf 

cf 

owara?k:Jt 
\ 
o=para ?k:}-t 

lsG=go.back-JNDl 

'I went back. ' 

a ?=ken 

a?=ket-1 

3SG=sleep-IND 1 

'He/it slept. ' 



ag6a?p:Jt 

ag6a?p:Jt 

shaman 

para'lk:x 

para?k:rt 

go.back-IND! 

'The shaman went back. ' 

on ameko toy 

on ameko top-t 

!SG jaguar see-INDl 

'I saw the jaguar.' 

on aitoy 

on a?=top-t 

lSG 3SG=see-fND I 

'I saw it/him.' 
( 

cf 

cf 

cf 

abara'lk:Jt 

a?=para?k:rt 

3sG=go.back-IND1 

'He/it went back. ' 

ameko otoy 

ameko o=top-t 

jaguar lSG=see-INDl 

'The jaguar saw me. ' 

at otoy 

at o=top-t 

3SG 1SG=see-IND1 

'It/he saw me. ' 
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On relatively rare occasions, the reference of a pronoun or a clitic may be elaborated 

with an appositive noun phrase. In the following exan1ple, the subject of the sentence ' he' is 
..../ 

restated as 'this man', probably to avoid ambiguity, since several other third person singular 

participants were under discussion at the time. 

m~, 

m~ 

then 

'Then,-

a.?wa.fYe, 

a?=waJ3;e 

3SG=AUX 

he, 

/ 



/ 

yet maJwit, 

yet maJwit 

this man 

this man, 

toat, 

toat 

3R.POSS 

to his own, 

toat 

toat 

3R.POSS 

his own other. 

pay 

pay 
'-... 
other 

towagon / g~. 

to=pagon k~ 

3R=friend DAT 

His own friend.' 
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g~ ro?wa. 

k~ to=?e-a 

DAT 3R=AUX-GER 

Finally, from the strict point of view of case marking, it is not possible to say that 

Karo has a subject category for lexical noun phrases in simple clauses. There is no special 

marking on full noun phrases, and the pronominal marking system does not follow a 

nominative-accusative pattern. Since all arguments occur preverbally, it is not possible to 

determine whether the single argument of an intransitive clause should be paired with the 

agent or the patient of a transitive clause. Thus, word order does not provide a strong 

argument for the presence of a grammatical subject. 

Subjects occur, nevertheless, as an actillil category in Karo at the cross-clause 

levelLboth in clause chaining allci in subordination. (A detailed description of how 

subjects emerge in each of these types of clause combination is provided in sections 4. 7 .1 

and 4.7.2, respectively, belowl _ 
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4.3.2 VERB PHRASES 

Verb phrases in Karo are predicates based on an auxiliary, an intransitive verb, or 

a transitive verb. (These are the only three classes of words in Karo which are inflected 

for mood.) Adverbial phrases and postpositional phrases which occur at the ends of 

clauses, are not structurally part of verb phrases. 

on 
on 

[er 

[et 

Isa [2so.Poss 

iyom nay] vP 

iyom top-t] 

father see-IND 1] 

[ matet] Adv.P 

[matet] 

[yesterday] 

'I saw your father yesterday.' 

The fact that adverbial phrases and postpositional phrases do not occur inside verb 

phrases can be-seen in the examples below. Both can be negated independently in a focus 

construction before the nuclear clause. 

[tar i7ke]Adv.P on [a?top}vp 
,,,.-

{tat i7ke] on [a?=top-ap} 

[there NEG] lso [3so=see-!No2] 

' It was not there that I saw it/him.' 

[mJn miim i?ke]Adv.P pel) 

[mJn miim i?ke] 

[now X NEG] 

pelJ 

white.man 

[yowarap] 

[yowat-ap} 

[leave-IND2] 

' It was not now that the white man left' 

The few constituents which may occur in a verb phrase are listed and discussed 

below, in order of occurrence. 

I. ~oun phrase 

2. Verb (transitive or intransitive) or Auxiliary 

3. Tense marker 

4.- Negative particle 
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Noun phrases occur as constituents of verb phrases only when the verb is transitive. 

The fact that transitive verbs plus their absolutives form a constituent can be seen in the fact 

that they may appear together at the beginning of sentences in negative focus constructions. 

ag6a?p:Jt 

ag6a?p:Jt 

shaman 

[maygiira 

[miiygiira 

[snake 

roy 

top-t 

see-IND I 

i?ke} 

i?ke} 

NEG] 

'The shaman did not see the snake.' 

[miiygiira toba i?ke} ag6a?p:Jt 

{miiygiira top-a i?ke} ag6a?p:Jt 

[snake see-GER NEG] shaman -'Not seeing the snake was what the shaman did.' 

cf 

Jet 

.?e-t 

AUX-IND! 

In negative focus constructions with intransitive verbs, by contrast, the absolutive 

noun phrase does not appear at the beginning of the sentence. Instead of the noun phrase, a 

pronominal clitic is used. This pronominal clitic is always coreferential with the person of 

the absolutive argument of the auxiliary. 

ma?w1t ken i?ke cf 

ma?w1t ket-t i?ke 
I 

man sleep-IND I NEG 

'The man did not sleep.' 

[to=kera r.?ke] ma?w1t ?et 

[to=ket-a i?ke] ma?wit ?e-t 

(3R=sleep-GER NEG] man AUX-INDl 

'It was not sleeping that the man did.' 

The verb or auxiliary is the only obligatory constituent of a verb phrase. Their 

morphology is restricted to the occurrence of an inflectionahnodal suffix and a few 
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derivational prefixes (cf. Chapter 3, section 3.2.2). Examples of verb phrases containing 

intransitive verbs, transitive verbs and auxiliaries are below. 

a '?ken 

a?ket-t 

3sa=s leep-1ND1 

·He slept. ' 

ag6a?p:Jt 

agoa ?p:Jt 

shaman 

w1y 

wiy-t 

" leave-INOl 

'The shaman left. ' 

on miiygiira toy 

on miiygiira -..... top-t 

1 SG snake see-IND 1 

'I saw a/the snake.' 

kanay peg 

kantiy peg 

?et (. . .) 

?e-t 

then white.man AUX-INDl 

'Then, the white man ( ... ).' 

Verb phrases can also contain tense markers. Two past tense markers, co 'simple 

past' and kan 'remote past', and two types of future particles,yat and iga, both meaning 

'simple future', occur as tensell1arkers in Karo. (Tense markers are discussed in detail in 

section 4.4.) 

on epiy co 

on epiy-t co 

lSG 2SG=wait. for-IND 1 ~ST 

' I waited for you' 



f 

1 
f 
f 

owa?pan a;peya 

owa?pat-t a;pey-a 

[SG=fall.down-IND 1 3sG=step-GER 

'I fell stepping on it long ago' 

I 
on omen meropir 

on o=men peropi-t 

Isa 1 SG=husband pinch-IND 1 

'I wiU not pinch my husband. ' 

peIJ 

peg 

ya?i 

ya?i-t 

toat 

to at 

yar 

yat 

FUT 

gtin 

kan 

RP AST 

i?ke 

i'lke 

NEG 

mok pe'l 

mok pe? 

can iga 

cat-t iga 

white.man go.down-IND} 3R.POSS clothe CL.FLAT wash FUT 

'The white man will go down (to the river) to wash his clothes. ' 
/ 

Verb phrases are negated by two different particles, i ?ke and yahmam. Both 

particles appear at the end of the verb phrase. Negation is fully discussed in section 4.5 

below. Some additional examples of verb phrases containing negation are: 

on peg yati nan i?ke 

on peg yati na-n i'lke 

I SG white.man like COP-IND 1 NEG 

' I do not like the white man.' 

tap tay nan i ?ke 

tap tciy nfi-n i?ke 

3PL few COP-J:N Dl NEG 

' They are not few.' 
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tei}oy i?ke 

te ?=yop-t i?ke 
'-.. 

I PL.INCL= live-IND I NEG 

' We do not live far.' 

ewet 

e=we-t 

yahmiim 

yahmiim 

2SG=cry-IND 1 NEG 

'Do not cry!' 

ip Jiya a?kay 

/ 

tawrem 

/ 

taw=tem 

far=ADVZ 

yahmiim 

ip Jiy-a a J=kap-t yahmiim 
I / 

fish catch-GER 3SG=AUX.FUT-IND1 NEG 

' He will not catch a fish' 
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Evidentials occur at the end of the verb phrase, following other constituents, if any 

is present. (Evidentials are fully described in Chapter 7.) 

at mliygara win men ~ 

at mayglira wi-t men~ 

3sG snake kill-IN DI EVlD 

'It is wondered whether he killed the snake.' 

at miiygara w7n niinin 

at maygtira wl-t niinin 

3SG snake kill-INDl EVID 

·He really killed the snake.' 

at mCiygCira win t~ 

at mtiygtira wl-t t~ 

3SG snake kill-IND l EVID 

·He killed the snake, they say. ' 



at miiygiira win igii 

at miiygiira wl-t igii 

3SG snake kill-IND l EVlD 

'He must have killed the snake.' 

at miiygiira win coke 

at miiygara wl-t coke 

3sa snake kill-INDl EVlD 

'He clearly killed the snake (but nobody saw the dead snake).' 

wat 

wat 

lSG.POSS 

......... / 

owe l)Q 

owe l)Q 

baby CL.FEM 

k:Jt 

k:rt 

walk-INDl 

'I wonder whether my baby girl will not walk.' 

..i.3.3 POSTPOSITJONAL PHRASES 

yat i ?ke men a 

yat i ?ke men a 

FUT NEG EVID 
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Two types of postpositional phrases occur in Karo. One type is used to add an 

oblique (non-required) argument to the clause; the other type is used for emphatic 

purposes, exclusively with core arguments. Postpositional phrases of both types occur 

either clause-finally (in basic SOV clauses) or clause-initially (in focus constructions). 

They differ, nevertheless, in the fact that postpositional phrases with kona can also occur 

clause-medially, sentence-initially and/or sentence-finally, when emphasis is on the 

subject of the clause or sentence. 

The postpositional phrases which mark oblique cases consist of two elements: a 

noun phrase and one of a the eleven postpositions. (The complete list of postpositions was 

given in chapter 3, section 3.1.8.) 

abakan ek:Jy 

a?=pakcit-1 e=k:Jy 

3SG=be.angry-IND1 2SG=OAT 

'He is ang_£y at you.' 



peg 

peg 

al\v7n ttigilz mii 

a?=wI-t ttigip mii 

white.man 3SG=kill-IND1 bow INSTR 

'the white man killed it with a/the bow.' 

a?w_iy 

a?w_iy-t 

naco ?erem 

naco ?erem 

3SG=go-IND 1 forest DISP 

'He went through the forest.' 

oken 

oket-t 

pelJ 

peg 

/ 

at 

at 

ka?a ?a? pe? 

ka?a ?a? pe? 

lso=sleep-IND l white.man POSS house CL.RD LOC 

'I slept at the white man's house.' 

peceptem en et iyom gom 

pecep=tem en et iyom kom 

ugly=ADVZ 2SG 2SG father SIMIL 

'You are ugly like your father.' 

gabenaoy abilzmiim 

ga=penaop-t a ?=pilzmiim 

3SG.FEM=dance-IND l 3SG=COMIT 

·she danced with him.' 

nal\v~ 

monkey 

ya?i 

ya ?i-t 

ma?ip ?ay 

ma?ip ?ay 

go.down-IND I tree ABL 

' The monkey went down from the tree.' 
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~ ina?wara a?pik 

me i ?=na ?wat-a a?=pik 

let' s l PL.I CL=leave-GER 3SG=ALL 

·Let' s leave (go out) to him/it. ' 

( 

ip cu g~t ici b~t 

ip cu k<J-t ici p~t 

fish big walk-IND I water I NESS 

'The big fish swam in the water.' 

para mu ?a owikop 

paramu e=?e-a o=pikop 

sit.down 2sG=AUX-GER l s G=ABESS 

'Sit down next to me!' 

ci 

ci 

ba ?pe hem wep 

pa?pe pem o=?e-p 

water edge ADESS 1SG=AUX-IND2 

'I went back to the edge of the river.' 
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owara Jk;:>ga 

o=para Jk~k-a 

1 SG=go.back-GER 

The postpositional phrases which mark emphatic arguments employ the 

postposition kfJna. The noun (or noun phrase) to be emphasized is marked coreferentially 

in the postpositional phrase by a pronominal argument which is attached to kona. 

~epending on the grammatical function of the argument to be emphasized, the 

postpositional phrase may occur in different places in the clause. If the emphasized noun 

is the subject (ergative argument of a transitive clause or absolutive argumenrof an 

intransitive clause), the postpositional phrase occurs at the end of the clause, or 

immediately after the subject36
. 

36 In the examples I have, transitive and intransitive verbs seem to behave differently according to tfie rype 
of the modal markerJhey tak~. Transitive verbs seem to take the indicative marker, whereas intransitive 
verbs seem to take the gerund marker. 



on ip Jiy, okona 

on ip 'lip-t o=kona 

ISG fish l catch- INDl lSG=EMPH 

· [ caught the fish.' 

on okona ip 'liy 

on o=kona ip ?ip-t 

lSG lSG=EMPH fish catch-fNDl 

' I caught the fish.' 

ga tokona ici 

ga tokona ici 

3SG.FEM 3R=EMPH water 

·she will bring water to him/it. ' 

oken 

o=ket-t 

I SG=sleep-rND 1 

·1 slept.' 

okona 

o=kona 

lSG=EMPH 

on okona okera 

tin o=kona o=ket-a 

an 

at-t 

bring-rNDl 

lSG lSG=EMPH lSG=sleep-GER 

·1 slept.' 

l 31 

yat a?kay 

yat a'l=kay 

FUT 3SG=DAT 

Emphatic postpositional phrases can also occur at the ends of sentences when the 

emphasized argument is the subject. 

W~l)nem 

W~l)=tem 

far=ADVZ 

[m1ririy 

[m1r1riy 

[toad 

?et} 

?e-t} 

AUX-INDl] 

'From afar, the toad G0'rffuses us, 

{i'lpeya] 

[i'l=pe=a] 

(1 PL:.!_NCL=confuse=GER] 



{i?ca 

[i?=ca 

[1 PL. rNCL=eye 

macahm~r~ba} 

ma-cahm ~r :Ip-a} 

CA US-haze-GER] 

making our sight hazy.' 

rokona 

to=kona 

3R=EMPH 
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On the othe1= hand, if the noun to be emphazised is the transitive absolutive (i.e. 

the patient of a transitive clause), the postpositional phrase occurs at the beginning of the 

clause. In these cases, the impersonal pronominal marker i= occurs attached to the 

transitive verb root. 

ip tokona on YIJl 

ip to=kona on i= ?iy-t 

fish 3R=EMPH lSG 3IMP=catch-IND1 

'Fish I caught.' 

4.3.4 ADVERBIAL PHRASES 

Adverbial phrases in Karo can be classified into four types: 1) time (e.g. 

yesterday, long ago, etc.), 2) manner (e.g. beautifully, poorly, etc.), 3) place (e.g. here, 

over there, etc.) and 4) quantification (one, once, two, twice, many times, etc.). More than 

one adverbial phrase may occur in a clause. The fact that they are independent adverbial 

phrases, and not components of a single larger adverbial phrase, can be seen in the 

examples below, where one (and only one) adverbial phrase can be focused. Other 

adverbial phrases must remain in their canonical position, at the end of the clause. 

oyan meganape min 

oyii-n meganape min 

1so=be-IND1 here now 

' I live here now. '_ 



..... 

\ 
at peg wln pa?piktem mzy 

at peg wl-n pa?pik=tem mzy 

3SG white.man kill-IND} many=ADVZ long.ago 

'He killed many men long ago. ' 

miganape on ameko top 

on ameko top-ap mega nape 

here 1 so jaguar see-IND2 

mate! 

mat et 

yesterday 

'Here I saw the/a jaguar yesterday.' 

peceptem 

pecep=tem 

?ep 

?e-p 

mJn 

mJn 

ugly=ADVZ (2SG)AUX-IND2 now 

'In an ugly way you did (it) now.' 

miim 

miim 

x 

An adverbial phrase may contain the following constituents: 

1. Adverb (or Adverb + mfim) 

2. Negative particle 

3. Emphatic particle 
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In the majority of cases, the adverb (or the adverb plus the particle mtim31
), is the 

only constituent of an adverbial phrase: 

wat ap:Jy l)Q pepat C:Jk miim 

wat ap:JJI l)Q pepak-t C:Jk miim 

lSG.POSS grandmother CL.FEM wake.up-IND l early x 
'My grandmother woke up early.' 

37 The meanin_g of the partic l~ mam is not yet completely understood. 



\ 

on a?toy 

on a?top-t 

ptfttem 

pift=tem 

ISG 3SG=see-fNDl beautiful=ADVZ 

'I saw it nicely.' 

ag6a ?p:Jt peg wln 

ag6a?p:Jt peg wJ-n 

shaman white.man kill-IND 1 

'The shaman killed many white men.' 
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pa:?piktem 

pa:?pik=tem 

many=ADVZ 

The negative and/or the emphatic particles occur only in cases where the adverb is 

in focus. In these cases, the whole adverbial phrase occurs focused at the beginning of the 

clause. 

ten a i?ke ma?p:J)l ici a rap 

ten a i?ke ma?p:J)l ici at-ap 

now NEG woman water bring-IND2 

'It was not now that the woman brought water.' 

pifttem 

pifttem 

beautiful 

i ?ke ap 

i ?ke a?=?e-p 

towerowiya 

to=werowiy-a 

NEG 3SG=AUX-IND2 3 R =speak:-G ER 

'It was not beautifully that he spoke. ' 

matet i'lke rokona Petip ?ep 

matet i ?ke to=kona Pe tip ?e-p 

yesterday NEG 3R=EMPH Petip AUX-JND2 

' It was not yesterday that Petip told it (the story).' 

towetoa 

to=peto-a 

3R=tell-GER 



/ 

-
In non-emphatic occurrences of adverbial phrases, the negative particle occurs 

inside the verb phrase, and the adverb occurs alone. The clause, then, has a different 

mearung: 

maJp~ ici an i?ke rena 

maJp~ ici at-t i?ke ten a 

woman water bring-INDl NEG now 

'The woman did not bring water now.' 

a?wero w JY i '?ke btfttem 

a?=wero wiy-t i ?ke pift=tem 

3sG=speech go-INDl NEG beautiful=ADVZ 

'He did not speak beautifully.' 

Petip peton 

Petip peto-n 

Petip tell-IND 1 

i?ke matet 

i'?ke matet 

NEG y esterday 

'Petip did not told (the story) yesterday' 

Sequences of adverbial phrases may occur in various orders, and may include 

different subtypes of adverbials (place, manner, time). 

ma?wit ip 

ma?wit ip 

?iy 

'?iy-t 

matet 

matet 

cag<irokomnem 

cagarokom=tem 

man fish catch-INDl yesterday two=ADVZ 

'The man caught two fish yesterday.' 

ma?wit ip cagiirokomnem matet 

ma?w1i ip '?1y-t cagarokomneJ1! mat et 

man fish catch-IND I two=ADVZ yesterday 

'The man caught two fish yesterday.' 
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ar GtGli ba?piktem me.gik to 

at G ?=tG-ti-t pa?pik=tem me.gik to 

3SG 3sG=coM-go-1No I lots.of=ADVZ ther e x 
'He brought lots of it over there.' 

Postpositional phrases usually occur immediately after the verb phrase. As a 

group, adverbial phrases thus tend to occur at the ends of clauses. 

war OWQ !JG 

wat owa !JG 

lsa=POSS mother CL.FEM 

'My mother was angry at me. ' 

war owa !JG 

wat owa l)Q 

ISG=POSS mother CL.FEM 

bakan 

pakiI.t-t 

ok~ 

o=k~ 

angry-lNDl lsG=DAT 

bakdn 

pakdt-t 

ok~ 

o=k~ 

angry-INDl lsG=DAT 

'My mother was angry at me yesterday.' 

war owa !JG 

wGt owa !JG 

}SG=POSS mother CL.FEM 

'My mother was angry at me ... 

.. . matet peg 

peg 

at 

at 

bakan ok~y .. . 

pakat-t o=k~ 

angry-IND} lSG=DAT 

ka?a ?a pe? 

ka?a· ?a? pe? mat et 

yesterday white.man POSS house CL.RD LOC 

... yesterday at the white man's house. ' 

matet 

mat et 

yesterday 
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4.4 TENSE 

Tense in Karo is marked only analytically. Past tense is marked by two particles 

and future is marked by two particles and one auxiliary. None of these markers is 

obligatory in the sentences of Karo. Their presence serves to reinforce the past or future 

occurrence of an event or state. In the sections below I describe each of these tenses in 

detail. 

4.4.1 PAST 

Two particles are employed in Karo to signal that an action or state occurred in the 

past, with the present moment as the point of reference: co, used for actions in the recent 

or simple past, and kan, used for actions in the remote or mythological past. The cut-off 

point for the use of one or another particle seems to be vague. Examples of kan were 

found to describe situations occurring 10-15 years before, a century earlier, and in mythic 

times. 

pul) wet co 

pill) o=?e-t co 

shoot lsG=AUX-INDl PAST 

' I shot.' 

eken 

e=ket-t 

ahy:J 

ahy:J 

2SG=sleep-!ND 1 INT ERR 

'Did you sleep well?' 

on IriIJ maceri gan 

on 7/'i.(J ma-chi-I lldn 

lSG girl CA US-heal-IND 1 RP AST 

' I healed the girl (long ago).' 

co bifttem 

/ 

co piU=tem 

PAST beautiful=ADVZ 

co and kan may co-occur with semantically compatible time adverbials. 
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iyom l)en co mat et 

iyom ket-t co matet 

father sleep-INDl PAST yesterday 

'father slept yesterday' 

i?yat ya?mo ci kti? ?or i?ke we rem l)tin 

i?yat ya?mo ci kiz? ?o-t i?ke we rem kan 

IPL.INCL sweet. potato water CL.CCV eat-INDl NEG firstly RP AST 

'In the beginning we did not eat sweet potato soup.' 

1010 ibeto m1y miim l)llfl 

to to i=beto m1y ma.m ktin 

grandfather 31MP-tell long.ago x RP AST 

'It was grandfather who told (the story) long ago.' 

Only the past marker co was found to co-occur with future markers, meaning a 

future with reference to the past. Two types of futures occur with co, the auxiliary future -

leap and the particle yat. 

war ici ?ara okay 

wat ici ?at-a o=kap-t 

[SG.POSS water bring-GER 1 SG=AlJX.FUT-lNDl 

'I was going to bring my water.' 

iyom ikap 

iyom i=kap-ap 

towenaoba co 

to=penaop-a co 

father 3JMP=AUX.FUT-IND2 JR=dance-GERPAST 

' Dad was going to dance.' 

on cim yegat yat co 

on cim yega-1 yat co 

lSG meat hunt-INDl FlJT PAST 

' L'0l.as going...to hLtnt.' 

co 

co 

PAST 



-
on owirap tin yat co 

on o=wirap tJi-t yat co 

ISG lsG=food cook-tNDl FUT PAST 

'I was going to cook my food. ' 

It is common in Karo to find occurrences of both past markers in the same 

clause38
. ln all of the cases found so far, the simple past marker co occurs before the -

remote past marker lain. 

wat kana rak:Jga wet co ktin 

wat kana tak:Jk-a o=?e-t co ktill 

lSG.POSS thing COMlT-walk-GER lSG=AUX- INDl PAST RPAST 

' I had my things long ago.' 

on op it m:Jy miim co ktin 

on o=pi-t m:Jy miim co kti11 

lSG 1 SG=perforate-IND l long X PAST RPAST 

' I took the vaccine long ago' 

4.4.2 FUTURE 
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There are three different ways in which future time is indicated in Karo: l) by 

means of a future auxiliary kap, 2) by means of a particle yat, and 3) by means of another 

particle iga. 

4.4.2.1 THE FUTURE AUXILIARY KAP 

The-future auxiliary kap is employed to indicate that an event is about to occur 

('immediate or proximate future ' ). kap occurs with the I -pl and /-ti indicative moods, 

under the usual circumstances: /-p/ is used when an element of the clause is put into 

focus, and I-ti is-employed in all other environments. 

38 I am not certain of the specific meaning of this type ofoccurrence besides the clear past meaning. 
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In constructions with the auxiliary kap, the verb whichspecifies the main action or 

event (either a transitive or intransitive verb) always occurs in a separate clause and takes 

the non-finite form of the gerund. (kap forms a verb phrase on its own.) 

Like other constructions involving dependent clauses, future constructions with 

kap show behavioral evidence of a subject category. The subject of the future auxiliary is 

always coreferential with the subject of the associated full verb. The marking of the 

subject of the non-finite verb is expressed with a special coreferential proclitic if the verb 

is intransitive, and omitted if the verb is transitive. 

In the first type of construction, the intransitive verb in the gerund form occurs 

first, followed by a Noun Phrase+ AUXILIARY FUTURE, which receives the indicative 

mood marking. 

.. 
tokera [ma'lwit 

to=ket-a [ma'lwit 

cu] 

cu] 

kay 

kap-t 

3R=sleep-GER [man big] AUX.FUT-lNDl 

'The big man is going to sleep.' 

owzya 

o=wzy-a 

lSG=leave-GER 

' I am going to leave.' 

.. 
okay 

o=kap-t 

lSG=AUX.FUT-INDl 

In cases where the verb is transitive, a personal proclitic is also attached to it, but 

it marks the absolutive argument of the sentence. The ergative argument~hich is always 

coreferential with the person of the subject of the future auxiliary, is omitted. 



I " 
(fJ) miiygara wia 

(fJ) miiygara wI-a 

(0) snake kill-GER 

'My son is going to kill a/the snake.' 

(0) 

(0) 

a?toba 

a?=toba 

cu rem 

cur em 

(0) 3SG=see-JND 1 big=ADVZ 

'He is going to see it well.' 

• [wat owe] 

[wat owe] 

(lSG.POSS child) 

• a?kay 

a?=kap-t 

3SG=AUX.FUT-IND1 
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kay 

kap-t 

AUX.FUT-INDl 

Future constructions with kap may also be negated with the negative particle i ?ke. 

In these cases, the negative particle occurs in the clause which contains the non-finite 

verb (either intransitive or transitive) . 

• tokera i?ke [ma?wit cu] gay 

to=ket-a i?ke [ma ?wit cu] kap-t 

3R=sleep-GER NEG [man big] AUX.FUT-JNDl 

'The big man is.not going to sleep.' 

i 
ow;ya i?ke okay 

o=w;y-a i ?ke o=kap-t 

lsG=leave-G ER NEG lSG=AUX.FUT-INDl 

'I am not going to leave.' 



,..... 

(fJ) miiygiira wla i?ke [war owe] gay 

(fJ) miiygiira wI-a i?ke [wat owij kap-t 

(0) snake kill-GER NEG [lSG.POSS child) AUX.FUT-IND! 

'My son is not going to kill a/the snake.' 

(fJ) a?t.oba i?ke cur em a 'lkay 

(fJ) a?=top-a i ?ke cu=tem a?=kap-t 

(0) 3SG=see-IND I NEG big=ADVZ 3SG=AUX.FUT-IND1 

'He is not going to see it well.' 

4.4.2.2 THE FUTURE PART ICLE YAT 

The second type of future is marked by the particle yat, which is employed to 

mark simple future. In constructions with yat, the main verb or auxiliary takes the 

indicative mood form. yat then occurs at the end of the clause. 

ameko cu ya.?wan 

ameko cil ya .?wat-t 

jaguar big leave.IND I 

'The big jaguar will leave. ' 

on 

on 

a?toy 

a ?rop-t 

yell 

yat 

lSG 3SG=see-IND 1 FUT 

·1 will see him/it. ' 

yat 

yat 

FUT 

yat also occurs referring to nouns in noun phrases, meaning [future NJ. 
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'Wat ka?a ?a yat 

wat ka?a ?a? yat 

lSG.POSS house CL.RD FUT 

'My future house.' 

a?cey l)a yat 

a?=cey l)a yat 

Jso=wife CL.FEM FUT 

'his future wife' 

The future particle yat may also occur with the negative particle i ?ke. In these 

cases, the latter particle follows the former. 

ameko cu 

ameko cu 

jaguar big 

ya?wan 

ya?wat-t 

leave.IND I 

nyat i?ke 

yat i?ke 

FUT NEG 

'The big jaguar will not leave.' 

on 

on 

a?toy 

a?=top-t 

yar i?ke 

yat i?ke 

lSG Jso=see-IND l FUT NEG 

'I will not see him/it. ' 

4.4.2.3 THE FUTURE PARTICLE /GA 
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The last type of future employs the particle iga, and is used to mark simple future 

exclusively in negative-interrogative clauses39
. In these clauses, the negative particle 

39 I have found a few examples where iga is also employed in complex sentences with purposive meaning 
(cf. the examples below), but at present I do not have knowledge of this use in other types of complex 
claus_es (temporal and/or cause). Some of the few examples I found are: 

oya ?wara okay oken iga or 
o=ya ?war-a o=kap-t o=ket-t iga 
ISG=leave-GER ISG=FUT ISG=sleep-INDI FUT 
' I am going to leave to sleep'-



... 

taykit occurs first, followed by the transitive or intransitive verb in a finite form with 

indicative marking. 

a?toy 

a?=top-t 

iga 

iga 

taykir at 

taykit at 

NEG 3SG 3sG=see-IND1 FUT 

'Isn't he going to see it/him?' 

taykir a'lken iga 

taykit a?=ket-t iga 

NEG 3sG=sleep-1ND 1 FUT 

'Isn't he going to sleep?' 

4.5 NEGATION 
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Negation in Karo is marked by means of three different particles, i 'lke, yahmlim, 

and taykit. Each particle occurs with a different type of clause and is described in detail in 

the subsections below. 

4.5.1 THE NEGATIVE PARTICLE I ?KE 

The negative particle i ?ke is the most frequent. It appears in declarative and future 

clauses. In declarative clauses, i 'lke occurs in different places of the clause, depending on 

the scope of the negation. When its scope is over ergative or absolutive noun phrases, 

adverbial phrases, or postpositional phrases, these phrases occur in focus position at the 

oya ?wan nyat 
o=ya ?wat-t yat 
lSG-leave-INDI FUT 
' I will leave to sleep' 

oya?wara 
o=ya?war-a 

okay 
o=kap-t 

oken iga 
o=ket-t iga 
I SG=sleep-IND I FUT 

a?toy_ iga 
a ?=top-t iga 

I SG=leave-GER I SG=FUT-IND I ISG=sleep-INDI FUT 
'I am going to leave to see him/it' 

oya ?wan nyar a ?toy iga 
o=ya ?wat-t yat _ q ?=top-1 iga 
ISG-leave-IND I FUT 3SG=see-IND I FUT 
'I will leave to see him/it' 

or 



, 
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beginning of the clause fo llowed by the negative particle i 'lke. The different occurrences 

of i 7ke with different types of constituents in a clause are described in the items below. 

1) When the scope of negation is over the whole clause (or proposition), the negative 

particle occurs after the verb phrase: 

oken i?ke 

oket-t i 'lke 

l sG=sleep-INDl NEG 

'I did not sleep.' 

ar otoy i 'lke 

at o=top-t i 'lice 

3SG 1SG=see-IND1 NEG 

'He/it did not see me.' 

2) When the scope of negation is over the ergative argument, the negative particle 

occurs immediately after it, at the beginning of the clause: 

[on i 'lke J mayglira roy 

[on i 'lke} mtiygfira top-I 

[ISG NEG] snake see-IND l 

'It wasn't me who saw the snake.' 

[ar owe rab i 'lice] ewirup 'lot 

{at owe tap i 'lice] e=wirup Jo-I 

(3SG.POSS child] ASSOC EG 2sG=food eat-It o 1 

·rt wasn't his ctlildren who ate your food.' 

3) When the scope of negation is over the absolutive argument. the absolutive argument 

appears in focus position at the beginning of the clause followed by the negative particle 

i 'lke. The verb (transitive or intransitive) takes the impersonal proclitic i= and the 

unmarked form: 



.....-
./ 

[miiygCira 

[miiygara 

[snake 

i ?ke] on 

i ?kej on 

it op 

it op 

NEG] lSG 3IMP=see 

'It wasn't the/a snake that I saw.' 

[na?to cu 
[na?to cii 

(tapir big 

i?kej at iwi 

i?kej at iwi 

NEG] 3SG 3IMP=kill 

'It wasn't a big tapir that he killed.' 

[in iJke] l)Q icat 

[in i?ke] l)G i=cat 

(2SG NEG) 3SG.FEM 3IMP=wash 

'It wasn't you that she washed.' 

[on i ?ke} at icape 

[on i ?ke} at icape 

[Isa NEG] 3SG 3IMP=beat 

'It was not me that he beat. ' 

[ma?p~ 

[ma?p~ 

[woman 

, 
pat 

, 
pat 

beautiful 

i 7ke} iya ?wat 

i7ke} i=ya?wat 

NEG] 3tMP=leave 

'It wasn't the beautiful woman who left. ' 

[on i ?Ice} iket 

[on i ?ke} iket 

[lSG NEG] 3IMP=sleep 

' It wasn't me who slept.' 
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4) When the scope of negation is over the postpositional phrase, this phrase appears in 

focus position at the beginning of the clause followed by the negative particle. The 

auxiliary ?e with the -p indicative mood occurs after the [postpositional phrase + NEG], 

followed by a transitive or intransitive verb in the gerund form. The subject of the 

auxiliary is coreferential with the subject of the transitive or intransitive verb: 

owakim i ?ke ek~ 

o=pakdt-t i?ke e=k~ 

lSG=be.angry.INDl NEG 2SG=DAT 

'I am not angry with you.' 

i?ke] wep 

i ?Ice] o= ?e-p 

[ek~ 

[e=k:Jy 

[2SG=DAT NEG) 1SG=AUX-IND2 

'It is not with you that I am angry' 

on altoy i?ke at 

on a?=top-t i?ke at 

lSG 3sG=see-IND 1 NEG 3SG.POSS 

'I did not see him/it at his house.' 

[at ka?a ?a pe? i?ke} 

[at ka?a ?a? pe? i?ke] 

[3SG.POSS house CL.RD LOC NEG] 

' It was not at his house that I saw him/it.' 

cf 

owakdra 

o=pakdt-a 

1 SG=be.angry-GER 

ka?a ?a pe? 

ka?a ?a? pe? 

house CL.RD LOC 

cf 

wep a?toba 

o=?e-p a?=top-a 

1SG=AUX-IND2 3sa=see-GER 

5) When the scope of negation is over the adverbial phrase, the adverbial phrase is also 

focused, and the same changes described above for the postpositional phrase occur: 
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pattern i?ke web okera40 

,. 
piit=tem i?ke o=?e-p o=ket-a 

beautiful=ADVZ NEG 1SG=AUX-IND2 1 sa=sleep-GER 

'It was not nicely that I slept.' 

mekom i?ke i/Yat kotigap ffll)I miim 

mekom i?ke i/Yat kotiga-p ml)I mom 

like.this NEG IPL.INCL say-IND2 long.ago x 
'It is/was not like this that ours (relatives) use to tell in old times.' 

6) In predicate adjective constructions, when the scope of negation falls on the whole 

predication, the negative particle occurs immediately after the Adjective + Adverbializer: 

pifttem i?ke on 
,. 

i?ke piit=tem on 

beautiful=ADVZ NEG Isa 

'I am not beautiful.' 

pa ?piktem i ?ke war 

pa ?pik=tem i ?ke wat 

many=ADVZ NEG lSG.POSS 

owe rap 

owe tap 

child ASSOC 

'My children are not many (children).' 

On the other hand, when the scope of negation falls on the noun described, the 

noun is put into focus, followed by the negative particle and the adjective + adverbializer: 

40 A construction with similar meaning where no auxiliary occurs is: 
oken i ?ke pcfttem 

,. 
oket-t i ?ke piit=tem 
I SG=sleep-[ND I NEG beautiful=ADVZ 
' I did not sleep nicely/well.' 



ar i?ke 
., 

piittem 

at i?ke 
., 

piit=tem 

3SG NEG beautiful=ADVZ 

' It is not him who is beautiful.' 

war owe rah i ?Ice ba ?piktem 

wat owe tap i ?ke pa ?pik=tem 

lSG.POSS child ASSOC NEG many=ADVZ 

'It is not my children who are many.' 

cf *pifttem at i ?ke 

cf *pa ?piktem wat owe tap i ?Ice 

7) Finally, when the negation occurs in a predicate nominal construction, the negative 

particle occurs at the end of the predicative noun phrase: 

i ?Ice a ?nan 

i ?ke a ?=nii-n 

woman NEG 3SG=COP-IND l 

'He/it is not a woman/female.' 

peIJ 

peIJ 

meceb i ?ke a ?niin 

pecep i ?ke a ?na-n 

white.man ugly NEG 3sG=COP-IND 1 

'He is not an ugly white man.' 

In future clauses, i ?ke also occurs in different places, depending on the type of 

future marker. (A complete description of future markers was provided in section 4.4.2 

above.) 
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When i 7ke is in a future clause with the auxiliary future kap, it occurs at the end of 

the non-finite verb phrase. 
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okera i~e okay 

o=ket-a i ?ke o=kap-t 

1 SG=sleep-G ER NEG lSG=AUX_fUT-lNDl 

' I am not going to sleep.' 

elm cara i?ke a?kay 

elm cat-a i ?ke a?=kap-t 

meat wash-GER NEG 3SG=AUX.FUT-LN01 

'He is not going to wash his prey.' 

When i ?ke is in a future clause with the future particle yat, it occurs immediately 

after yat. 

a?wiy 

a?=wiy-t 

3sG=go.out-INDl 

'He will not go out.' 

on a?toy 

on a?=top-t 

yat i?ke 

yat i ?ke 

FUT NEG 

yat i?ke 

yat i?ke 

lSG 3SG=see-INO 1 FUT NEG 

' I will not see it/him nicely.' 

,. 
pattern 

,. 
pat=tem 

beautiful=ADVZ 

4.5.2 THE NEGATIVE PARTICLE YAHMAM 

The negative particle yahmiim is employed in imperatives and information 

questions. 

In imperative clauses, the main verb takes the indicative mood form and the 

negative particle follows it. (In unmarked imperative clauses the verb appears in the 

gerund form.) 



ewet 

e=we-t 

yahmam 

yahmam 

2SG=cry-IND 1 NEG 

'Don't cry!' 

karokeran 

karo = kerat-t 

yahmam 

yahmiim 

2PL=sleep-IND 1 NEG 

'Don't s leep (you PL.) !' 

ayowan 

a?=yowat-t 

3SG=leave-IND 1 

'Don't leave it.' 

elm yegat 

elm yek-at 

yahmfim 

yahmiim 

NEG 

yahmam 

yahmam 

meat look.for-IND 1 NEG 

'Don't hunt now!' 

tena 

tena 

now 

In information questions, the negative particle occurs after the main verb or 

auxiliary, which appears in the indicative mood41
: 

kOm ar 

kom at 

how 3SG 

otoy 

o=top-t 

yahmiim 

yahmiim 

l SG=see-IND I NEG 

'How (come) he did not see me?' 

41 Some speakers seem to employ the gerund form -a on the verb of the second clause as in : 
kanape wep omatia yahmiim 
kanape o= ?e-p o=ma-ti-a yahmiim 
here(?) I SG=AUX-lhlD2 1 SG=CAUS-go-GER NEG 
'I did not come here.' 
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kom peIJ ?et nyahmiim apik 

kOm peIJ ?e-t yahmfim a?=pik 

how white.man AUX-INDl NEG 3SG=ALL 

'How (come) the white man did not go with him/it?' 

When an auxiliary plus a transitive or intransitive verb co-occur in question 

information clauses, they are both marked with the indicative mood marker, but the 

auxiliary has the allomorph I-pl. 

kiganape ap na?to roy yahmam 

kiganape a?=?e-p na?to top-t yahmiim 

where 3SG=AUX-IND2 tapir see-INDl NEG 

'Where did he not see the tapir?' 

kiganape ep eken yahmtim 

kiganape e=?e-p e=ket-t yahmtim 

where 2SG=AUX-IND2 2SG=sleep-IND 1 NEG 

'Where did you not sleep?' 

4.5.3 THE NEGATIVE PARTICLE TAYKIT 

The last type of negative marker is the particle taykit, which is used in yes/no 

questions. In these constructions, taykit occurs at the beginning of the clause, and the 

main verb appears in the gerund form. 

taykir i Pwirup 

taykit i ?=wirup 

NEG 1 PL.INCL=food 

toba 

top-a 

see-GER 

'Aren ' t/weren't (you) watching our food?' 
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taykir ekera et 

taykit e=ket-a et 

NEG 2SG=sleep-GER 2SG.POSS 

'Weren't you sleeping at your house?' 

taykit pelJ 

taykit pelJ 

NEG white.man 

ekiga 

e=kiga-a 

2SG=hold-GER 

' Isn't/wasn't the white man holding you?' 

ka'?a ?a pe? 

ka'?a ?a? pe? 

house CL.RD LOC 

taykit may also co-occur with the future marker iga, producing: 

taykit eyamoy 

taykit e=yamoy-t 

iga 

iga 

NEG 2sa=bathe-rND I FUT 

'Aren' t you going to bathe?' 

taykit ebia?an iga 

taykit e=pia?at-t iga 

NEG 2so=be.afraid-IND 1 FUT 

m1nrzy 

m1r1rzy 

toad 

'Aren 't you going to be afraid of the toad?' 

4.6 R EPORTED SPEECH 

k~ 

k~ 

DAT 
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Only direct speech occurs in Karo. Direct speech is marked by a noun phrase, 

which specifies the speaker, followed by 'le 'to say/do' in the indicative mood form. The 

sequence NP + ?e occurs at the end of the quotation, generally in a separate intonation 

break. A postpositional phrase or an adverbial phrase may also occur following the 

sequence [NP + ?e]. 



m~ yet mai]J~ l)a 

m~ yet mai]J~ l)a 

then this woman CL.FEM 

'"Then this woman started a fire'', 

war 

wat 

l SG.POSS 

iyom Jet 

iyom Jet 

father AUX-INDl 

my father said (to me yesterday).' 

4.7 C LAUSE COMBINING 

waPye can nii 

waPye can nii 

AUX 

(ok~ 

(o=k~ 

(lSG=DAT 

fire CL 

mat et) 

mat et) 

yesterday) 
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makira, 

ma-kit-a 

CA US-fire-GER 

Clauses in Karo can be combined in two ways to form a sentence: 1) by juxtaposition 

of two or more clauses (clause chaining) and 2) by a complex construction of two clauses 

where one is more dependent on the other (subordination). 

Clause chaining differs from subordination in two ways: l) clause chaining does not 

employ clause connectors, whereas clause subordination does; 2) chained clauses always 

share the same subject, whereas subordination may involve different subjects. 

Clause chaining itself differs from serial verb constructions in two ways: I) the 

different clauses being combined correspond to different events and not to a single event, a 

feature of clause chaining and not of verb serialization, and 2) there is a clear boundary 

among the clauses being combined (indicated by modal suffixes attached to the verbs or 

predicates), whereby a clause can be easily recognized as finite in oppositon to other non

finite clauses. (Finite clauses take the indicative modal suffix -t while non-finite clauses take 

the gerund moclaf suffix -a.) 

4.7.l CLAUSE CHAINI NG 

Two or more clauses in Karo may be conjoined to form a sentence. The number of 

clauses in a sentence can be measured by the number of predicates with modal suffixes. 



Thus, an argument (either nominal or pronominal) plus an auxiliary alone may form a 

clause, since the auxiliary has a modal suffix attached to it42
. 
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Only one of the conjoined clauses has finite verbal morphology, which is indicated 

by the presence of the indicative suffixes-tor -p on the verb or auxiliary. Other clauses, 

if more than one is present, are non-finite, and their verbal morphology carries the gerund 

suffix -a. Generally, finite clauses appear last in the chain. 

Clause chaining, furthermore, exhibits a clear grammatical nominative-accusative 

pattern. In order for conjoined clauses to occur in Karo they must share the same subject: 

non-finite clauses always have the same subject as finite clauses, whether intransitive or 

transitive. (When there is a change in subject, another, new, clause is started, and its 

predicate is in the finite form.) 

There are two ways in which the same subject of a non-finite clause in Karo clause 

chaining is marked. If the non-finite clause is intransitive, its (absolutive) subject is 

marked by the special set of coreferential pronominal clitics, whereas if the non-finite 

clause clause is transitive, the (ergative) subject is omitted. The sentence below 

exemplifies both ways of marking same subjects in clause chaining. 

0 

0 

Cl 

Cl 

ba?pe maw1ga, 

pa?pe ma-wik-a 

0 water edge CAUS-be.dirty-GER 

'(He) dirtied the edge of the water,' 

0 

0 

0 

ci minin1 

ci mm1m 

water bubble 

?a mom mawtya, 

?a mom ma-wty-a 

CL.RD only CAUS-go.out-GER 

'(he) made the water bubbles to come up,' 

0 l)aramaya, 

0 l)a=ta-may-a 

0 3SG.FEM=COMIT-bring-GER 

'(he) took her (in),' 

-
42 Furt~1er evidence that only these two constituents form a clause comes from the fact that they can stand 
alone and show the same syntactic behavior asother simple clauses. 



0 IJa?6a, 

0 IJa=?6-a 

0 3SG.FEM=eat-GER 

'(he) ate her,' 

toyay ?a bino ya, 
-

to=yay ?a? pino ya-a 

3R=tooth CL.RD noise leave-GER 

'(he) cracked his own teeth' 

at. 

a?=?e-t 

3SG=AUX-rND l 

'He (the alligator) did.' 

A mixture of clause chaining and subordination (see section below on 

subordintation) may also occur in Karo sentences. 

i?t~ 

i?t~ 

!PL.INCL 

ma?pay 

ma?pay 

woman CL.FEM 

'We really cannot call the woman's name, 

naco ?erem ye kanap 

naco ?erem i=?e kanap 

forest DISP lPL.INCL=AUX TIME 

'when we walk through the forest.' 

4.7.2 SUBORDI NATION 

cet ma'la i?ke nanin, 

cet ma?a-a i?ke nanin 

name cal l-GER NEG EVID 

i?kaga 

i'l=k~k-a 

lPL.INCL=walk-GER 

Two clauses may also combine in such a '!jay that one clause is dependent (or 

subordinated) on another. In Karo, subordination is a process whereby a connection 

between two clauses is established, where one (dependent) clause bears some sort of 

circumstantial relation with another (main) clause. There is always a connector _ 

l56 
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(conjunction) to mark the relation of dependency, and the verb in the subordinate clause is 

always non-finite. 

Three types of circumstantial relations can be differentiated among Karo clauses43
• 

marked by three types of connectors 1) time, marked with kanfip 'after, while, when'; 2) 

purpose, marked with nfit ' in order to/for'; and 3) cause, marked with y~e 'because' . 

4.7.2.1 T IME 

Constructions which express a temporal relation between events in a sentence are 

marked by the subordinator kanfip. This relation can be either simultaneous (e.g. 

'while/when doing this s/he did that') or sequential (e.g. 'after doing this s/he did that'). 

The verb in the subordinate clause always takes the gerund form, while that in the main 

clause can take either the indicative or the unmarked form. 

oya?wan 

o=ya?wat-t 

1SG=leave-IND1 

'I left when he slept.' 

on a?top 

on a?=top 

lSG 3SG=see 

a?kera kaniip 

a?=ket-a kanap 

3SG=sleep-GER TIME 

miim at towirap 

mfim at to=wirap 

x 3SG 3R=food 

' I stayed watching it/him while he ate his food.' 

Jo kanap 

?o kaniip 

eat.GER TIME 

43 I have found a few examples of a possible fourth type of subordination, marked with wetik, yatik or 
simply tik. Its precise meaning remains undetermined. (It may be a conditional subordinator.) In these 
examples, I observed little formal distinction between main (finite) and subordinate (non-finite) clauses, 
sirn;e the predicates in both are marked with the same indicative modal suffix -t: 
abakim ek;Jy [l)Qtoy tik to?wa] 
a J=pakcit-t e=k;Jy [ l)Q=top-t tik to= ?e-a] 
3SG=be.angry-INDI 2SG=DAT (3SG.FEM=see.INDI X 3R=AUX-GER] 
·He would be angry at you because/if? you did not (come to) see her' 

owakcin ek;Jy tena [otoy tik wa] 
o=pakcit-t e=k;Jy tena [o=top-t tik o= ?e-a} 
ISG=be.angry-IND I 2SO=O/\T now (ISG=see.IND I X I SG=/\UX-GER] 
'J would be angry at you if? you did not (come to) see me' 



As in clause chaining, when the clauses in complex sentences share the same 

subject, the subject of the dependent clause is expressed in a special way. Absolutive 

subjects of intransitive clauses are represented by special coreferential clitics44
• 

+ 
pelJ ya?wan [to we ya kanap] 

pelJ ya?wat-t [to=we-a kanap] 

white.man leave- IND 1 (3R=cry-GER TIME] 

'The white man left when he cried. ' 

+ on a?w7n [ owepak-a kanap] 

on a?=wJ-n [ o=pepak-a kanap] 

l SG 3sa=kill [l SG=wake.up-GER TrME] 

'I killed it/him when I woke up.' 
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Ergative subjects of transitive clauses are not overtly specified in the subordinate 

clause at all. 

+ 
wit w7aw a PwalYe [ fJ 

wit w law a ?=wa fye [fJ 

at 

at 

chapeu ka? 

chapeu kd? 

to kanap] 

top kanap} 

whistlewhistle3SG=AUX ((3SG) 3SG.POSS hat CL.CCV see TIME] 

' He whistled when he saw his hat., 

on aPw7n 

on a ?=w7-t 

+ 
{ fJ a?=IO 

[ fJ a?=top 

kanap] 

kanap] -

1 SG 3sc=kill-IND 1 ((3SG) 3SG=see- TIME] 

'I killed it/him when I saw it/him.' 

44 Although at first sight this type of marking could be thought as a sw itch-reference system. in fact it is not. 
When different subjects occur they do not occur in clause a chain, but iJ! different sentences. 
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When the subjects are not coreferential, either a new overt subject (with transitive 

verbs) or a normal, non-coreferential pronominal clitic (with intransitive verbs) occurs . 

• .. 
owe?cin [at oto kaniip} 

o=pe?cit-t [ at o=top-a kaniip} 

lSG=run-INf>l [3SG 1 SG=see-GER TIME] 

' I ran when he/it saw me.' 

.. .. 
mom a?wa.JYe fpelJ mane ya kantip} 

mom a?=wa.JYe fpelJ mane ya-a kantip] 

look 3SG=AUX [white.man whole stand.up-GER TIME] 

'He looked when the man entirely stood up.' 

.. .. 
ga otoy i ?ke [ okera kaniip} 

ga o=top-t i?ke [ o=ket-a kaniip} 

3SG.FEM 3SG=see-IND1 NEG [lsc=sleep-GER TIME] 

'She did not see me when I slept.' 

• .. 
on a?toy [ag6a?p~t a?wJ kanlip} 

on a?=top-t [ag6a?p~t a?=wI kaniip} 

lSG 3sG=see-tNDl [shaman 3SG=kill-GER TIME] 

'I saw it/him when the shaman killed it/him.' 

4.7.2.2 PURPOSE 

In purposive constructions, the event represented in the subordinate clause serves 

as the purpose fo r the event represented in the main clause. The purposive clause is 

marked by the conjunction nlit and occurs after the main clause. The verb in a purpo:;ive 

clause is unmarked for ll}OOd. The auxiliary ?e also occurs at the end of the whole 
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sentence, in the gerund form. The subject of this auxiliary is always coreferential with the 

subject of the main clause . 

• .. .. 
a?ti [fJ toat maca?it wJ nat to?wa] 

a?ti-t [fJ toat maca?it w7 nat to=?e-a] 

3sc=come. IND 1 [(3SG) 3SG.POSS animal kill PURP 3R=AUX-GER] 

'He came to kill his animals.' 

• ... .. 
oya?wan [oca?yok nat wa] 

o=ya?wat-t [o=ca'lyok niit o=?e-a) 

lsG=leave-INDl [lsG=be.drunk PURP lSG=AUX-GER] 

'I left to get drunk.' 

In some other cases, it may happen that the purposive clause occurs first in the 

sentence, when highlighting is desired. In these cases, the purposive clause is the main 

clause, since its verb shows the indicative verb mood, and the other clause is the 

dependent, since its verb occurs in the gerund form and has the special coreferential clitic 

pronoun. 

[ at toat maca?it win 

[at toat maca?1t wJ-n 

[3SG 3SG.POSS animal kill-IND 1 

'(In order) to kill his animals he came.' 

[oken 

[o=ket-t 

[lsG=sleep-IND 1 

.. 
nat] oca?yoga 

niit} o=ca?yok-a 

PURP] lSG=be.drunk-GER 

'(In order) to sleep l got -drunk. ' 

niit} totia 

niit) to=ti-a 

PURP] 3R=come-GER 
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Purposive constructions follow a nominative-accusative pattern. When the subject 

of the purposive and the subject of the other clause are coreferential, they are marked in a 

special way: coreferential subjects of transitive clauses are omitted. and coreferential 

subjects of intransitive clauses are marked by a special set of pronominal clitics. 

+ 
at to at elm nati - [RJ a.?ca ntit to?wa] 

at to at elm ta ti [RJ a?ca ncit Lo?wa] 

3SG 3SG.POSS meat bring-IND [(3SG) 3SG=wash PURP 3R=AUX-GER] 

'He brought his hunt to wash it. ' 

abe?cin [ n oorawa mit 

abe ?cit-t [to=orawa mil 

to ?wa 

to=?e-a 

rifwrem} 

tifw=tem] 

3SG=run-IND l [3R=defecate PURP 3R=AUX-GER far=ADVZ] 

'He ran to defecate far away.' 

As is the case with subordination by time, in subordination by purpose, when the 

subjects are not co referential, either a new overt subject (in case of a transitive verb) or a 

non-coreferential pronominal clitic (in case of an intransitive verb) occurs . 

... ... 
on l)Q rati [in gaLo niil wa] 

on l)Q ta-ti [in IJa=Lop ntit o=?e-a] 

lsc 3SG.FEM COM IT-come-IND 1 (2SG 3SG=see PURP lsG=AUX-GER] 

·1 brought her so that you could-see her.' 

... ... 
ma.?wit ow in [ow~ nii mil to?wa] 

ma ?wiJ- o=wit-t [o=w~ nti ntil to=?e-a] 

man 1 SG=feed-IND l (lsc=grow.up COP PURP 3R=AUX-GER] 

'The man fed me so that l would-grow up. ' 



.. .. 
ebe?cin [wat iyom eto niir a] 

ebe?cin [wat iyom eto nat ?a] 

2SG=run-IND 1 [lSG.POSS FATHER 2so=see PURP 2SG=AUX-GER) 

·You ran so that my father could see you.' 

4.7.2.3 CAUSE 

Causal constructions in Karo are formed with the conjunctiony~e45 . In these 

constructions the event specified by the semantically dependent clause represents the 

cause of the event expressed in the main clause. The clauses of causal constructions 

remain formally more independent of each other than those of the subordinate 

constructions. This can be seen in the examples below, where no formal distinction 

between finite vs. non-finite clause is shown, since they both carry the same indicative 

mood marker. 

i?ke ye 

i?ke ye 

[aman yat) 

[amCin ya-t] 

oya?wan 

o=ya?wat-t 

lso=leave-IND 1 NEG CAUSE [rain fall-INDl] 

'Because it rained, I did not leave.' 

on l)abean ye {l)a oya?ti 

on l)a=beat-t ye {l)a o=ya?ti 

lso 3SG.FEM=marry-1ND1 CAUSE [3SG.FEM tso=like 

'Because she liked me, I married her' 

nan} 

nii-n} 

COP-IND1] 
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In the majority of the examples in my corpus, nevertheless, the semantically 

dependent clause in cause constructions does not occur sentence-finally (as in the 

examples above), butTather at the beginning of the sentence. In fact, in these examples, 

three clauses occur. The first clause, marked with the indicative mood -t, is the cause 

4~ y~e is pronounced in ca~u~I speech as ye. 
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clause. The second clause, also marked with the indicative mood -t, is the clause where 

the subject of the sentence is specified. (It seems to have only a grammatical meaning.) 

And finally, the third clause, marked with the gerund mood -a, expresses the (re)action 

intended. 

[wawwaw 

[wawwaw 

ye 

ye 

I]a?et 

IJa=?e-t 

toya?wara 

to=ya ?war-a 

[dog 

bay] 

pap-t} 

die-IND I] CAUSE 3SG.FEM=AUX-IND1 3R=leave-GER 

'Because the dog died, she left.' 

far otoy] ye wer 

[at o=top-t} ye o=?e-t 

[3SG lSG=see-INDl] CAUSE lSG=AUX-fNDl 

' Because he/ it saw me, I ran. ' 

[IJaken] 

[IJa=ket-t] 

[3SG.FEM=sleep-IND 1] 

' Because she slept, I left.' 

y~e wer 

y~e o=?e-t 

CAUSE lSG=AUX-fNDl 

owe ?cira 

o=pe?c1i-a 

1 SG=run-GER 

oya?wara 

o=ya?wat-a 

l SG=leave-GER 

Because I have no examples of cause constructions in which the absolutive 

argument of the main clause is coreferential with the absolutive argument of the 

dependent clause, it was not possible to establish a general pattern of granunatical 

relations for this type of construction. 
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CHAPTERS 

THE CLASSIFIER SYSTEM 

Karo has a system of classifiers which occur with nouns in noun phrases. In Table 

9 below I present the small set of Karo classifiers with the semantic categories to which 

they belong, their approximate meanings, and morphological glosses. In subsections 5 .1 

and 5.2, I describe the formal and semantic properties of Karo classifiers, discussing these 

properties in the light of current typological 

proposals. Section 5.3 deals with discourse properties of classifiers. 

CLASSIFIER CATEGORY MEANING (APPROXIMATE) MORPH. GLOSS 

l. pap shape cylindrical, big CL.CYLB 

2. ?ip shape cylindhcal, medium CL.CYLM 

3. pf? shape cylindrical, small CL.CY LS 

4. pe? shape flat CL.FLAT 

5. cf? shape thin flat CL.TFLAT 

6. ?a? shape round CL.RD 

7. kG? shape concave or convex CL.CCV 

8. kap arrangement bunch, same source CL.SSS 

9. ma? arrangement bunch, different source CL.BOS 

10. l)G gender feminine CL.FEM 

11. ncf6 ? ? -

Table 9: The classifiers of Karo 

Some examples of nouns with their correspondent classifiers are: 

46 nii?was foundTo occur with two nouns, 'fire' and 'manioc '. Its m_eaning remains unknown. 
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pap 

magapap ' rat (sp.) ' 

makara pap ' heron' 

parat pap ' fish (sp.)' 

paramit pap 'spider' 

macompap ' shrimp' 

ma?pe pap ' basket' 

ite pap 'uncle' 

ip 

motogo ?ip 'monkey (sp.)' 

iya ?ip ' bird ' 

imo ?ip ' fish (sp.)' 

mate ?ip ' fruit (sp.)' 

waya ?ip 'spoon' 

toto ?ip ' grandson' 

pf? 

c&p pt? ' leg' 

wakaya pl? ' rodent (sp.)' 

k&ram pi? ' hummingbird' 

caway pt? ' fish (sp.)' 

ma?ip pl? 'handle of an axe' 

capop pi? ' tail ' 

pe? 

magoyapan pe? ·wild dog' 

cibekon pe? 'vulture ' 

yaw pe? ' river ray ' 
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klriwep pe? 'butterfly' 

pape? 'hand' 

pipe? 'foot' 

koya pe? 'crab' 

ciJ 

W';)W';) ci? 'hand fanner' 

tern ci? 'wing' 

na?yop ci? 'leaf (also: 'money')' 

?aJ 

na?to ?a? 'tapir' 

warn ?a? ' bird (sp.)' 

ip nakara ?a? 'fish (sp.)' 

koya ?a? ' crayfish' 

op ?a? 'papaya' 

wen ?a? 'moon' 

ka?a ?a? 'house' 

icaga ?a? 'eye' 

m6a ?a? 'turtle (sp.)' 

k<iJ 

yaracewak ka? 'wild pig' 

pecia ka? 'bird (sp.)' 

yom1t ka? ' palm tree (sp.)' 

mak6p ka? 'light bulb' 

ma?e ka? ' pot/pan' 

yoma ka? ' thigh' 

matek ka? ' palm tre_tisp.)' 



kap 

?ot kap 

makap kap 

iya kap 

piu kap 

yay kap 

yo?ki kap 

ma'? 

ma?ta ma? 

cici ma? 

koropia ma? 

l)Q 

corap IJa 

cey IJa 

owa l)a 

toto IJa 

ap~y IJa 

anat I)a 

nfi? 

canna? 

mani na? 

5.1 FORMAL PROPERTIES 

'caterpillar' 

'peanut' 

'gravel' 

' maraca' 

'tooth' 

'palm tree (sp.)' 

'bean' 

'mosquito (sp.)' 

'edible root (sp.)' 

'girlfriend' 

' wife ' 

' mother' 

'granddaughter' 

' grandmother' 

' sister' 

' fire' 

' cooked manioc' 
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From a strictly formal point of view, the classifiers of Karo can be categorized as 

belonging to the class of particles, although it is possible to recognize a nominal or 

pronominat-origin fur some of them. 'la? is also a free noun which means ' fruit ', and l)G is 



also the third person singular feminine pronoun. The phonological and morphological 

evidence used to establish this categorization is provided below. 
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PHONOLOGY: Classifiers in Karo carry their own stress and, in some cases high pitch (cf. 

in Table 9 eg. 3, 5 and 7). 

The phonological alternations that occur with the classifiers in Karo are similar to 

- those of other words. In these, an initial voiceless stop consonant becomes voiced 

following the vowel of a preceding word. Furthermore, the initial vowel of a particle, 

noun, verb or adjective causes the voiceless consonant at the end of a preceding word to 

be voiced. 

MORPHOLOGY: No affixation can occur with classifiers in Karo. Classifiers, as well as 

other particles, do not participate in any process of inflection or derivation. 

As is usual in classifier languages, not all nouns in Karo are classifiable. The non

classifiable nouns seem to fall into one of the following categories: 

l) intrinsically shapeless referents, like liquids: ici 'water', -yu47 ' blood ', -cik ' urine ', 

kuru?cu 'saliva', etc., or powdery substances, like -moy 'powder', igana 'dirt', etc.; 

2) referents whose shape is not perceived as unique or stable, like cim1to ' shadow', 

carogin 'cloud, smoke' , -piru 'footprint', -caki 'slice, piece ', cim 'meat', -pacop 'paste', 

-pe?wap ' mash', -wirap ' food', -moy 'dust, powder', -c~k 'hole', etc.; 

3) body parts, or things somelfow connected to the body, like -cap~ ' penis', -cere 

' vagina', -ciga ' bone', -mot ' body hair', -na2cap 'head hair', -?ora c~k ' anus ', -na?c~k 

·nostril', -?ora ' eXGrement', -wero 'speech', -ce 'smell ', etc. ; 

4) elements of nature, like anal)ot ' wind', aman 'rain ', ca?wap ' sun ', map~y ·rainbow': 

_
47 Nouns marked by a dash are in~ienably possessed and thus require either a noun or a personal cliric 
before them. Nouns without t[le dash mark mean that they are alienably possessed and do not need anything 
preceding chem to occur freely. -
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6) abstract nouns, like oracece ' soul, spirit', toto 'God', etc.; 

7) verb and adjective nominalizations48
, like magopi ?op ' tick eater', maca?it top 

'domestic animal watcher' , etc. 
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A noteworthy property of the classifiers in Karo is the fact that, since their 

occurrences are always associated with a (very) specific characteristic of the nouns with 

which they occur, there is no general default classifier, as is found in other classifier 

systems. Generally speaking, classifiers in Karo are not obligatory. Their occurrence is 

always associated with a (very) specific characteristic of the referent with which they 

occur. 

Classifiers in Karo occur exclusively inside the noun phrase, in three basic types 

of constructions: a) with a head noun [N +CL]; b) in genitives [N + N +CL]; and c) in 

compounds [N + CL + NJ. In sections 5.1.l , 5.1.2 and 5.1.3 below I give a complete 

description of each of these types, respectively. 

5.1.1 HEAD NOUNS 

The prototypical occurrence of classifiers in Karo is after the head noun of a noun 

phrase. 

wayo bap 

wayo pap 

alligator CL.CY LB 

·alligator' 

'Jya 

'Jya ?ip 

bird CL.CYLM 

' bird (general)' 

miiygiira bap 

miiygiira pap 

snake CL.CY LB 

' snake' 

waya ?ip 

waya ?ip 

spoon CL.CYLM 

' spoon· 



iciip pi? icapop pf? 

i=clip pi? i=capop pi? 

31MP=leg CL.CYLS 3IMP=tail CL.CY LS 

'leg' 'tail, 

ibeon me? ipa be? 

i=peon pe? t=pa pe? 

3IMP=skin CL.FLAT 3!MP=hand CL.FLAT 
' ' skin' ' hand' 

na?yop ci? w~~ ci? 

na?yop cf? w~~ ci? 

leaf CL.TFLAT fanner CL.TFLAT 

'leaf (also: money)' ' hand fanner ' 

karo ?a? icagci ?a? 

karo ?a? i=caga ?a? 

macaw CL.RD 31MP=eye CL.RD 

' macaw' ' eye' 

iniik kti? ma?e gti? 

i=niik ka? ma?e ka? 

31MP=mouth CL.CCV pan CL.CCV 

'mouth' ' pan ' 

makap kap iyiiy gap 

makap kap i=yiiy kap 

peanut CL.SSS 31MP=tooth CL.BSS 

'peanut' ' teeth' 

48 One exception I found was_clm ma?wa-p pe? ' fry ing pan ', whichhas the c lassifie r pe?. us~ for nat 
objects. 
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mu?ta ma? cici ma? 

ma?ta ma? cici ma? 

bean CL. BOS mosquito CL.BOS 

'beans' 
. , -t9 

·mosquito 

ma?p~ l)(l icey l)(l 

majp~ l)Q i=cey l)a 

woman CL.FEM 3!Mr=wife CL.FEM 

·woman·, ·wife· 

mani Jill ? <.:ll/1 Jl(l ? 

mani 11ll ? ccin 111i ? 

m:m1oc CL lire C L 

. "lire· ma111oc 

5.1.2 GENITIVES 

Classifiers can also occur in genitive conslruclions. i r the hcuc.l noun is c lassifiable. 

In these constructions. the classilier occurs a Cler the sequence IN + N11c;1u I. anti has its 

scope over the resu lt ing [N ..i.. N11c:1td conslruction. not over Lhe lirsl or sccon<l noun alone. 

This fact can be seen by comparing the cx<.unples be lo w. where the classilier used 

to refer to ·alligator· and ·honey-eurer· is lhe same. pap. whereas the classifiers used to 

reter to the final genitive constructions ·mouth of alligat0r · and ·mouth of ho ney-ealer· 

are different. In the tirst case lhe classifier used is pap, in conformity with lhe shape o f 

the mouth of an alligator, and in the second case the classifier used is kci?. in conformity 

with the shape of the mouth of a honey-eater50. 

\VUYO 

wayo 

alligator 

mlk pap 

nllk pap 

mouth CL.CYLB 

'mouth of (an) alligator· 

49 These mosquitos are found always in swarms. 
50 ka ? is also the classifier for 'mouth' alone. 
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ei 

niik 

niik 

kti? 

ka? 

honey-eater mouth CL.CCV 

·mouth of (a) honey-eater· 
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It is also very common that a classifier referring to the whole genitive construction 

matches the claS5ifier of the head noun. This can be explained by the fact that the 

semantic properties of the whole genitive construction usually coincide with the semantic 

properties of the head noun. One example is the second of the two examples above. where 

the classifier or the final genitive construction. kti i'. is the same usec.1 for ·mouth· alone. 

Other examples are below: 

1 va vo yogll be I 

1vayo yogci pe i' 

alligator tongue CL.FLAT 

'tongue or (an) alligator· 

where the <.:iuss i lier or wuyo is pup. anc.1 the classi li er oryogci is pe? 

IVllYO 

I \IU)'O 

11ak1i·a be '! 

nuk1i·u pe ? 

alligator ear CL.FLAT 

'ear of tan) alligator· 

where the classifier of wayo is pap. and the classifier of nak1i·a is pe 1 

a ?i 

u?i 

ncik 

niik 

sloth mouth CL.CCV 

·mouth of (a) sloth' 

where the classifier of a ?i is ?a?. and the classifier of nilk is ka? 
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Furthermore. in some other cases. the classifier employed in the genitive 

construction is equivalent to the classifier of the ti rst noun alone. ln these instances. it can 

be assumed that the semantic classification of the referent is somehow identified \Vi th the 

semantic property of the referent of rhe first noun. 

kc.iram nc.ik pi? 

kciram 
\ 

ntik pi? 

hummingbird mouth CL.CYLS 

'mouth of (a) hummingbi rd· 

where the classifier of kciram is pf'/. and the classi l"ier or mlk is k£i? 

kciram yoglt hi'! 

kdram yogli p f( 

hummingbird tongue.: CL.CYLS 

•tongue or (a) hummingbird' 

where the classi lier l) 1· kliram is pf 'I.. and the classi lier oryogc( is pe i~ 

karo mlg a? 

karo nuk f(l f 

macaw mouth CL.RD 

'mouth of (a) macaw· 

where the classifier of karo is la? and the classifier of niik is ka? 

koro yogc.I ?a? 

karo yogd ?a? 

macaw tongue CL. RD 

·rongue of (a) macaw· 

where the classifier of karo is ?a?, and the classifier of yoga is pe?. 

'. 
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Finally, when the head noun is not classifiable, the sequence [N + N1icau] does not 

take any classifier51
. 

wayv 

wayo 

all igato r 

biru 

pint 

footp ri nt 

·footprint of (an) alJigaror· 

ameko rora 

wneko rora 

jaguar excrement 

·excrement or (a) jaguar· 

kdram wirap 

kdrwn wirap 

hummingbird fond 

·1iummingbird·s food' 

'
1 Some speakers do cm ploy 1hc classifier of the modifying noun in these constructions. 

wm·o hint hap 
ivuyo pint 
alligator foo1prinr 
·foocprinc of(an) alligaior' 

ameko 
umeko 

i{Jra 

ihrc1 

jaguar excrement 
·excrement of (a) jaguar· 

kifram wirap 

kifram w1rap 

hummingbird food 
·hummingbird's food' 

parato c;;k 

parato c;;k 
armadillo hole 
·hole of(an) armadil lo (sp.)' 

pap 
CL.I.ONG.BIG 

ih? 
?a'? 
CL.ROUND 

pi? 
pi? 
CL.LONG.S~IL 

pe? 
pe? 
CL.FUT 

•. 
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para to c~k 

parato c~k 

armadillo hole 

'hole of (an) armadillo (sp.)" 

/ 

5.1.3 COMPOUNDS 

Compounds in Karo always involve the conjunction of two nouns or noun roots. 

In compounds, a classifier occurs between the t\vo nouns. where the second noun is also 

the head of the construction: [N +CL+ N1ica<1l The first noun in a compound must be 

classifiable. though the second (head) noun need not be. This seems to account for the 

fact that it is always the classifier of the firs t noun which enters the compound 

construction, and has its scope over the first noun alone and not over the whole 

construction. 

IU bap 

Ill pap 

acyai C L.CYLI3 

acyai wine' 

cal 

cat 

pap 

pap 

ci 

Cl 

waler 

caki 

caki 

log CL.CY LB piece 

·wood piece (piece of wood)' 

niiya gap 

niiya kap 

com CL. BSS 

·com mash· 

pe '?wap 

pe '?wap 

mash 

Finally, when an adjective occurs in any of the three types of constructions above . 

.. 
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the classifier also occurs obl igato rily after the adjective. in concord52. 

a) w ith head nouns: 

wayo bap czi bap 

wayo pap czi pap 

alligator CL.CY LB big CL.CY LB 

·bi<r all igator' e .__ 
./ 

7ya l ip plir Ip 

7ya ?ip 
, 

plil 'lip 

bi rd CL.CY LM beautiful CL.CYL~ I 

'beautiful bird· 

, 
icilp pf? cclra bf( 

i=c[jp pf? Cl/I'll pf? 

31MP=leg CL.CY LS long CL.CY LS 

'long leg 

iheon me ? kin me r 

i=peon pe ? kin pe ? 

31Mr=skin C L.FLAT hard CL.FLAT 

·hard skin ' 

na ?yop cf? cu cf? 

na ?yop cf? Cll ci? 

leaf CL.TFLAT big CL.TFL.-\T 

·big leaf 

5~ I found only rare cases where two adjectives occur in a row. referring to the same noun. 
ma ?p~ !JU para !Ja cu !Ja 

~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
woman CL.FE~• beautiful CL.FEM big CL.FEM 

'beautiful and big woman ' 

.. 
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karo ?a? 
, 

ptir a? 

karo ?a? piit ?a? 

macaw CL.RD beautiful CL.RD 

·beal.!_tiful macaw· 

i-nc7k k<i hecep ka? 

i-nc7k ka? pecep kti? 

31MP=mouth CL.CCV ugly CL.CCV 

·ugly mouth· 

makap kap <.:ll gap 

makap kap c1i kap 

peanut CL.USS big C L.BSS 

·big peanut· 

mai1a ma i' kcljJ 111(1 i' 

ma .?ta 11111 i' kdp 11111 i' 

bean CL.OS tldit:ious C LUDS 

'c.ldit:ious beans· 

ma 'lp:Jy 
, 

l)ll plira ljfl 

ma iP~v 
, 

ljll piit l)ll 

woman CL.FEi\1 beautiful C L.FEi\1 

. beau ti rut woman. 

mani llii? cu llii ? 

mani Jl(l? c1i JlQ ? 

manioc CL big CL 

·big manioc· 

•. 



b) in genitive constructions: 

wayo nifk pap 

1vayo ndk pap 

alligator mouth CL. CY LB 

·big alligator mouth' 

ei ntik ka ? 

ei nclk kfi ? 

honey-eater mouth C L.CCV 

·big mouth of (a) honey-enter· 

wayo yoga he ? 

wayo you a ,., pe ? 

all igator tongue CL. FL,\ T 

•Jong tongue of (an) al ligator· 

kciram niik p f? 

kifrwn mik pf? 

hummingbird mouth C L. CYLS 

·small mouth or (a) hummingbi rc.r 

karo niig a? pig a 'l 

karo nak ?a? plk ?a'? 

macaw mouth C L.RD black CL.RD 

·black mouth of (a) macaw· 

c) in compounds: 

JU bap ci klip 

ill pap ci klip 

cil bap 

cu pap 

big CL. CY LB 

Cl/ ati i' 
0 

C:ll kti ? 

big C L.CCV 

CW'{( he? 

cllru pe 'l 

long CL.FLAT 

i'it pf'! 

i'it pf? 

small C L.CY LS 

pap 

pap 

ac;ai CL.CY LB water delicious CL.CY LB 

'delicious ac;ai wine' 
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cat pap caki \\'Jn map 

cat pap caki wm pap 

log CL.CY LB piece curved CL.CYLB 

·curved piece of wood· 

nciya gap pe ?wap pa?pik kap 

niiya kap pe 'lwap pa ?pik kap 

corn CL.BSS mash lots.of CL.BSS 

·lo Ls of corn mash· 

When Lhcse formal properties of Karo are examined in lhe light oflhe current 

typologies or noun classification. especially the Lypology of noun classes vs. noun 

classification proposed by Dixon ( 1986). it appears thnt Karo does not sc<.!m to belong to 

either type. 

Roughly speaking. Dixon eslablishcs a set of crilcria whicl1 can be used LO 

<listinguish noun classes (as a grammatical category which occurs protol) p1cally with 

Bantu languages) from noun classification (as a lcxico-syntactic phenomenon which 

includes numeral classifiers). Three criteria arc proposed. a) size. b) realization. and c) 

scope. 

According to the first criterion. 1101111 c:lass syslems ar<.! those in which all nouns 

are grouped into a smaller number or classes. each noun nec<.!ssarily belonging to one 

specific class. Noun classifier languages. on the other hand. have the oprosi tc 

characteristics of presenting a richer number of classifiers (over I 00 being common). 

allowing some nouns not Lo be classifiable. as well as allowing some other nouns to be 

classifiable in more than one way. The Karo classifier system seems to fit into his second 

type of languages. except that it contains a small inventory of classifiers. 

The second criterion postulates that noun classes are closed grammatical sets. 

usually coded by means of affixes or clitics. whereas noun classifiers are always free 

forms. By Lhis criterion. Karo tits into the second type perfectly. 

The last criterion postulates that the marking of noun classes 'is never entirely 

within Lhe noun word' but spread ·concordially to some other words in che sentence· 

( 1986: I 06). Clussifiers, on the other hand, are restricted in their occurrence to the ·noun 

phrase in which they co-occur with the specific noun' ( 1986: l 07). According to this last 

•. 
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cricerion. nevertheless. Karo should be characterizt!d as a noun class language inscead of a 

classifier language since. as we have seen in the description above, when an adjecuve in 

Karo modi lies a noun plus its classifier. rhe same classifier occurs obligatoril)- after the 

adjecti' e as well. in concord. 

5.2 SE~IA~TIC PROPERT I ES 

Following the typology established by Allan 1977. it is possible to recogniLc three 

cypes of semantic propcnies conveyed by the classifiers of Karo: shape. arrangement am! 

gender53
. 

Shape seems to be Lhe most prominent feature or the three. ln Karo. a classilier is 

employed to refer to the mo!:it promim.:nt form or format or the referents as they arc 

found in nature54
. :\scan be seen in Table 9 above. !Seven out ol"the 11 classiliers which 

occur in Karo (p<.Jp. '11p. pi'!. pe f. cf'!. ih 'I. an<l kci i~ penain to the shape or the referent 

they classi I) 

rhc category or arrangement rc!Crs to the way in ''h1cl1 referents occur 

intrinsically arrangcd in nature. In Karo. only relcrcnts which arc arranged in bunches arc 

classi liable. acwrding to two di ITerent perspectives. I) those items which arc found in 

bunches groupcd together by means nr a common source (in which case the classifier kap 

is employed). and 2) those items which arc l"oum.l in bunchcs without being LH.:d by a 

common source (in which case the clussilicr ma i' is used). 

Gentler is used to rclcr to ICmalc relercms. particularly with kin te rms (er. 

ma?poy ·woman·. -cey ·wife'. owa ·mocher·. apdy ·grandmother·. etc.). 

runhermore. following Denny ( 1976) and his characterization of the use of 

classifiers as establishing a physical. social or functional interaction 'v\'ith the nouns co 

which they refer. the classitit!rs of Karo can be characterized as establish111g primarily a 

physical interaction with their nouns .. ;-Jine out of che I l classifiers of Karo re for to 

physical properties of the nouns. either shape or arrangement. ,\ type of social interaction 

••The semantic property of'gender' is labeled ·material' in Allan's typology. The difference is merely 
rerminolog1cal. not empirical. 
<J The category of shape in Karo does not refer. as is usual ro occur with other classilier languages, ro the 
number of dimensions of the referents, one vs. rwo vs. rhree dimensions. This can be seen. for example. 
with the classifier la? ·round' , which occurs with referen ts perceived as having either one dimension (such 
as 'moon'. ·eye', etc.). rwo dimensions (such as ·coin', ·rurtle', etc.) or three dimensions (such as 'papaya'. 
'house·, ere.). 
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is also represented in Karo and is conveyed by the tenth known classifier, IJG ·feminine' 55 . 

\ Functional interaction, as the third possible kind of interaction recognized by Denny, is 

not a property of Karo classifiers. 

An interesting semantic characteristic of the Karo classifier system is the fact that 

a given noun may co-occur with a variety of classifiers. The alternatives have the effecL of 
I 

either highlighting different characteristics of the referent of the noun with which they 

o.ccur or changing their reference. In the [irst case, there always seems to be an interaction 

between the two semantic forms of physical categorization, arrangement and shape, in 

which the reference can be made by focusing on either the first or the second. When the 

focus is on arrangement the resulting effect is that of plurality of the referent. 56 When 

the focus is on shape. the resulting effect is on the singularity of the referent. 

a) highlighting different aspects of nouns: 

opa gap cl opli gti '/ 

o;::::pu kap o=pu kli ? 

1 SG=han<l C L.USS I SG=han<l C L.CCV 

"(all) my lingers ·my (one) linger' 

iyii gap c.:/ iVll '/a? 

iwl kap iyli ?a? 

Brazil.nut C L.IJSS Brazil.nut C L.RD 

·Brazil nuts in their shell" ·one Brazil nut 

oy{fy gap cf vyCiy aa? 
0 

o=yciy kap o=ytiy ka? 

!SG=tooth CL.BSS lSG=tooth CL.CCV 

·(all) my teeth' ' my (one) tooth ' 

55 Here I am considering the classifier l)a 'feminine ' to represent a social type of interaction since gender 
distinctions seem co fall. in one way or another, into social distinctions. 
56 The semantic plurality conveyed by the two arrangement classifiers, kap and ma?, should be kept distinct 
from morphological pluraricy, marked by the enclitic =to?. 

.. 
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b) changing reference: 

1ya gap cf iyti be? cf iyd ?a? 

iyci kap 1ya pe? iy ci ?a? 

stone C b.BSS stone CL.FLAT stone CL.RD 

'gravel ' 'digging stick· ' stone ' 

1vere be? c:.f were bl'l 

were pe? were pl? 

frog CL.FLAT frog CL.CYLS 

'toad· ·rrog· 

1pa he 'l c.f 1pa gap c:f ipll gti 'l 

i=pli pe 'I 1=pa kap 1=pa ka 'I 

3IMP=han<l CL.FLAT JIMP=hun<l C L.BSS ] I MP=h:m<l C L.CCV 

·hand" 'lingers '(one) fi nger' 

It is also possible, on lhe other haJl<l. for Lwo classifiers lo co-occur with a single 

noLm. This has been observed especially with the classifiers pap <m<l ?u 1. used in this 

exact sequence to refer to a mixed shape of long and round refe rents. 

ca i\v;:;r 

ca ?iv;:;r 

thorn 

' thorn (sp.)" 

mok pab 

pab 

pap 

CL.CY LB 

mok pap 

cotton CL.CYLB 

a? 

?a? 

CL. RD 

a ? 

?a? 

CL.RO 

'h ip ornament (made of cotton)' 

•. 



pay a 

pay a 

bab 

pap 

a? 

?a? 

palm.tree CL.CY LB CL.RD 

·chest ornament (made of palm tree leaves)' 

5.3 D ISCOU RSE PROPERTIES 
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Studies dealing with the discourse properties of classifiers are almost non-existent. 

probably because very little is known on the subject. 

In Chafe (1994) we find a discussion of the the role of classifiers in languages 

where they do not occur as an obi igatory category. Chafe suggests that the occurrence vs. 

non-occurrence or classifiers can be explained in terms of the importance or the referents 

in discourse. According to him. important referen ts tend to be introduced in to the 

discourse by means of a N + CL construction, and to be subsequently mentioned by the 

use or a CL. Unimportant referents tend to be introduced by means or a noun and be 

mentioned subsequently by a rmmoun. 

Further research in Karo needs to be conducted in order to determine whether thc 

same principles govern the discourse USC or classifiers in Karo. 
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CHAPTER 6 

THE IDEOPHONE SYSTEM 

Karo has a set of words that should be regarded as forming a separale class from 

regular nouns. verbs. adjectives. adverbs. particles and conjunctions. The words of this seL 

have several properties that they share with other word classes, but not exclusively. From 

the point of view of semantics. they are similar to verbs, in the way their meanings 

convey descriptions of actions or states. but they are not subject to the same derivational 

or inflectional processes as regular verbs or auxiliaries. From the point of view of 

morphology, Lhey are closely related to particles. s ince they show no inlernal 

morphological structure, but they do not have the same syntactic distribution as particles 

in the language. Still from the point of view of morphology. Lhey could be regarded as 

somehow related to verbs or a<ljectivcs. gi,en Lhat Lhey receive the adverbializer clitic 

=tem. but. again. they do not show the same properties as regular verbs or adjectives. 

From the point of view of syntax. they show the same patterns of <listribution in Karo 

clauses in a great number of cases as adverbs. 13ut not in ult cases, a fact that distinguishes 

them t'rom adverbs. The facts just mentioned seem lo justify Lhc appropriateness of 

considering this class or words. given their coherence and independence. as a separate 

word category. For typological reasons. we will cal l them idcophones. 

6.1 BACKGROUND 

Ideophones are usually defined as a class of words of onomatopoeic form which 

have Lheir own sound system different from the overall phonetic and phonological 

systems of the language in which they occur. Ideophones are also thought to be inherently 

salient semantically. 

Although all languages seem to have expressions that could. at first sight. be 

regarded as ideophones, not all languages have ideophones as a grammatically consistent 

category. 

The occurrence of ideophones was first noticed and described in African 

languages (cf. Doke 1935; Fivaz 1963 ; Moore 1969; Newman 1968; Samarin 1965, I 967. 

l 970a. l 970b, 1 97 la, 1971 b. 1972 ). Later descriptions of ideophone systems also 
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included a few Asian languages. such as Japanese (cf. Hirose 1989; Ono 1984), Korean 

(cf. Kim 1977; Lee 1992; Martin l 962; You 1989), Semai (cf. Diffioth 1976), and Telugu 

(cf. Selvarn 1988). It is mostly within African languages. however. that ideophones are 

known to be a widespread phenomenon (cf Awoyale 1981; Childs 1988: Courtenay 

1976; Fordyce 1978, 1983; Hutchison 1989; Johnson 1975; Kulemeka 1993: Kunene 

1972; Moshi l 993; Mphande and Rice 1989; Noss 1986; Ottenheimer and Primrose 1990: 

Von Staden 1974; Weakley 1973 among others). 

The general characteristics of ideophones among these languages are, 

nevertheless, very diverse. Descriptions of ideophone systems are highly contestable and 

still an arena of debate. Some authors. for example. still dispute basic principles. such as 

whether ideophones should be considered a separate class of speech (cf. A woyale 198 I : 

Kunene 1972) or a subclass or adverbs (cf. Doke 1935: Ottenheimer and Primrose 1990) 

or even a subclass of adjectives (cf. Okonkwo 1974). 

Given this controversy. a comparison between the phenomenon of ideophones and 

other grammatical subsystems like cvidentials or classi licrs shows that we are still far 

rrom a comprehensive understanding of their typology. !"unction. historical development 

and cognitive basis. This will only be achieved when the research on the subject 

incorporates more <lescriptions lrom a variety of languages around the world. 

6.2 TllE IDEOP ll ONES OF KARO 

ldeophoncs in Karo form an open class of words with verbal meanings.The full 

range of properties of Karo ideophones is described below from the point or view of 

phonetics/phonology. morphology. syntax, semantics and discourse. respectively. As I 

hope will become clear, the properties of the ideophones presented below will serve as 

grounds for characterizing them as a class of words apart from other classes of words in 

Karo. For the sake of exemplification. I provide a non-exhaustive list of Karo ideopbones 

at the end of the chapter. 

6.2.l PHONETICS ANO PHONOLOGY 

It is commonly observed that the class of ideophones possesses phonetic and 

phonological characteristics that distinguish them from other word classes in the 

languages in which they occur. Karo ~s no exception. Although the majority of the 

phonetic elements that are used to form other classes of words are also used to form the 



ideophones, one specific sound found so far does not. There could be more than one, 

nevertheless, not yet registered in my records. The symbol used for this sound and its 

description are as follows: 

[ tp] : voiceless dental bilabial stop with bilabial trill release 

This sound occurs in an ideophone which has the meaning of ·jump·. as in: 

tpu ameko ?et 

tpu ameko 'le-t 

JUmp jaguar AUX-IND I 

'The jaguar jumped.' 
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Another important phonetic/phonological characteristic of idcophoncs in Karo is 

the fact that it is only in this class of words that sequences or two consonants arc allowed 

Lo occur in lhc same syllable. Although this is not a widcsprca<l phenomenon in the Karo 

community. several speakers of Karo <lo have a tendency to omit the first vowel in 

bisyll:.ibic sequences i r the second syllable begins with /r/. The resulting form is a 

monosyllab1c clement with an initial Cr cluster. Thus, i<leophoncs like pamk ['parak ' J 

·perforate·. or mi rik I 'miTt k 'I 'pinch·. arc usually pronoum:c<l as I 'prak ' I aml I 'mri k' j. 

respccti vcl y 57
. 

6.2.2 MORPHOLOGY 

From the point of view of morphology. an important characteristic or i<leophones 

in Karo is the fact that tht!y do not receive inflectional markers. In fact. they <lo not 

participate in any derivational processes characteristic of verbs, nouns and adjectives. 

ldeophones <lo not receive any of the inodaJ markers that verbs and auxiliaries <lo 

{IND I ICATIVE -rand -p or GERlJND -a): they do not receive any personal proclitics as 

verb phrases or noun phrases do; they do not receive any of the valence changing prefixes 

that verbs do (CAUSATIVE ma-. COMITATIVE CAUSATIVE ta-. IMPERSONAL PASSIVIZERpe-. 

57 This shortening in syllable structure does not occur when the ideophone begins with either /w/ or /y/. 
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OPTATIVEpe ?- , RECIPROCAL mcim- or REFLEXIVE toro-); and do not occur with any clitics 

(PLURAL =to?, ASSOCIATIVE =tap)58
. 

A further important characteristic of ideophones in Karo is the fact that the: allow 

reduplication of their roots. This is a process exclusive to the class or ideophones. The 

meaning achieved by reduplication of ideophones is one or iteration of the action or state 

being described. It should be noted that reduplication is a characteristic shared by 

ideophone systems in other languages of the world, with the same meaning as in Karo. As 

examples of reduplication. consider the pair of sentences below: 

j)lll) wet pe!J k;;y 

Pill) o= 'le-I pJ !] k:Jy 

shoot 1SG=•\ UX-IND1 white.man DAT 

·I shot the white man once. cf. 

pu!] /Jill) wet pelJ k;;y 

/)Ill) {Jill) o ='le-I pelJ k;;y 

shoot shoot 1 S(i=1\lJX-IND I white.man DAT 

·I shot lhl.! white man sl.!vcral times. 

111y Bahesciva 1)0 ?el yate f ll fl ti(//"(/ 

t11y Bahe.\·,/ya !Jll ?e-1 yate ta 'llvat-o 

pull Babesaya CL.FEM AUX-INOI ptg bring-GER 

· Babesaya brought the pig by pulling it once. cf. 

tuy tuy Bahesitya l)Cl ?et yate ta ?wara 

tuy tuy Bahesa,1 1a !JO ?e-1 yate ta 'lwat-a 

pull pull Babesaya CL.FEM AUX-INDl pig bring-GER 

·Babesaya brought the pig by pulling it repeatedly.· 

58 The one exception is the clitic =rem which can in fact occur with sorne ideophoncs . 

.. 
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Although ideophones frequently occur as the first element in Karo clauses. and are 

thus immune to phonological alternations. they can also occur internally and show the 

same changes observed in other classes of words. Roughly speaking. voiceless stops 

change to voiced stops after vowels or glides. and to nasal stops after nasal consonants. 

6.2.3 SYNTAX 

From the point of view of syntax, the category of ideophones in Karo occur in all 

sentence types. clause modifications (NEGATION and FUTURE), and clause combinations 

(clause chaining and subordination). In almost all cases, they occur accompanied by an 

auxiliary (either i'e. kap or wa /Ye) and its argument. The only three types or constructions 

in which idcophones do not occur with an auxiliary are: I) in negative imperative clauses. 

where the ideophone occurs alone with the negative marker yahmcim: 2) in 

nominalizations. where the ideophone occurs with the nominalizers kanii or ko=; and 3) in 

time subordinate clauses. where the idcophone occurs with th<.: conjunction kaniip. 

J\ funhc.:r syntactic feature or ideophones in Karo is the fact that they can co-occur 

with ·normal' verbs or rel~Hed meaning. 

i\ detailed description or these occurrences is given below. 

6.2.3. I IN S l i\ IPLE C LAUSES 

In simple clauses. ideophones occur with the auxiliary ?e in the indicative or in the 

unmarked form or the vcrb51
'. It is the lirs t element in the clause, which may also have u 

postpositional phrase or an adverb phrase occurring at the end. 

wey we! tcigip pe 'l 

wey o= 'le-t tiigip pe? 

stretch ISG=AUX-IND I bow L-OC 

·1 strecched the bow. 

59 As we will see below, ideophones also occur with the auxiliary ?e in the gerund mood, in 01her types of 
clauses. 

.. 
'. 



weri weri ar 

weri weri a?= ?e-1 

paddle paddle 3sG= AL X-L DI 

·He paddled very fast.' 

1ren wen ll'e 

iren ll'en v = ?e 

write write I SG=AUX 

· I am writing. 

cahwiptem 

calnvip=tem 

fast=ADVZ 

miim 

nuim 

x 

6.2.3.2 IN INTERROG,\TI VE CL,\ USES 

l<leophones paltcrn <liffcrcnLly in yes-no queslions anti information qw.!sLions. 

6.2.3.2. l YES-M) QtJESTIONS 
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In yes-no inlermgaLives. Lhe i<leophone occurs in different places depending upon 

the scope or the interrogalion. When ils scope is over Lhe whole proposition (senLcncc). 

the i<leophonc occurs in iLs prolotypical place. at the beg.inning or the senLcm.:c. l{>llowe<l 

by Lhe auxiliary i'e 111 the im.licaLive mood. followed by the interrogative particle uhy;;. If a 

postposuional phrnse an<lll>r an c.lc..lverh phrase arc present, they occur only al'ccr the 

interrogative particll!. 

p1i1j at ahya 

pu !] a?= ?e-r ahy a 

shoot 3sG=AUX-IND I INTERR 

·Did he shoot?' 

CUI CU{ ?er ahy;; l)Gk:Jy 

cut cut e= ?e-r uhy;; !Ja=k:Jy 

kiss kiss 1SG=t\UX-IND I !NTERR 3SG.FE~t=DAT 

·Did you kiss her?' 
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When the scope of interrogation is over the subject, then the subject nominal 

occurs first, followed by the interrogative particle, followed by the ideophone plus the 

impersonal pronominal clitic which is attached to the auxiliary ?e in the unmarked fo rm. 

(I/ ahy;;; ue lte y e 

lll ahy;:; 1/e lie i = ?e 

3-SG INTERR vomic vomit 31MP=AUX 

·was it him who vomited?' 

en ahy;:; j)ll l) ye 

e-n ahy;:; /}Ill) i= 'le 

2SG INTERR shoot ]li\IP=1\UX 

·Was it you who shot? ' 

6.2.3.2.2 I NFORMATION QUESTIONS 

In interrogatives that request information. the interrogative pronoun occurs first in 

the sentence, followed by the idcophone plus the third person corelcrcntiaJ pronominal 

t:litic ro= attache<l to the auxiliary 'le in the gcrun<l rnoo<l. 

min orurum to'lwa 

min oturum to= 'le-a 

who climb.down 3R=1\ UX-GER 

·who climbed down?' 

nan 1pr;:;IJ to 'lwa 

niin l);:Jr :JI) to= ?e-a 

who turn.over JR=AUX-GER 

'Who turned his head over?' 

.. 
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6.2.3.3 [ N NEGATION 

In clauses with ideophones. the negative particle i ?ke may occur in different 

places, depending on the scope of negation. If it is over the whole clause. it occurs after 

the sequence [ideophone +AUX]. 

kciy 

kciy 

kiiy 

kiiy 

wet 

o=?e-t 

i 'Ike 

i ?ke 

scratch scratch 1 SG=AUX-IND I NEG 

·r did not scratch myse lf.· 

If what is being negated is the action represented by the ideophone. then the 

ideophonc occurs lirst in the clause. followed by a coreforcntial clitic pronoun attached to 

the auxiliary i'e in the gerund form. plus the negative particle. followed once again by the 

auxi liary i'e in the indicative form and its only argument (either pronominal or nominal). 

p1i1j \II(/ i i'ke wet 

p1i I) o = i'e-a 1 i'ke o = ?e-t 

shoot 1 SG=·\UX-(iER NEG 1SG=AUX-IND1 

'(What) I JiJ (was) not shoot(ing).' 

If the scope of negation is over the subject. then the subject nominal (either u 

pronoun or full noun phrase) occurs at the beginning or the clause, in focus position. 

followed by the negative particle. The ideophone then follows plus the auxiliary ?e in the 

gerund form. The argument marked in the auxiliary is in its pronominal form and is 

always coreferential with the argument in focus. 

ma?w1i 

ma?w1i 

i ?ke cok 

i ?ke cok 

cok to?wa 

cok w=?e-a 

man 'lEG grind grind 3R=AUX-GER 

'It was not the man who ground (it).· 

.. 
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on i ?ke plil) wa 

on i ?ke plll) o=?e-a 

ISG 'EG shoot I SG=ALX-GER 

· 1r was not me who shot. 

6.2.3A ( N ll\I PE RA T IVES 

Imperative sentences with ideophones are fo rmed simply by putting the idcophone 

ti rst in the clause. followed by the second person pronominal clitic (either in the singular 

or in the plural) which is attached to the auxiliary ?e in the gerund form. 1\ postpositional 

phrase or adverbial phrase may also occur at the end or the clause. 

pill) ptil) karo i'l1 ·a 

pug pzil) kuro= 'le-a 

shoot shoot 2Pl. =t\ lJX-GER 

'{You PL.) shoot!' 

kiiv kl~V iii 

kiiv kiiy e = ?e-a 

scratch scratch 2SG=t\UX-GER 

'(You sg.) scratch (at your house)!' 

el ka ?a iii pe? 

el ka ?a iii pe? 

2SG.POSS house CL.RD LOC 

Combinations of ideophones plus regular transitive or intransitive verbs may also 

occur in imperatives. In these cases. the ·normal" verb occurs first. in the gerund form. 

followed by the ideophone plus a second person pronominal clitic (again. in the singular 

or plural). anached to the auxiliary ?e ·in che gerund form. 

a?wla pzll) ?a 

a 'l=w7-a pzil) e= ?e-u 

3SG=kill-GER shoot 2SG=AUX-GER 

·Kill it by shooting!' 
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6.2.3.5 IN FUTURE CLt\USES 

ldeophones may occur'' ith two types of future markers. the auxiliary kap 

·immediate future-. and the particleyat 'future'. ln both cases the ideophonc is the first 

element in the clause. 

In clauses vvith the auxiliary future kap. the ideophone is followed by kap and its 

argument (either in the pronominal or in the nominal form), then by the intransitive verb 

·go· and its argumen t. The argument of the verb ·go· is always in the pronominal form. 

and it is also corclc rcntial with the argument or the auxiliary knp. A postpositional phrase 

or an adverbial phrase may occur al the end or the clause. 

iv// oklll' ()flt eaip pf 'Ito '/ pe '/ 

i \I JI o=kap-1 o= ?e-a e=clip pf'/=to '/ pe? 

pim:h l~<i=\LX.Fl T-1 DI ISG=go-GER 2sG=leg n .. CYLS=PL LOC 

· 1 "ill pinch both your legs. 

In clauses with the purticlc yat . the idcophone is followed b) the auxiliary ?e and 

its only argument (either Ill the pronominal or in the nominal rorm). rhe future particlt: 

occurs after the uuxil iary. which appears in the unmarked l'orm. 

ue 11e we y at 

ue ue o= ?e ya/ 

vomit ,·omit lSG=t\LX FUT 

·1 '"ill vomit.. 

6.2.3.6 {'\ \IL\ED n PE OF CLAUSES 

Ideophones in Karo may also occur in clauses that mix the categories of future. 

negation. imperative and interrogation. The possible combinations are: [FUTLIRE + 

NEGATION] . llt--IPERATIVE +NEGATION), and (INTERROGATION+ FUTURE]. 
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6.2.3.6.1 F UTURE+ NEGATION 

Both cypes of futures, immediate and simple future, can occur in a negative clause 

with an ideophone. The type of the negative marker also changes according to the kind of 

future. In immediate futures. the negative particle used is yahmiim. In these clauses. the 

ideophone occurs first. followed by the auxiliary ?e in the gerund form with a pronominal 

clitic attached to it. This pronominal clitic is always coreferential with the person of the 

argument of the future auxiliary kap. which occurs immediately following the au:-.:iliary 

?e. The last item in the clause is the negative particle. 

plt!) lVll okay yahmiim 

p1i !) o = ?e-a o =kap-1 yohmiim 

shoot ISG=:\UX-GER ISG=AUX.FUT- INDI NEG 

• 1 wi 11 not shoot.· 

l)il to i\va 

to= i'e-a 

a 'lkay 

a 'lkuv 

yuhmiim 

yahmiim !]ii 

stand.up JR= \l X-GER JsG=t\lJX.flJT-IND I NEG 

• 1 le wi 11 not stanc.J up.· 

In simple l'uturcs. the negative particle used is i 'Ike. ln these clauses, the ideophone 

also occurs fi rst. fo llowed by the auxiliary ?e in the indicat ive mood fo rm . The argument 

of the auxiliary ?e can be either pronominal or nominal. After the auxiliary the future 

particle yat occurs. followed by the negative particle i ?ke. 

pl;!] wet 

pill) o= ?e-t 

shoot 2sG=AUX-IND I 

·r will noc shoot.· 

ya! 

ya! 

i?ke 

i ?ke 

FUT NEG 

• 
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cok cok ma/P~ ?e1 yat i ?ke 

cok cok mal]J~ ?e-t yat i?ke 

grind grind woman ALX-l~Dl FLlT '\;EG 

·The woman will nor grind.' 

6.2.3.6.2 l i\ t PERATIVE +NEGATION 

Negative-imperative clauses are formed simply by the juxtaposition of the 

ideophone plus the negative particleyuhmlim. No personal marking (either proclitic or 

pronominal) or auxiliary occurs. 

mulurum 

m11111r11m 

JUrnp 

·oon.tjump!. 

yolwulm 

yuhmtlm 

NEG 

6.2.3.6.3 I NTERIWGATl\' E + F UTU RE 

Both types or interrogatives. yes-no question and information requt:st. appear in 

ruture clauses with an i<leophone. I haVl! recorded only one type or ruturt:. immt:diate 

future. in these clauses. 

In yes-no questions. tht: ideophone occurs first. followed by the interrogative 

particle ahy;J and by two auxiliaries. the future auxiliary kap in the indicative form with 

its only argument (in either its pronominal or nominal fo rm). and the :.iuxiliary i'e in the 

gerund form with a pronominal clitic which is always coreferential with the person of the 

future auxiliary. The scope of the interrogation is over the action represenced by the 

ideophone. 

pu!] ahyd 

pill) ahyd 

shoot INTERR 

ekay 

e=kap=t 

e?a 

e= ?e-a 

2SG=AUX.FUT-IND1 2SG=AUX-GER 

·Are you going to shoot?' 
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In information request questions, the interrogative pronoun occurs first in the 

clause, followed by the future auxiliary kap in the unmarked form with the impersonal 

proclitic i= attached. The ideophone then occurs after the future auxiliar;. followed by the 

auxiliary ?e in the gerund form. and with a pronominal proclicic that is always 

coreferential with the argument of the future auxiliary. 

niin ikap pzil) plll) to ?wa 

niln i=kap pzi l) piil) to= ?e-a 

who )IMP=AUX.FUT shoot shoot )R=.J.\UX-GER 

· Who is going to shoot?' 

6.2.3. 7 IN NO~IJ N,\LIZATIONS 

/\n idcophone can be nominalized either by the panicle kami or by the clitic ko=. 

f n the examples found in my corpus. a nominalized i<lcophonc with kanii occurs as the 

absolutivc argument of clauses with the predicate ·to like· and as the oblique argument of 

a postpositional phrase. 

iin jJll l) kanci ya i1 i ncin 

<Jn plilj kanci ya a; mi-11 

l sG shoot NOMZ li ke COP-IND! 

·1 like to shoot (shooting)." 

iin a i1oy ptil) kanci pe? 

<)n a i'=top-1 pti I) kanii pe? 

lSG 3SG=see-I. DI shoot :-.iO\IZ LOC 

·1 saw him at his shooting (place)." 

A nominalized ideophone with ko=. on the other hand, occurs as the absolutive 

argument of a transitive verb. as in: 

• 
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on eel ca koroy 

on ca ca ko=top-t 

lSG step step NOMZ=hear.IND I 

·I heard steps.' 

6.2.3.8 [ N FOCUS CONSTRUCTIONS 

Either an adverbial phrase or a poscpositional phrase can appear in initial focus 

position with an ideophone. In Lhese cases. the auxiliary ?e occurs twice in the clause. I l 

occurs first with the - p indicative mood form after the initial focused phrase and before 

the ideophone. Then it occurs again, in the gerund mood form. after the ideophone. The 

argument of this second occurrence of the auxiliary ?e is in its pronominal form and is 

always corcferential with lhe argument of the first occurrence of ?e. 

met wep p1il) \\Ill 

met o=?e-p ptil) o=?e-a 

here I SG=1\UX-IND2 shoot I SG=:\lJX-GER 

'I !ere I shoL' 

mcFt ap pill) 

mer a'/=( i'e)-p plil) 

here }SG=(AUX)-IND2 shoot 

·Here he shot. 

ka ?a ?a pe ? ap 

ka ?a ?a? pe? u ?= ?e-p 

to lwo 

to= ?e-u 

}R=1\ UX-GER 

kiiy 

kfiy 

house CL.RD LOC 3sG=AUX-IND2 scratch 

·At the house he scratched.· 

kt7y 

kfiy 

scratch 

'· 

ro 'Ava 

to= ?e-a 

}R=(AUX)-GER 
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6.2.3.9 [ N COMBINATIONS OF CLAUSES 

ldeophones also occur in clause chaining and subordinate clauses. In clause 

chaining, the clause with an ideophone always occurs with the auxiliary ?e. which can be 

either in the indicative (finite) or in the gerund (non-finite) mood. Both can be seen in the 

examples below. 

ameko a ?kigat lpu lo ?Iva 

ameko a ?=kiga-t lpll to= ?e-a 

Jaguar 3sG=catch-rND I JUmp 3R=1\UX-GER 

·The jaguar caught iL/him (by) jumping.' 

1p11 umeko let a i'kiga 

!pll ameko '!e-t "i'=ktk-lt 

.Jlllllp jaguar 1\lJX-IND I 3sG=catch-GER 

·The jaguar jumped (and) caught(i ng) it.· 

l<..kophom.:s can also occur in subordinate clauses with the time subordinator 

kaniip"0
. In these clauses there is no auxiliary. Only the idcophonc plus the subordinator 

kaniip lorm the subordinate clause. 

i'Jn ll i'!Oy ue 11J kamip 

<"Jn a Ftop-1 ue ue kancip 

!SG 3sG=see-IND I vomit vomit when 

· f saw him vomiting. 

oken kciy kiiy kanap 

o=ket-1 kiiy kiiy kaniip 

l sG=sleep-rNo I scratch scratch when 

. r slept scratching. 
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onakti yakcfy wen wen kaniip cilrem 

o=naka yakcfp-t wen wen kanap cii=tem 

lsG=head be.hot-IND 1 write write when big=ADVZ 

·My head gets hot when I write too much.' 

6.2.4 SEMANTICS 

A purely semantic definition of ideophones does not seem to be useful. since they 

form a class which is practical ly impossible to specify precisely. ldeophones have 

meanings equivalent to ·normal" verbs in the language in which they occur. including 

Karo. bur they do not behave morphologically or syntactically like other verbs. Actually. 

it is nor unusual for an ideophone to co-occur with a corresponding verb. generally to 

emphasize its meaning. Examples of ideophones and verb roots with similar meanings in 

Karo are: 

{ff owy c/ m<Jm {/[ (ok;;y) 

at o=top-1 miim a i'= ?e-t (o= k;;y) 

3SG I SG=see-IND I look JS()=f\LJX-IND I (I SG=Df\ T) 

·1 k / it saw me.· 'I le/ it saw (me).' 

{Jn a ij;am<5n c/ kahyep wet (a 'lk;;y) 

iin a ?=yamr5r-t kahyep o ='le-I (a 'l=k;;yJ 

lSG 3SG=miss-IND I miss I SG=AUX-IND I (3SG=DAT) 

'r missed him/it.. ·1 missed (him/ it).· 

i5n u ?tigat cf ka'lmep wet (a ?k;))l) 

on a ?=tiga-1 ka?mep o= ?e-1 (al=k;;y) 

lSG 3sG=throw-IND I throw lSG=AUX-IND l (3SG=DAT) 

· [ threw him/it.· 'l threw (him/ it).· 

60 I have not registered, in my database, any occurrences of ideophones in subordinate sentences with the 

subordinators nat PURPOSIVE, and y:Jye REASON. 



a?t6y 

a ?=16p-1 

3SG=disappear-IND I 

· He/i r disappeared.· 

cf 
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/ 

yep 
/ 

yep a?= i'e-1 

disappear JsG=Aux-1;-..o t 

·He/it disappeared.· 

Some examples of co-occurrences of ideophones with the corresponding regular 

verbs are: 

m;;y a ?wa i);e lolia oy 11rt1 lj a ?wa J:\ •e 

m ;;y a i'= wa i);e to=ti-a oy 11rt1 l) a ?=mt (ve 

then 3sG=AUX 31~=comc-GER come 3sG=t\UX 

·Then he came.· 

OllOro !J al loc:il pa '!para 

mwro l) "?= i~-1 lo =cil 

fall 3S<i=1\ UX-IND I 3R=covcr 

pa '!par-a 

fall.<lown-GEI~ 

· Jfo !di from his bike.' 

Ilk t ik lit !Oaf wirik kaml toga 

t ik Ilk a i'= ?e-t /()U{ wirik kancl tok-a 

pluck pluck 3SG=t\UX-IND I 3R.POSS food thing pick-GER 

'He was picking his pears. they say. 

m~ 1110111 a?waiYe yet kanii ci1 toba 

m~ mom a ?=wa /Ye yet kana cit top-a 

then look 3SG=AUX this thing cover see-GER 

·Then he looked and saw this basket.· 

I :J 

I :J 

EVID 

Ideophones are generally characterized as onomatopoeic in nature, a characteristic 

not shared by other classes of words, but this is not true of all cases. In Karo, a few 

.. 
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ideophones do have obvious onomatopoeic properties (e.g. pug ' shoot', w7t w7aw 'whistle 

used to call people}, etc.), but for the majority, a connection to sound is less obvious. 

Another important characteristic of ideophones in Karo is the fact that, in the 

majority of cases, their meanings are quite specific. Some ideophones are used 

exclusively to refer to someone turning the head back (IJ~m>IJ ' tum the head back'), or to 

the arrow perforating the body of someone (parak 'perforate somebody with arrow'). It is 

also important to stress that ideophones in Karo do not have the characteristics of sound 

symbolism in its conventional definition, i.e., no one-to-one correlation between sound 

and meaning was found to occur in the ideophones of Karo, as was reported to exist, for 

example, in a cousin language of Karo, Guarani (Langdon 1994). 

A last semantic characteristic of ideophones in Karo involves the choice a speaker 

has between an ideophone and a regular transitive verb. A preliminary analysis of the data 

has shown that the choice seems to affect the argument structure of clauses in that it 

provides a functional alternative to syntactic antipassive constructions. Generally 

speaking, if the semantic patient of a clause is to be included in the predicate as a core 

argument, a transitive verb, which allows for two arguments, is the appropriate choice. 

But, in cases where the semantic patient, for one reason or another, is not in core position, 

an ideophone with an auxiliary plus its only argument becomes the other available choice. 

In the examples below, if the semantic patient is mentioned at all, it is done by means of a 

postpositional phrase indicating oblique case. 

at otoy cf mom ?at (ok:Jy) 

at o=rop-t mom a?=Je-t (o=k:Jy) 

3SG 1 SG=see-IND I look 3SG=AUX-IND1 (ISG=DAT) 

'He/it saw me.' 'He/it saw something/( me).' 

on a?yamon cf kahyep wet (a?k:Jy) 

on a ?=yamot-l kahyep o=Je-t (a?=k:Jy) 

lsG 3SG=rniss-IND1 miss lSG=AUX-INDl (3SG=DAT) 

'I missed him/it.' ' I missed something/(him/it).' 
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on a ?tigat cf ka?mep wet (a?k~) 

on a?=riga-1 ka?mep o=?e-1 (a?=k~) 

ISG 3SG=throw-IND 1 throw I SG=AUX-IND l (3SG=DAT) 

·1 threw him/it.' 'I threw something/(him/it). · 

6.2.5 DISCOURSE 

Descriptions and analyses of the discourse features of ideophones in the linguistic 

literature are almost non-existent (cf. Childs 1994: 196). The predominant idea, 

nevertheless, is that the use of ideophones is correlated with a high degree of 

expressiveness. This seems lo be the true in the case of Karo. 

In Karo, a preliminary comparative analysis shows that ideophones tend to occur 

more frequently in narrative than in conversation. This is probably what we would expect 

if we take into consideration the fact that narratives are more highly structured than 

everyday conversations (Chafe 1980; Singer 1990). Evaluative and expressive 

mechanisms (in the sense of Labov 1972) tend to be used more frequently in narratives, 

since narrators seem to be naturally more pressured to "make a point" when telling a story 

than someone would when participating in a conversation. In this sense, ideophones 

would lend to be used by speakers as a means to bring attention to specific events in their 

narratives, because they express these events in special, colorful ways. 

Although this analysis is merely preliminary, the point to be made is thnt 

systematic studies which descri be and explain possible differences in the occurrence of 

ideophones in different genres are not found in the literature. 

Further studies also need to be conducted regarding other discourse (or pragmatic) 

features of ideophones in Karo, among them: 

I) Are they restricted to certain types of discourse genre (such as conversations, 

narratives)?; 

2) Is there any correlation between the use of ideophones and social factors such as sex. 

age and degree of integration into the dominant population (speakers of Portuguese)?; 

3) To what extent is there individual variation in the use of ideophones by Karo 

speakers?; and 

.. 
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4) What types of variation exist among speakers of Karo and speakers of other genetically 

related languages? 

6.2.6 LIST OF IDEOPHONES IN KARO (PARTIAL) 

IDEOPHONE MEANING 

l . a yarn ' yawn' 

2. cagam 'noise of eating' 

3. caraIJ ' light match' 

4. cirup 'walk fast' 

5. cok ' crush (in mortar)' 

6. con ' kick' 

7. con ' poke (without tip) ' 

8. CUfUIJ 'light (paper, fire)' 

9. erom 'lick' 

10. e'?niyfun 'blow baby's nose' 

11. I 'shout' 

12. it 'call (someone by 'ssss ')' 

13. kahmi ·kiU prey and it stays quiet' 

14. kam 'hold' 

15. kamari ' brake' 

16. kan ' sing' 

17. kap 'shoot arrow' 

18. kaw ·chew' 

19. kay 'scratch' 

20. ka?curuIJ 'get in (smoothly)' 

21. ka?mik ' poke hole with arrow' 

22. ka?pet 'fart' 

23. ka?pew 'throw sand' 



24. ka?pot 

25. ka?tan 

26. ka?tik 

27. kon51J 

28. korot 

29. kot 

30. kururut 

31. bt 

32. kiw 

33. ma 

34. man 

35 . man 

36. ma? 

37. ma'?a 

38. m1 

39. mom 

40. mo rap 

41. mOI) 

42. mlrik 

43. m~lJ 

44. mik 

45. nay 

46. IlOIJ 

47. nuw 

48. nlm 

49. nt 

50. ohyUIJ 

51. omuw 

52. omik 

'jump' 

'throw (stone at house)' 

' brake' 

' turn' 

' pull (hair, feather)' 

' swallow (liquid)' 

' pull with (fishing) line' 

' cut' 

' cut' 

' slap (to kiJI insects on the body)' 

' tie up ' 

' thresh' 

' beat' 

' beat (with stick, hand)' 

'hatch' 

' look' 

'touch/shuffle (things)' 

' hold ' 

'pinch ' 

' nod ' 

' drill ' 

'bite ' 

'poke (with tip)' 

' thunder noise' 

' blink ' 

' push' 

' dive' 

' fall (heavy object)' 

' poke hole' 

.. .. 
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53. OilOfOIJ ' fall down' 

54. onuru 'fall (tree)' 

55. optw ' fall ' 

56. oton ' fall (light object)' 

57. oturum ' climb down' 

58. oyarap 'go down' 

59. parak 'perforate somebody w/ arrow' 

60. para.mu ' sit down' 

61. paIJ ' cut' 

62. pegat 'stick' 

63. poroIJ ' get in ' 

64. pu 'blow (at fire)' 

65. put 'fart' 

66. pUI) ' shoot' 

67. p1p ' blow' 

68. pgggp ' climb up' 

69. pik 'punch, step with the heel' 

70. tf pu 'jump' 

71. tan ' beat (fi nger on table)' 

72. tan ' cut (wood)' 

73. tay ' pull (strongly)' 

74. talJ ' drop ' 

75. teIJ ' beat on wood ' 

76. tuk 'beat' 

77. tuy 'pull' 

78. tuI) 'pound (in mortar)' 

79. way ' waive ' 

80. we (owe) 'vomit' 

81. weret 'cut (hair)' 

82. w1rup ' sweep ' 
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83. Wl 'bend' 

84. wen 'write· 

85. m~y 'stop' 

86. ~ya ' burp ' 

87. wim 'whistle ' 

88. w~ri 'dig' 

89. w~r~IJ ' spin ' 

90. wik 'go down' 

91. w1ga ' shake (head)' 

92. yap 'pull down' 

93. yara ' saw· 

94. yok 'copulate' 

95. 1 'blow (nose)' 

96. Im 'smell ' 

97. ?u 'bee noise ' 

98. I) it ·get up 

99. IJUran 'swallow' 

100. l)~r~l) ' tum the head back ' 
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CHAPTER 7 

THE EVIDENTIAL SYSTEM 

Karo has a rich system of phrase- or sentence-final particles which are used to 

convey evidentiaJity. [n this chapter I first provide some background on evidentials, and 

then describe and categorize the main semantic properties of the evidential system of 

Karo. 

7.1 BACKGROUND 

Roughly, evidentiality can be described as the linguistic way in which a speak.er 

conveys the source and/or reliability of the information or knowledges/he possesses. In 

its strict sense, the label refers only to the source of information or knowledge acquired 

through some sort of evidence. In a broader sense, however, evidentiality also includes 

the speaker's attitudes towards the information or knowledge, qualifying the reliability of 

information communicated in four primary ways: I) by specifying the source of 

information; 2) by conveying the degree of precision with which the information is 

communicated; 3) by specifying the degree to which the information fits with the 

speaker's view of reality; and 4) by rendering expectations concerning its reliability 

(Mithun 1986). 

It was only recently, with the publication of a special volume on evidentiality 

(based on a symposium held in Berkeley in 1981 ), that the phenomenon of evidentiality 

was examined from a cross-linguistic perspective (Chafe and Nichols 1986). Among the 

important points raised in this volume was the realization that evidentiality is not a 

unified category, in that evidentials bear close relationships with other categories such as 

tense, aspect and especially mood, and evidentiality can be expressed formally in a 

variety of forms, such as affixes, parti.cles, auxiliaries and whole predicates, even within a 

single language. [n discussing the properties of evidentials in Karo I will take the papers 

in Chafe & Nichols ( 1986) and elsewhere (Hoff 1986; Palmer 1986; Barnes 1984; Giv6n 

1982; Wierzbicka 1996) as a basis. 
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7.2 THE EVIDENTIAL SYSTEM OF KARO 

The evidential system of Karo consists of a set of particles which are not 

obligatory. They tend to occur at the ends of clauses, and the precise number of 

evidentials and their meanings are still under investigation. Eleven evidentiaJs have been 

identified so far. They are used to qualify the information provided by speakers in two 

different ways: l) by specifying the modes in which the information is conveyed (modes 

of knowing), and 2) by qualifiying the trustworthiness of the information conveyed 

(reliability). Seven evidentials fall in the first category. Of these, three deal with evidence 

per se (visual, hearsay and evidence which was lost or is not available), other three deal 

with inference (either based on evidence, on expectation, or on a familiar pattern), and the 

last evidential deals with belief. The other four evidentials fall under the category of 

reliability, and are used to characterize the speaker's judgement of the information 

provided as highly probable, fairly probable, improbable. Highly probable information is 

further subdivided into two subcatetories according to its assessment: it can be highly 

probable because it is based on some sort of evidence, or it can be highly probable even 

though it is not based on any evidence. 

Below I give a list of the evidentials of Karo with their category, subcategory, 

specification and approximate gloss. 

Evidential Category Subcategory Specification Gloss 

l. top<> mode of knowing evidence visual be.seen 

2. ta mode of knowing evidence hearsay they say 

3. coke mode of knowing evidence lost evidence clearly 

4. aket mode of knowing inference from evidence must 

5. iga mode of knowing inference from expectation must 

6. me ma mode of knowing inference from pattern be.supposed 

7. ·1k' 61 I ty mode of knowing belief I guess 

8. man a reliability + probability with no evidence obviously 

9. nan in reliability + probability with evidence really 

10. men<> reliability +- probability wonder 

11. pa reliability - probability maybe 

61 Some consultants use the form a?kiy instead. 
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The specific circumstances of use of each of these evidentials, and examples of 

their occurrence are provided below. 

top~: when the information conveyed is known by visual experience; 

pelJ ?er top :J I oar maca?1i wla 

pelJ ?e-1 top:J to=a/ macaJ1i wl-a 
. 

white.man AUX-INDl be.seen 3R=POSS pet kill-GER 

'(It was seen that) the white man killed his pet.' 

(used in a situation where the speaker went to the white man's house and saw him killing 

his pet) 

t~ : when the information conveyed comes from/is attributed to someone else's 

speech; 

aya?wan t :J 

a ?==ya i\vat-l t :J 

Jsc=leave-rND l they say 

'(It is said that) he left.' 

(used in a situation where the speaker had been told by someone else that the person in 

question had left) 

coke: used when the information conveyed is based on evidence which was lost (or is 

unavailable); 

at maygiira win coke 

at mtiygiira w7-n coke 

3SG snake kill-IND 1 clearly 

'He clearly killed the snake.' 

(used when the speaker knew that the person in question had killed the snake, which 

somehow disappeared from the place it was killed) 



aket: used when the information conveyed comes from inference which is based on 

some sort of evidence; 

peIJ 

peIJ 

white.man 

a?w7n 

a?=w7-n 

aket 

aket 

3SG=kill-IND I must 

'The white man must have killed it.· 
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(used in a situation where it was known by the speaker that the white man had gone in the 

forest overnight to hunt and came back with his prey, but neither the speaker nor anybody 

else saw him killing it) 

iga: used when the information conveyed comes from inference which is based on 

expectation; 

tokera at igii 

to=ket-a a?= ?e-t igii 

3R=sleep-GER 3SG=AUX-IND I must 

'He must have gone to sleep.' 

(used when the speaker kept waiting for a person for a long time, it was late at night, and 

the person did not show up. So, the speaker concludes that the person might have gone to 

sleep) 

mema:used when the information conveyed comes from inference which is based on a 

known pattern; 

a?ken 

a?=ket-1 

3sG=sleep-IND I 

memii 

memii 

be.supposed 

' I suppose he is sleeping. ' 

• 
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(used in a situation where the speaker knew that the person in question was sleeping 

before) 

i?kiy: used in a situation where the fact(s) described/talked about come(s) from belief, 

without necessarily any supporting evidence; 

a?ken 

a ?=ket-t 

3sG=sleep-IND 1 

i?kiy 

i ?kiy 

guess 

'It is possible that he is sleeping/slept.' 

(used when the speaker was simply wondering about what might have happened to 

someone else) 

mana: used in a situation where what is being described/talked about by the speaker is 

highly possible to occur/have occurred, but which is not based on any sort of 

evidence, but on experience; 

at a?wTn iga man ii 

at a?=wI-n iga m a11ii 

3SG 3SG=kill-IND l FUT obviously 

' He will most likely kill it' 

(used in a situation where the speaker saw a person petting an animal so hard that he 

could eventually kill it) 

nanin: used in a situation where what is being described/talked about by the speaker is 

highly possible to occur/have occurred, based on some sort of evidence; 

on 

on 

a?toy 

a?=top-t 

niinin ktin 

niinin ktin 

1 SG 3sG=see-IND 1 really RPAST 

'I really saw him long ago.' 
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(used in a situation where the speaker had seen somebody (mythological creature) when 

she was almost sleeping) 

men~ : used in a situation where what is being described/talked about is possible to have 

occurred; 

ma;p~ l)Q ?et at chapeu ka? tiga men ;J 

ma;p~ IJa ?e-t at chapeu kci? tiga-a men~ 

woman CL.FEM AUX-INDl 3SG.POSS hat CL.CCV throw-GER wonder 

· Would it be that the woman threw his hat. ' 

(used in a situation where it was not clear what caused a person ' s hat to be thrown away) 

p~ : used in a situation where what is being described/talked about is less probable; 

at a?win 

at a?=wl-n 

JSG 3SG=kill-IND 1 maybe 

'Maybe he killed it.' 

(used in a situation where one person used to complain about a semi-domesticated animal 

which would often come to his house and make a mess, so the speaker wondered whether 

this person killed the animal or not) 

7.2.1 SYNTACTIC CONTEXTS OF OCCliRRENCES 

Evidentials in Karo were found to occur at the end of clauses as well as inside 

noun phrases. In the latter type of occurrence, only four evidentials were found to occur: 

men;J, ntinin, top~ and i ?kiy. They occur in noun phrases qualifying the information about 

the head noun and the proposition. It is often the case that the evidential which occurs 

inside the noun phrase also occurs at the end of the clause. The circumstances under 

which these occurrences take place remain unknown. 
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en ahy:i men:; kanti tayfin men:; 

en ahy:i men:; kanii ta-yfi-t men:; 

2SG INTERR wonder thing COM-be.standing-IND I wonder 

' Are you really the one who has many things?' 

• 
peIJ niinin a?wJn 11iinin 

peIJ nii11in a?=wJ-n 11iinin 

white.man really 3SG=kill-IND I really 

' It was really the white man who killed it/him.' 

• 
peIJ lop:; /Oa/ maca?1i no win 

pelJ lop:; toat maca ?1i nu wJ-n 

white.man be.seen JR.POSS pet one.of kill-IND I 

'The white man was seen to have killed one of his own pets.' 

• 
peIJ i?kiy a?wJa we/ 

peIJ i?kiy a?=w7-a o=?e-1 

white.man guess 3SG=kill-GER I SG=AUX-IND I 

' The white man is supposed to have killed itfhjm · 

All eleven Karo evidentials occur in different types of constructions: 1) 

declarative clauses; 2) information questions; 3) focus constructions; 4) focus+ negation 

constructions; 5) predicate adjective constructions; and 6) predicate nominal 

constructions. 

.. 



IN DECLARA TlVE CLAUSES: 

m1nny imateran niinin 

m1r1r1J1 i=matera-t niinin 

toad 31MP=CAUS-go.astray-IND 1 really 

'The toad would certainly make people get lost. ' 

I N INFORMATION QUESTIONS: 

kom a?cet m en :J 

kom a?=cet m en :; 

how 3sG=name wonder 

' I wonder what his name is. ' 

l N FOCUS CONSTRUCTIONS: 

ncin mli at a?w7m men :J 

nan m{i al a?=wl-m men:J 

what INSTR 3SG 3sa=kill-IND2 wonder 

'l wonder with what he killed it/him.' 

[ N FOCUS + NEGATION CONSTRUCTIONS 

peIJ 

peIJ 

white.man 

i ?ke a ?toy f:J 

i?ke a?=top-t t :J 

NEG 3SG=see-IND I they say 

' It is said that it was not the white man who saw it/him.' 

I N PREDICATE ADJECTIVE CONSTRUCTIONS 

/ 

pattem at top :J 

pdt=tem at top :J 

beautiful=ADVZ 3SG be.seen 

' I saw that he/it is beautiful. ' 

• .. 
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to?wa 

to=?e-a 

3R=AUX-GER 



IN PREDICATE NOMINAL CONSTRUCTIONS 

ag6a ?p:J1 

ag6a?p:J1 

a ?nan 

a?=na-n 

igii 

igii 

shaman 3SG=COP-IND l must 

'He must be the shaman. ' 

7.2.2 EVIDENTIAL SEQUENCES 

215 

A last and interesting characteristic of Karo evidentials is the fact that they may 

co-occur with each other. It seems to be possible for as many as three evidentials to co

occur. Not all eleven evidentials co-occur freely, and when they do there seems to be a 

special order that must be followed. (The restrictions may be semantically based.). 

7.2.2.1 CO-OCCURRENCES OF TWO EVIDENTIALS 

Evidentials from the two categories, 'mode of knowing ' and ' reliability ·, seem to 

interrelate in all possible logical ways. 

The table below represents the possible and non-possible sequences of two 

evidentials. The pairs consist of an initial member from the leftmost column followed by 

a second item identified in the row across the top. A check mark indicates that the given 

sequence is allowed. An asterisk indicates that the sequence is not possible. Blank boxes 

identify sequences not collected from a consultant or present in the corpus. 
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M OD E OF K NOW I NG 

E VID ENCE I NFER ENC E BELIEF R EL I AB I L I TY 

9 to pg tg coke aket iga mema i?ki m ana nan in men~ p~ 

y 

to pg - ..J * ..J * ..J * 
tg * - * * * * * * 
q>ke * * - * * * * * 
aket * ..J * - ..J ..J * * ..J ? * 
iga * * * - * * * * 
mema -

i?kiy * ..J ..J ..J - * ~ * 

man a -
nanin * ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J - * * 
meng * * * ..J * * * - * 

pg ..J v * * ..J -::J -

Table I 0. Co-occurrences of two ev1dent1als in Karo 

From the information available in the table above, it is possible to state that all 

four logical types of co-occurrences of evidentials within different categories and 

subcategories are possible: l) [mode of knowing] + [mode of knowing], 2) [mode of 

knowing]+ [reliability], 3) [reliability]+ [mode of knowing], and 4) [reliability] + 

[reliability]. Furthermore, whereas there seems to be a high number of sequences of 

evidentials of the type [mode of knowing + mode of knowing] and [reliability+ mode of 

knowing] (8 occurrences each type out of 21 ), the other two types of sequences, [mode of 

knowing+ reliability], and [reliability + reliability] occurred only five times, three 

occurrences for the first type, and two occurrences for the latter type. 

More remains to be discovered about the details of the system, especially scope 

relations among evidentials in sequence. 
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Below are examples of sequences of two evidentials obtained in an interview with 

a consultant62
. 

1. aket iga inference from evidence+ inference from expectation 

[mode of knowing] [mode of knowing! 

a?wJn aket igii 

a?=w7-n aket igii 

white.man 3SG=kill-IND 1 must must 

'The white man must have been killing/beating it/him' 

2. akct mema inference from evidence+ inference from pattern 

pelJ 

pe1J 

[mode of knowing] 

a?wJn aket memii. 

a?=wJ-n aket memii. 

I mode of knowing! 

white.man 3SG=kill-IND I must be.supposed 

'The white man must have supposedly killed it/him.' 

3. i?kiy t~ belief + they say evidence 

I mode of knowing] [mode of knowing) 

owekuy niin i?kiy /;;} 

o=pekuy nti-n i?kiy /;;} 

lSG=dream COP-IND! I.guess they say 

' I guess it is said that I had a dream' 

62 In the interview, the consultant said the sequences were utterly possible, but I do not have actual 
examples of their occurrences in natural texts/conversations. I am also not certain about their precise 
translations. 
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4. aket nanin inference from evidence + high probabiliby with evidence 

[mode of knowing] [reliability] 

peg 

peg 

a?w/n 

a?=wT-n 

aket niinin 

aket niinin 

white.man 3SG=kill-IND 1 must really 

'pie white man must really have killed it/him.' 

5. top<> nanin visual evidence + high probability with evidence 

[mode of knowing] [reliability) 

aya?wan 

a ?=ya ?wat-t 

3sG=leave-IND I 

top:J 

top:J 

be.seen 

niillin 

nan in 

really 

'It was seen that he really left.' 

6. i?kiy mena belief + 

[mode of knowing) 

kom a1 i ?kjy men :J 

kVm a?=?e-l i'lkiy mell:J 

medium probability 

I reliability I 

how 3sG=AUX-IND I I.guess wonder 

'I wonder how he might have done it?' 

7. nanin aket high probability with evidence + inference from evidence 

peg 

peg 

[reliability] [mode of knowing] 

a?w7n 

a?=wJ-n 

ntinin aket 

ntinin aket 

white.man 3SG=kill-IND1 really must 

'The white man really must have killed it.' 
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8. nan~ coke high probability with evidence + lost evidence 

[reliability) [mode of knowing] 

on 

on 

a?toy 

a?=top-t 

ntin in coke 

ntinin coke 

1 SG 3SG=see-IND l really clearly 

'!really just saw him/it. ' 

9. nanin iga high probability with evidence + inference from expecta tion 

aya?wan 

a?=ya?wat-t 

[reliability I !mode of knowing] 

niinin igii. 

ntinin igii. 

3SG=leave-IND I really must 

' He really must have left. ' 

10. men~ aket medium probability + 

[reliability! 

inference from evidence 

pe!J 

pelJ 

white.man 

a '1w7n 

a?=wl-n 

men :;J 

3SG=kill-IND l wonder 

aket 

aket 

must 

r mode of knowing! 

'It is wondered whether the white man must have killed it/him' (when the killing is 

certain but not seen)' 

11. naoin t~ 

amiin yat 

amiin yat 

rain fut 

high probabiliry with evidence 

r reliability I 

ntinin f :;J 

niini fl t :;J 

really they say 

+ they say evidence 

[mode of knowing] 

'They say that the rain will really fall (or: They really say that the rain will fall. )' 
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12. pa coke 

a?ken 

a?=ket-1 

low probability 

[reliability] 

P:J 

p :J 

3SG=sleep-IND l maybe 

coke 

coke 

clearly 

'Clearly he may have slept.· 

+ lost evidence 

[mode of knowing] 

13. nanin mena high probability with evidence 

[reliability) 

+ medium probability 

[reliability J 

kom co i fya1 ip ?iy 

kom co i fya1 ip ?iy-1 

how PAST IPL.INCL fish catch-IND! 

'I really wonder how we catch a fish. ' 

14. pa mena 

a?ken 

low probability 

[ rcliability J 

p :J men:J 

men :J 

+ 

a ?=ke1-1 

3sG=sleep-IND I 

p :J 

maybe wonder 

'It is wondered whether he is sleeping.' 

7.2.2.2 CO-OCCURRENCES OFTHREE-EVIDENTIA LS 

11ii11in men:J 

n iinin men :J 

really wonder 

medium probability 

I r eliability I 
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The list of occurrences of three evidentials in sequence should, in principle, be 

longer than the list of two evidentials, given all the logical possibilities of combinations. 

It is shorter, nevertheless, because 1) I did not make an exhaustive list of all possible 

occurrences of three evidentials for evaluation by consultants, and 2) speakers probably 

do not use three evidentials very often. 

• 
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The sequences of three evidentials found so far involve only two types of 

sequences of evidential categories: [reliability]+ [reliability]+ [mode of knowing] and 

[reliability]+ [reliability)+ [reliability]. 

1) mena i?kiy coke 

[relia bility] + [ r eUability) + 

medium probability belief 

' I wonder, belief, clearly that ... ' 

2) mena i?kiy iga 

(reliability} + [reliability] + 

medium probability be! ief 

'I wonder, belief, should ... ' 

3) mena i?kiy 

[relia biJityl + [ reliability! + 

medium probability belief 

'I wonder, belief, it is said that.. . ' 

4) pd men a 

[r clia bilityj + [ reliability J + 

[mode of knowing] 

lost evidence 

[mode of knowing} 

inference from expectation 

ta 

[mode of knowing) 

they say 

iga 

[mode of knowing] 

low probability medium probabif ity inference from expectation 

'Maybe, I wonder, should . . . ' 

5) mena 

[reliability] + 

?kiy 

[ reliability] + 

medium probability belief 

'I wonder, belief, really ... ' 

nan in 

r r elia bility 1 
high probability with evidence 



EPILOGUE 

The present grammar is meant to be a contribution to the study of Amazonian 

languages in general, and the Tupian languages in specific. 
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Although research regarding the Karo language is far from complete, some of the 

features of the language may enrich our understanding of the typology of Amazonian 

languages. Of special interest, in order of presentation in the grammar, are the following 

characteristics: 

1) As the reflex of a heavy interplay between segments and suprasegmental factors, 

vowels in Karo seem to interact with tone in ways not previously documented before 

(Fromkin 1978; Hyman 1973, 1975; Hyman and Schuh 1974). High tone appears to raise 

the mid vowels to [e] and [o], which appear otherwise as [E] and[~]. 

2) Karo can be classified as mildly synthetic, and its verbal morphology consists of only a 

set of 3 inflectional modal suffixes and a set of 5 derivational prefixes. Pronominal clitics 

can occur as verbal arguments, but they are in complementary distribution with lexical 

noun phrases. Previous reports noted the richness of verbal morphology in Amazonian 

languages in general (Payne 1990). 

3) Different grammatical patterns emerge in different parts of the grammar. An ergative

absolutive pattern occurs in imperatives, focus constructions, yes-no questions, 

independent and clitic pronouns, and negative focus constructions. A nominative

accusative pattern (that is, a recognizable subject category) occurs in clause-chaining, 

emphatic constructions, associated noun phrase constructions, future clauses with the 

auxiliary kap, and time and purpose subordinations. 

Although the motivations for the occurrence of ergative-absolutive patterning in all the 

systems above is not yet well understood (imperatives. for example, emerge from the 

grammaticization of immediacy of involvement (cf. Mithun and Chafe 1999)), the 

motivation for the occurrence of the subject category in all the nominative-accusative 

systems is explained in terms of the grammaticization of starling points (cf. Chafe 1994 ). 
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